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Introduction

Summary of the project

Nowadays we all recognise that there is no specific way of learning, but rather there are different types 

of learners and teaching methods. Learning activities are no longer only related to the traditional face-

to-face classroom training. The trainers should accept that learning is a continuous process and adapt 

their teaching strategies to these different settings. The educational process goes through many stages

and can take place in different scenarios.

Technology is changing the way our society operates. It offers us new opportunities and gives us 

access to sources we could have never imagined before. Unfortunately, our education system is not 

flexible enough to apply all these free opportunities. The education institutions and consequently, the 

trainers and teachers do not receive enough support and training to adapt their teaching plans to their 

learners’ needs. Many trainers state that missing necessary skills, tight schedules and lack of time for 

training preparation are the main reasons for not experimenting with new teaching methods and 

strategies. 

This project aims to solve these problems by creating a reference guide for language trainers that 

will help them to acquire or improve their digital competences. The guidebook will show language 

trainers in a simple and understandable way how to effectively apply modern technology in their 

training thus providing a more diverse range of learning options. 

The project implementation will have positive impact on language trainers, learners and education 

institutions.

Based on the usage of digital learning tools trainers and teachers will develop new skills for creating 

more flexible training strategies answering the learners’ needs and expectations. This will also 

increase their professional realisation and further development. 

Learners will improve their attitude towards language teaching methods, increase their motivation for 

learning languages, and improve their proficiency in foreign languages.

Learning providers will find support to enhance digital integration in teaching and training. They will 

be able to adopt innovative practices in education and effectively address students’ needs. Lastly, they 

will become aware of the interconnection between formal education, non – formal education and 

informal education.
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Project products

Partnership

Iberika Group (coordinator), based in Berlin, Germany since 1996, is a private non-profit education 

provider with many years of experience in language teaching and European projects management.

Danmar Computers LLC (Poland) is a private company operating in the field of IT and providing 

vocational training in this field.

RUNI Center (Bulgaria) founded in 1996 is and educational center working in three main fields –

formal education, non-formal education and working on national and international projects.

Active Citizens Partnership (Greece) is an NGO with extensive experience to design and support 

programs that address contemporary training and social needs at national and European level.

Dacorum CVS (working name Community Action Dacorum) (UK) is an NGO which delivers at a 

local level a range of services to meet the needs of local community groups and individuals.

Online Catalogue 
compiling the most 
relevant digital learning 
tools in partners’ 

Final online guidebook – consisting of all previously 
developed outcomes and a new section for links for 

further development programs and funding 
opportunities for trainers

A toolbox with 5 examples 
on how effectively to use 

the tools for language 
training

A toolbox with 5 
new tools for 

language teaching 

A didactical and a 
technical report of the 

tools in the online 
catalogue
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Methodology
The main objectives of MALL Guide project are to promote linguistic diversity and foster second 

language acquisition mainly in the adult education sector. The aim of this report is to support language 

teachers, trainers and educational staff in their work with adult learners, to encourage them to improve 

their digital competences and to implement Mobile Assisted Language Learning method (MALL) in 

their classes. 

The research for learning tools was conducted by the project partner organisations in the five 

countries: Bulgaria, Greece, Germany, Poland and United Kingdom. During the first stage each partner 

collected 20 online tools/resources. The method used was online desk research conducted mainly by 

language teachers and trainers and other staff with expertise in education and teaching. The tools were 

chosen by following different selection criteria, the most important of which were if the tool is free to 

use; user friendly; easy to use by teachers and by students; attractive; offering interactive exercises, 

tests and quizzes; mobile friendly; based on OER; need registration for using it; etc. The two main 

selection criteria were variety (of levels, skills, resource types and providers) on the one hand, and 

quality of the resources on the other. 

Other aspect considered was if the resource is valid and useful.  For this purposes the partners also 

added a criterion of having to register on line as some of the exercises are only accessible after

registration. It also provides some safety net for learners and reassures them that this is a trustworthy 

website.  

In the second stage was conducted the methodological analysis of the 100 collected tools/resources. 

This analysis was made by expert staff from the three partner organisations which specialise in 

language training and teaching – Iberika education group gGmbH (Germany), Dacorum CVS (UK) 

and RUNI CENTER (Bulgaria). 
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Analysis

Analysis of common online tools

Other than the textbooks and audio recordings that are commonly used in the classroom, there are also 

various online tools that teachers may find useful for their classes. These resources have different 

specifics but the main distinction between them could be made from purpose point of view – some are 

learning management systems (Skype, Webinar and YouTube) and some are content management

systems (Google Drive, Wiki, WordPress).  Moodle platform shows characteristics of both types of 

systems. 

The following part introduces the most common online tools and provides links to further information 

about these. 

The term "webinar" consists of the words web and seminar, meaning a presentation, lecture, or 

workshop that is transmitted over the web. Webinar, more widely known as web conferencing, is an 

umbrella term for various types of online collaborative services including web seminars ("webinars"), 

webcasts, and peer-level web meetings. Web conferencing is made possible by Internet technologies, 

particularly on TCP/IP connections. This service allows real-time point-to-point communications as 

well as multicast communications from one sender to an unlimited number of receivers. It offers data 

streams of text-based messages, voice and video chat to be shared simultaneously and across 

geographically dispersed locations. 

Applications for web conferencing include meetings, training events, lectures, or presentations from a 

web-connected computer to other web-connected computers. Webcasts are now likely to allow 

audience response to polls, text communication with presenters or other audience members, and other 

two-way communications that complement the consumption of the streamed audio/video content. For 

more information about Webinars, click here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_conferencing 

There are many providers for web conferencing services and software. However, web conferencing 

technologies are not standardized. Lists of software and service providers and reviews can be found at 

the following websites: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_conferencing

Webinars

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_conferencing
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http://web-conferencing-services.toptenreviews.com/

Webinars are a good way of reaching, connecting and interacting with learners from different 

geographic areas. They include different features to make the web seminar more interesting and 

interactive. Starting a web seminar, however, requires some preparation on the trainer’s part. Before 

starting a web seminar, the trainer is required to choose, install and familiarize himself/herself with the 

technology. Long distance learning can be delivered through Webinar. 

Wiki was developed by Ward Cunningham in 1994 and was initially called WikiWikiWeb. The term 

“wiki” comes from the word "wikiwiki," which means "fast" in the Hawaiian language. A wiki is a 

website which allows collaborative modification of its content and structure directly from any web 

browser. Wiki supports hyperlinks and has a simple text syntax for creating new pages and crosslinks 

between internal pages.

The most popular example of a wiki-based website is without a doubt Wikipedia, the online 

encyclopedia. It is not a single wiki but rather a collection of hundreds of wikis, one for each language. 

However, apart from Wikipedia there are at tens of thousands of other wikis in use, both public and 

private, including wikis functioning as knowledge management resources, notetaking tools, 

community websites and intranets.

A wiki web site turns visitors into participants by allowing them to create or edit the actual site content 

without any special technical knowledge or tools. All that is required to do so is a computer with an 

internet connection. For this reason a wiki is constantly changing when new information is added, 

revised or rejected. The changes made to the content appear instantly on the web site. Hence, wikis 

grow over time collecting the knowledge of a group rather than reflecting an individual’s opinion. In 

addition to text, wikis are also able to incorporate sounds, movies, and pictures. 

Since they are easy to use, wikis can also be used in the classroom both as a source of reference on a 

subject but also to have groups of learners work together on a project. Wikis can take many different 

forms. In second language teaching the most common examples are continuing stories, creative writing 

projects, literary analysis of texts, vocabulary lists, etc. 

For more information about wikis, click here: 

Wiki

http://web-conferencing-services.toptenreviews.com/
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiki

http://computers.tutsplus.com/tutorials/what-are-wikis-and-why-should-you-use-them--cms-19540

Wikis are an easy to use tool to encourage group collaboration in class. The technology is easy to use 

both by teachers and learners however, since anyone can edit the content, there is a risk of wrong or 

inappropriate content appearing on the web site. Thus, the wiki requires constant monitoring.   

Skype is free online platform that provides chat, video chat and voice call services to its users. It is one 

of the most common online communication tools used in business sector, education and personal life. 

The users can use it for exchange digital documents as images, text, video and others, and may 

transmit both text and video messages. Skype allows users to communicate over the Internet by voice 

using a microphone, by video by using a webcam, as well as with instant messaging using keyboard. 

Skype-to-Skype calls to other users are free of charge, while calls to landline telephones and mobile 

phones (over traditional telephone networks) are charged via a debit-based user account system called 

Skype Credit.

Using Skype for teaching and learning foreign languages is very well spread and offers many 

possibilities for trainers and learners. The most valuable quality of the platform is that Skype learning 

is a flexible method for distance language learning for those who do not want to, or cannot regularly 

attend a language school. Skype makes the communication very easy and connects people from all 

around the world allowing them to interact. There is only need of good Internet connection and pair of 

headsets (to be able to listen audio). Contrary the popular belief a webcam is not necessary according 

to most of the trainers. The webcams are a gimmick and tend only to distract. The student needs to 

concentrate on the language and to listen to the teacher so there is no need for webcams which also 

tend to slow down the connection. 

Skype is best used for training of listening and speaking skills. The main advantages of the method are 

that you can teach and learn from any place you like at any time you want; you can connect with native 

speakers from different countries and cities; you don’t waste time in travelling to the class; etc. 

More information about Skype could be found on the following websites: 

- https://www.skype.com/en/

Skype

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wiki
http://computers.tutsplus.com/tutorials/what-are-wikis-and-why-should-you-use-them--cms-19540
https://www.skype.com/en/
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- https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skype

WordPress is a free and open-source content management system (CMS). It was released on May 27, 

2003. WordPress is installed on a web server, which either is part of an Internet hosting service or is a 

network host itself; the first case may be on a service like WordPress.com, for example, and the second 

case is a computer running the software package WordPress.org. 

WordPress was used by more than 23.3% of the top 10 million websites as of January 2015.

WordPress is the most popular blogging system in use on the Web, at more than 60 million websites. 

The license under which WordPress software is released is the GPLv2 (or later) from the Free 

Software Foundation.

WordPress is completely customizable and can be used for almost anything thus giving teachers a 

wide range of options from creating simple blogs to different types of websites. Through different 

templates, creating a website becomes easy and can be adapted to suit different needs.

WordPress is a community software. It is maintained by a large group of volunteers. Thus anyone can 

contribute to WordPress by writing patches, answering support questions, writing plugins, creating 

themes, translating WordPress and updating documentation. Users, in turn, can get free support from 

other community members and download free plugins and themes. 

WordPress is not only limited to writing texts. It also has a built-in support to handle images, audio, 

and video content. In addition, it can also be used for document or file management. 

Given the wide range of opportunities, teachers can use WordPress to create Blogs, their own websites 

or online courses. There are various plugins freely available for download for online teaching. 

WordPress can be used, for example, to: 

- invite students to contribute to a group project or blog

- publish class news on a blog or to keep learners or parents informed about upcoming events. Through 

sharing-tools this information can also be announced on social networks. 

- upload documents for colleagues, parents or learners to download

WordPress

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skype
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For more information on WordPress, click here: 

https://wordpress.org/about/

https://wordpress.com/classrooms/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WordPress

WordPress is an open source software that offers many different ways to use for teaching purposes. It 

is free and easy to use, however, it requires some thought as to what features the site should include 

and what it should look like. For this reason, some time and preparation is required before it can be 

used. In addition, access to the site can be limited through passwords to make the site private and to 

protect users.

Google Drive is a file storage and synchronization service created by Google. It allows users to store 

files in the cloud, share files, and edit documents, spreadsheets, and presentations with collaborators. 

Google Drive encompasses Google Docs, Sheets, and Slides, an office suite that permits collaborative 

editing of documents, spreadsheets, presentations, drawings, forms, and more. 1

Google Drive is a content management system which offers 15GB free online storage, so you can keep 

photos, stories, designs, drawings, recordings, videos – anything. All the files in GD can be reached 

from any smartphone, tablet, or computer from anywhere and the only thing needed is Internet 

connection. It is very useful tool in the education sphere because you can quickly invite other users to 

view, download, and collaborate on all the files you want. It is perfect for language trainers and 

teachers to upload there all learning materials and to organise their class. All the students and learners 

could access the files either from home or from the language centre/school. 

On September 30, 2014 was announced Google Drive for education. It was made available for free to 

all Google Apps for Education users. It includes unlimited storage and support for individual files up 

to 5TB in size. Google Apps for Education is free for non-profit educational institutions and comes 

with Classroom, a toolset that teachers can use to deliver classroom materials, track assignments and 

1 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Drive#cite_note-Introducing_Google_Drive..._yes.2C_really-2

Google Drive

https://wordpress.org/about/
https://wordpress.com/classrooms/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/WordPress
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give students feedback. With the new Drive for Education, projects that users create and manage 

through Classroom will be organised automatically into Google Drive folders. 2

More information about Google Drive could be found on the following websites: 

- https://www.google.com/edu/products/productivity-tools/

- https://www.google.com/drive/

Moodle is an acronym for modular object-oriented dynamic learning environment. Moodle is a free 

and open-source software learning management system that is used for blended learning, distance 

education, flipped classroom and other e-learning projects in schools, universities, workplaces and 

other sectors. As of July 2013 Moodle has over 71.6 million users in over 7.6 million courses in 236 

countries.  

The first Moodle version was released in August 2002 and is in constant evolution. Moodle has been 

translated into over 100 languages. 

Before learners can start using Moodle, they have to be registered in the system. This is usually done 

by the site administrator or the teacher. Once the course has been created and the users are registered 

in the system, they can start learning. The course offers many different ways of learning for the 

teacher’s or group’s needs. 

There are many different ways to structure a course – in weekly sessions, topics, all sections or topics 

being visible at once, only one topic being visible at a time, etc. When creating a course, teachers can 

upload resources such as files or pages. They can also choose between different types of activities that 

will allow learners to interact with other learners or the teachers themselves. Additionally, there is also 

a Gradebook that allows teachers to record scores from quizzes and other activities and a completion 

tracking function. It is also possible to issue badges either manually or based on completion criteria in 

order to keep up learner motivation or to record the learning progress. 

2 http://thenextweb.com/google/2014/09/30/google-unveils-drive-education-free-unlimited-storage-automatic-file-
encryption/#gref

Moodle

https://www.google.com/edu/products/productivity-tools/
https://www.google.com/drive/
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In addition to viewing material and completing activities, there is also a forum that allows teachers and 

learners to exchange ideas by posting comments as parts of a thread – and, if desired – to rate posts. 

For teachers there is also a News forum where they can post announcements. This, however, is 

restricted to teachers only. 

For more information on Moodle, click here: 

https://moodle.org/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moodle

Moodle is a free and easy to use tool enhance learning in the classroom or over long distances. The 

technology is easy to use both by teachers and learners. The course offers many different ways of 

customizing it for the teacher’s or group’s needs which requires some preparation in the beginning. 

Once the course has been created, however, it is possible to use it in many different types of learning 

environments. Since access to a course has to be granted to each learner individually, all Moodle 

courses are closed groups and information posted in or uploaded onto the course is not visible to the 

public.  

YouTube is a global video-sharing website with headquarters in San Bruno, California (USA). The 

service was created in February 2005. In November 2006, it was bought by Google and now operates 

as one of Google's subsidiaries. YouTube is the third most visited website in the world, as of June 

2015 attracting more than 15 billion visitors per month.

The site allows users to upload, view, rate, share, and comment on videos, and it makes use of WebM, 

H.264/MPEG-4 AVC, and Adobe Flash Video technology to display a wide variety of user-generated 

and corporate media video. Available content includes video clips, TV clips, music videos, movie 

trailers, and other content such as video blogging, short original videos, and educational videos. 

YouTube is available on computers with an internet connection, android and iOS mobile phones, game 

consoles and media boxes. 

Most of the content on YouTube has been uploaded by individuals, but media corporations and other 

organizations offer some of their material via YouTube as part of the YouTube partnership program.

Unregistered users can watch videos free of charge. Registered users can also upload videos of up to 

YouTube

https://moodle.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Moodle
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15 minutes each in duration to their channels. Users who have a good track record of complying with 

the site's Community Guidelines may be offered the ability to upload videos up to 12 hours in length, 

which requires verifying the account, normally through a mobile phone. Videos considered to contain 

potentially offensive content are available only to registered users affirming themselves to be at least 

18 years old.

YouTube offers teachers and learners a wide range of options to incorporate the platform into their 

learning process. This may involve showing learning videos in class, making and uploading videos, 

creating videos as class projects or embedding YouTube videos or using learning videos for self-study.  

YouTube has a set of community guidelines aimed to reduce abuse of the site's features. Generally 

prohibited material includes sexually explicit content, videos of animal abuse, shock videos, content 

uploaded without the copyright holder's consent, hate speech, spam, and predatory behavior. However, 

YouTube does not view videos before they are posted online. Thus uploaded videos may include 

inappropriate content. 

For more information on YouTube, click here: 

https://www.youtube.com/yt/about/en-GB/

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/YouTube#Community_policy

YouTube is an easy to use platform that offers a wide range of ways to enhance and support the 

learning process. Watching the uploaded material does not require registration. For users who wish to 

upload videos registration is mandatory. Even though it is prohibited to upload inappropriate content, 

YouTube itself does not check any of the uploaded videos. For this reason it is recommended to check 

each video prior to showing it in class. 

https://www.youtube.com/yt/about/en-GB/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/YouTube#Community_policy
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4.2. Analysis of the 100 learning resources 

The following part of this report will present detailed and professional methodological analysis of the 

100 learning/teaching tools collected from the project partners. All resources are carefully chosen and 

analysed according to their relevance or effectiveness expected in the implementation in face-to-face 

language classes. The tools could be used from SLA trainers in their work or from SLA learners during 

their learning activities. Each resource is analysed by following the same structure: name; link; target 

group; level (A1-C2); topic (vocabulary; grammar; reading comprehension; listening comprehension; 

writing; speaking skills and phonetics); duration of the video or exercise (if relevant); additional 

materials needed for the implementation. After this practical information follow comments from 

experts specialised in language trainings who tested each tool and gave their opinion and feedback on 

it. Very useful sections are the description of possible implementation in class and the table with 

“pros” and “cons”, which are available for every tool. The collection with resources is very diverse -

many of them offer training materials for more than one language; there are different kinds of 

exercises, appropriate for learners from all ages and with different backgrounds. According to the 

groups’ specifics and learning needs the SLA trainers could use one whole tool; only some parts of it, 

or even to make different combinations of exercises. It is only a matter of creativity!
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No. 1
Name of the resource Classroom.bg Online courses
Link http://classroom.bg/online-video-lessons/2.htm
Target language English
Target group Beginners
Level A1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Listening comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

00:05:00 – 00:30.00

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

00:05:00 – 00:30.00

Additional materials Laptop/Computer
Internet connection
Speakers

This is a platform with several video lessons. The training content is well structured and easily 
accessible. Each video lesson presents different theme or grammar rule. 

The videos offer the learners basic communication skills useful for everyday situations. In each lesson 
there is a list with the new vocabulary. 

After the lessons there is useful information and links to other platforms for language training, which 
could be used in class and for self-preparation. 

The platform offers some free of charge applications and educational games which are useful also if 
the learners are children.

The trainers could use the videos in class when presenting new vocabulary. The learners will be able to 
see the proper writing of the words with transcription as well as hear their pronunciation. The trainer 
could also use the short video dialogues for presenting simple everyday situations in a clear and 
understandable way. For example the dialogue “What’s in the bag?” presents the contents of a 
backpack. All items are displayed and the words are pronounced very clearly.  

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Easy to use
+ The lessons are divided according to different 
theme
+ The vocabulary is divided according to 
different theme

- The lessons are not thematically 
consecutive 

The platform is useful for language trainers to implement in class. Some parts of it are good for self-
preparation, but not all. If a learner has no language skills or only basic ones it will be impossible for 
him/her to use the grammar videos. The grammar is partially presented in the videos and there is need 
of additional assistance from teacher or language trainer.  

The vocabulary presented in the videos is enough for maintaining very basic everyday conversations.  

http://classroom.bg/online-video-lessons/2.htm
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No. 2
Name of the resource Video English Tutorials
Link https://vimeo.com/channels/145946 
Target language English
Target group Beginners
Level A1/A2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

00:10:00 – 00:52:00

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

00:10:00 – 00:52:00

Additional materials Laptop/Computer     
Internet connection         
Speakers

This course consists of 30 Video English tutorials created using podcast methodology. All the videos 
are in Bulgarian language and are perfectly suitable for beginners. The lessons are not fragmentized 
but consistently upgrade the knowledge. Each video is aimed at teaching basic vocabulary (needed for 
everyday situations) or teaching and practicing basic grammar rules – present, past and future tenses 
and irregular verbs. The first videos present the English alphabet and the transcription and 
pronunciation rules. 

Each video is accompanied by short description of the content and what knowledge should be acquired 
from the lesson. 

This tool could be used from the SLA trainers when preparing their lessons. It could also be directly 
demonstrated in class – for example when practicing speaking skills and phonetics. The students could 
watch the videos individually at home for practicing the new material taught in class. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ The man speaks very slowly and clearly, 
which makes the videos very easy to follow and 
understand. 
+ All explanations are detailed and 
understandable.

- Some videos have very long duration
- Update version of Adobe Flash Player 
needed, otherwise the videos do not run 
smoothly.

The resource presents most of the basic vocabulary and grammar needed in everyday situations. All 
the videos could be used for self-preparation and exercising and some of them could be used in class. 

https://vimeo.com/channels/145946
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No. 3
Name of the resource Learn language
Link http://www.learnalanguage.com/
Target language 19 languages
Target group Beginners
Level A1-A2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Listening comprehension 
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss) 

N/a

Duration of the whole 
exercise

N/a

Additional materials Laptop/Computer
Speakers
Printer or Xerox machine if you want to multiply some 
materials (optional)
Multimedia for some games (optional)

This is a platform with over 150 free lessons. There are fun games, “Learning Lounge” lessons and 
“Memory Machine” activities. There are also lists with important phrases, survival expressions and 
slang words in the chosen language. There are over 350 verbs and over 1500 new words also. 

The platform is divided in several sections: 

Words - divided into categories with free flash cards and interactive games and puzzles; the flash cards 
have audio from native speakers. 

Phrases – useful phrases divided according to the topic; free audio conversations between native 
speakers.

Video blog – many educative video lessons.

Verbs – verb lists and Conjugation Chart; there are audio flash cards and interactive games for 
practicing and easy memorising the new verbs and its conjugations in the different tenses.  

Culture – interesting facts; habits; traditions; useful information about the respective country. Learning 
about culture is an important part of learning a foreign language. 

There is a special section for teachers and trainers with free PowerPoint Lessons on different topics. 
All of them are colourful, very attractive and interesting for the students. They could make the lesson 
really fun and at the same time educative and beneficial for the learners.  

Pros and cons:

+ -
+ Interactive games and puzzles - The online dictionary doesn’t work 

http://www.learnalanguage.com/
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+ Appropriate for children properly

All the sections in the platform could be of help to the trainers for preparation of the next lesson. The 
games and the flash cards are interactive and interesting and some of them could be appropriate even 
for children.

No. 4
Name of the resource Learn Bulgarian for free
Link http://www.surfacelanguages.com/language/Bulgarian.html
Target language Bulgarian
Target group Beginners
Level A1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/a

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

00:20:00 – 1:00:00

Additional materials Laptop/Computer        
Internet connection        
Speakers

This platform helps people to learn Bulgarian phrases and sentences by selecting the phrases from a 
list. It covers a wide variety of topics, including the numbers in Bulgarian, the week days in Bulgarian, 
Bulgarian greetings and the months. The Bulgarian phrases have audio recorded by a native speaker.

There are some basic themes which can be used by the trainers during their classes. For example when 
they teach new vocabulary, the learners could listen to the audio recordings (in class or at home) to 
practice the proper pronunciation of the words. 

The lack of well-structured grammar lessons makes the learners’ self-preparation difficult. 

The platform could be effectively used by the learners if they receive detailed instructions from the 
trainers.

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Simple and user friendly structure and 
interface
+ Intuitive platform

- The material is presented in a very chaotic way
- The instructions of some exercises are not very 
clear

The platform is very user friendly and easy to use both for trainers and for learners. It offers training 
material on basic level but good enough for acquiring conversational skills for everyday 
communication. 

http://www.surfacelanguages.com/language/Bulgarian.html
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No. 5
Name of the resource Innovative Language
Link http://www.innovativelanguage.com/learn-bulgarian/online-

course
Target language Multilingual - 31 languages
Target group All learners
Level A1-C2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss) 

N/a

Duration of the exercise N/a
Additional materials Laptop/Computer

Internet connection
Speakers

Here are some of the features of the platform: Weekly Audio and Video lessons; Absolute Beginner to 
Advanced Level Lessons; PDF Lesson Notes; Line-By-Line Audio Transcript; Lively Community and
Forum; Centralized My Word Bank; Word of the Daily Mini-Lessons; Online Spaced-Repetition 
Flashcards; Core 2000 Word Lists.
After completing the course the learner is expected to be able to maintain conversations on everyday 
themes, to ask questions, to make sentences and to express opinion on certain topics. 
The platform is appropriate for self-preparation. This doesn’t mean that it is not useful for trainers –
just the opposite. Some of the features could be used for preparation of classes or directly implemented 
in class. The platform could be used simultaneously by more than one user – for example the dialogues 
can be done by two people.  
Separate sections with the most commonly used words with a corresponding example how the word 
could be used in different context are also available. The trainers could use this material when 
presenting new vocabulary.  The presentation of the new vocabulary is supported by audio version 
which is helpful for teaching and learning proper pronunciation. 
There are also video lessons. Next to them the user can make some notes which can review later. The 
transcripts of all audio and video lessons are presented as texts. The lines from the dialogues could be 
listened separately in order the learner to check and practice his/hers pronunciation.
The lessons are divided according to a topic, most often some theme from the everyday life. This helps 
the trainer a lot when preparing the next class. There are many examples and exercises that could be 
used in class or for homework or self-preparation.  

Pros and cons: 

+ -

http://www.innovativelanguage.com/learn-bulgarian/online-course
http://www.innovativelanguage.com/learn-bulgarian/online-course
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+ Various themes
+ Easy to use and user friendly
+ Customer support available
+ Forum with comments
+ Mobile friendly

- Certain amount of time for completing the 
registration process

The biggest advantage of the resource is that the material is very well structured. The themes are 
suitable for different proficiency levels and cover various situations. The given examples are realistic; 
the dialogues are accompanied with descriptions of the context of the situations. Every user can create 
own dashboard where can add different content according to the learning needs and preferences. 

No. 6
Name of the resource Easybulgarian
Link http://www.easybulgarian.com/
Target language Bulgarian
Target group Beginners
Level A1/A2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/a

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

From 5min. to several hours, depending on the learners needs

Additional materials Laptop/Computer
Internet connection
Speakers

Easybulgarian is an easily accessible learning resource which is perfect for basic language training. 
Registration in the platform is necessary in order to use it. 

The course is divided in 9 lessons. Each of them includes example dialogues as well as exercises and 
audio recordings. The lessons are well structured. The introduction lesson presents the Bulgarian 
alphabet and useful tips how to learn the language easily. 

After the completion of the course the learner should be able to maintain basic conversation, to use 
properly everyday phrases – meeting new people; introducing yourself; in the shop; at the restaurant; 
even love proclamation.

The example situations are presented in a way appropriate for absolutely beginner learners.  

The resource could be used directly in class – the dialogues related to the lessons could be played on 
the speakers and the learners could repeat them. All the dialogues are simple and short; they could be 
played repeatedly and they could be listened only in Bulgarian or only in English language. In this way 
the trainer could check the learners’ knowledge on the topic and to see if they understood correctly the 
dialogue.

Pros and cons: 

http://www.easybulgarian.com/
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+ -
+ Easy to use
+ Short and simple dialogues

- Short course
- Not enough grammar and vocabulary

The resource is helpful for learners with no previous knowledge on the language. The lack of grammar 
lessons doesn’t allow efficient learning. The resource is structured like a phrase-book, not like a 
course. It could be used as an additional tool for teaching a foreign language.  

No. 7
Name of the resource What does that mean?
Link http://www.whatdoesthatmean.com/
Target language English
Target group All learners
Level A1-C2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss) 

N/a

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

N/a

Additional materials Laptop/Computer
Internet connection

WhatDoesThatMean.com is a free, user-built dictionary which presents different catch phrases, 
idioms, commonly used phrases and slang. It is very useful because it presents everyday situations, 
real conversations and common topics. 

As a Visitor to this site, you can search for phrases and words using the Search box under the site logo. 
You can also Browse entries by clicking the links at the top of the page or at the side of the page, and 
then clicking on the word that represents the category you’re interested in. For example, if you want to 
learn some Canadian idioms, click the word Canada. The most useful implementation could be to 
present to the learners how the language is used in everyday situations. The learners could use the 
dictionary for their own researches or self-preparation. 

The platform could be used for interaction with other users. To be able to post your own questions to 
the site, you must first register. Simply look for the Submit a Question link, and fill in the appropriate 
fields. The users can upload their own content and to discuss topics.

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Easily accessible
+ Easy to use
+ Rich database with examples
+ Suitable for learners with previous knowledge on 
the language

- Not enough explanation of the context

http://www.whatdoesthatmean.com/
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The specific content makes this resource very valuable for trainers and learners. The trainers can use it 
in class for example for teaching commonly used phrases, idioms and slang. 

No. 8
Name of the resource Free language
Link https://freelanguage.org/learn-bulgarian
Target language Multilingual – for example Bulgarian
Target group All learners
Level A1-C2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss) 

N/a

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

00:20:00 – Several hours

Additional materials Laptop/Computer
Mobile device – smartphone or tablet
Internet connection

Free language is free of charge multifunctional platform designed for the needs of the language 
learners and trainers. It is perfect for people who have little or no knowledge on a language. It is also 
useful for people who travel a lot – the platform offers information about most of the world countries; 
country maps; information about the national and official holidays; interesting facts about the country; 
traditions, habits, dialects, etc. The given examples are very realistic and present common everyday 
situations. 

The resource gives links to a free application for language learning through flash cards. This 
application could be installed and used either by the language trainer during class or by the learner at 
home. The biggest advantage of the platform is that it is mobile friendly and could be used on any 
device, which makes it perfect tool for language learning. 

Some of the platform features: 

- Educational language apps, videos, audio, podcasts, games

- Phrasebooks, translation tools and mobile dictionaries

- Different level lessons and courses 

- Information for studying abroad 

The trainer could use the tool in class and using all the interactive features – pictures; flash cards; 
games; articles. The platform is very attractive and will be useful for the language trainers and for the 
learners who want to self-prepare.  

Pros and cons: 

https://freelanguage.org/learn-bulgarian
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+ -
+ Mobile friendly
+ Interactive
+ Useful and attractive features

- Learners with no language knowledge need 
support from a trainer 

Useful resource for everyone who wants not only to learn a new language but also to gain new 
knowledge on certain countries. It is good tool for the trainers who want to present to the learners 
some of the cultural specifics of a country. 

No. 9
Name of the resource Open Culture
Link http://www.openculture.com/freelanguagelessons
Target language Multilingual – 48 foreign languages
Target group Beginners
Level A1/A2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/a

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

At least 01:00:00+

Additional materials Laptop/Computer
Mobile device – smartphone or tablet
Speakers and projector for the movies and videos
Printer for the materials

This resource is a rich database with books, movies, articles, magazines and newspapers on different 
languages, audio and video lessons, textbooks, language courses. The trainers could use them in order 
to present to the learners the language usage in different aspects. The available themes are various like 
biology, physics, astronomy, philosophy, business, chemistry, computer science, economy, history, 
literature, mathematics, political sciences, religion, etc. There is rich choice of videos, audio files and 
electronic books which could be helpful for the trainers.

The tool is perfect for language trainers who offer courses on specialized themes like biology, physics, 
astronomy, philosophy, business, chemistry, computer science, economy, history, literature, 
mathematics, political sciences, religion, etc. 

For example the trainer could use some of the text for exercises like listening comprehension, 
translation, multiple choice or reading comprehension, questions and discussions.  

The videos are also good tool for class and home activity.

Pros and cons: 

http://www.openculture.com/freelanguagelessons
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+ -
+ Mobile friendly
+ Various themes
+ Rich database with texts and articles

- Could not be used by beginners
- Not appropriate for self-preparation 

The resource offers huge amount of various information on different topics. Only learners with good 
language level can benefit from the information. All the features are available on mobile devices also 
which is very useful for the learners and trainers.

No. 10
Name of the resource BulgarianPod101.com
Link http://www.bulgarianpod101.com/bulgarian-resources/
Target language Bulgarian 
Target group Beginners
Level A1/A2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/a

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

From 00:10:00 to several hours

Additional materials Laptop/Computer
Speakers
Internet connection

BulgarianPod101 is a platform with funny, interesting and culturally relevant Bulgarian lessons that 
are easy to listen to. They are very effective too. The tool offers to the hundreds of thousands of 
learners several mobile apps, desktop software and website with free Bulgarian lessons released every 
week.

More features: - Over 480 Audio and Video Lessons - Knowledgeable and Energetic Hosts

- Vocabulary Learning Tools and Spaced Repetition Flashcards

- Detailed PDF Lesson Notes - Lively Community Forum and Lesson Discussion

- Learn on-the-go methodology

The lessons are carefully crafted to include current Bulgarian events, vocabulary usage, celebrities, 
popular culture, and so-on. While grammar may not change, the nuances of the language change all the 
time, which is why the platform releases new content every week.

The lessons focus on pronunciation and listening comprehension, so that the learners can start 
practicing what they learn from their trainer. Inside the PDF lesson notes could be find the necessary 

http://www.bulgarianpod101.com/bulgarian-resources/
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tools for reading comprehension, and thorough explanations of phrases and key grammar points, in 
addition to a segment dedicated to cultural information. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Interactive features
+ Audio and video lessons
+ Games       
+ Flashcards

- Many features are paid

The resource is very useful for learners and trainers. It is attractive and non-conventional method for 
teaching and learning a foreign language. The innovative games and flashcards could make the 
learning process easier and funnier.

No. 11
Name of the resource Learn with Oliver
Link https://www.learnwitholiver.com

Target language 20 language combinations
Target group Beginners
Level A1-A2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/a

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

From 00:05:00 till 01:00:00

Additional materials Laptop/Computer       
Speakers
Internet connection
Printer for multiplying some materials (optional)

The platform offers 20 language combinations with a total of over 150,000 flashcards and 40,000 
example sentences. The Audio Flashcard System is innovative tool for practicing and learning new 
vocabulary. There are also various exercises, such as multiple choice tests, writing exercises and 
listening exercises. The texts are divided in different topics and levels. 

The platform could be used by trainers when preparing their lessons or when they prepare 
exams/tests/exercises for the learners. The materials are suitable for home study and self-preparation of 
the learners also. 

https://www.learnwitholiver.com/
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The platform offers many interactive exercises and other features - explained texts for beginner, 
intermediate or advanced learners; attractive educational games; multiple choice; listen and repeat 
exercises; listen and choose the correct translation; word games; sentence games; creating word lists; 
writing exercises; etc.  

The trainers can also choose from the available monthly tests for tracking the progress of the learners. 

All the exercises have time limit which is useful for the learners in order to practice completing tasks 
in certain amount of time. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Interactive interface
+ Easy to use
+ Wide choice of exercises 

- Some features are paid

Learn with Oliver is an interactive and attractive platform. It is easy to use by trainers and learners. 
The tool is very helpful for the language trainers because they could directly use some exercises or 
tests with their students. 

No. 12
Name of the resource English page
Link http://www.englishpage.com
Target language/s English
Target group All learners
Level A1-C2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/a

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

00:10:00 – 01:00:00+

Additional materials Laptop/Computer     
Speakers
Internet connection
Printer for multiplying the materials 

The English page is really rich and useful online resource for trainers and learners. It offers free online 
in-depth English lessons, tutorials & ESL / EFL resources featuring dozens of interactive exercises. 

The platform has many teaching grammar tutorials (both mini and in-depth). Each lesson is followed 
by exercises divided according to the topic they cover. The exercises could be used directly in class. 

http://www.englishpage.com/
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The tutorials are helpful for the trainers when preparing the lesson. Detailed instructions and the 
correct answers for all exercises are also available. 

Englishpage.com has created a collection of listening resources (aka Listening Lounge) to help 
advanced English learners learn English online. The resources include free online news and culture 
broadcasts, online music, online movies, online radio and more. All of them could be used in class or 
at home for self-preparation. 

The English Reading Room is one of the greatest features of this platform. Huge database with links to 
free online newspapers, magazines, books and literature, reference materials (online dictionaries; 
encyclopaedias and educational resources); online libraries with books, texts, quotes and many others. 
This is an unlimited source that the trainers could use when teaching reading comprehension for 
example. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Easy to use
+ Good exercises
+ Useful links to listening and reading resources
+ The grammar is presented in a clear and 
understandable way

N/A

Very useful platform with many resources. Appropriate for trainers and learners. 

No. 13
Name of the resource English exams
Link http://www.examenglish.com/

Target language English
Target group Advanced learners who want to take an exam
Level C1-C2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/a

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Depending on the learners needs
At least 02:00:00 (according to the different exam 
requirements)

Additional materials Laptop/Computer       
Speakers              
Internet connection
Printer for multiplying the test materials 

http://www.examenglish.com/
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This web site is for people studying for an English language exam. The platform contains free online 
practice tests for the most important international ESL exams: IELTS, the TOEFL and TOEIC tests, 
and the Cambridge English exams such as Advanced (CAE), First (FCE), Key (KET) and Preliminary 
(PET).

The platform is useful for trainers who prepare students for taking some of the aforementioned exams. 
There are free practice tests for each exam accompanied with instructions for the trainer and useful tips 
and recommendations for the learners as well as practical information about each test (how it looks 
like; scoring algorithm; prices; who it is for; where and when it could be taken; etc. ).

Each exam directory has several sections with exercises and examples – Reading; Listening; Speaking; 
Vocabulary lists; Grammar rules; Articles and books; Other useful sources. 

The exercises for vocabulary practice are divided according to the topic and to the level. The grammar 
exercises are grouped according to the CEF level. There is a table which shows the grammar areas that 
should be covered at each of the CEF levels. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Comparison table between the different exams 
(according to CEF)
+ Free English level placement tests
+ Detailed information about each test

- Some features are not free of charge

The platform is very comprehensive and apart from the example tests offers good database with many 
useful information about each exam. Many of the materials could be used directly in class. 

No. 14
Name of the resource Business spanish
Link http://www.businessspanish.com/
Target language Spanish
Target group Beginners
Level A-B
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/a

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Between 00:15:00 and 01:00:00+

Additional materials Laptop/Computer         

http://www.businessspanish.com/
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Speakers         
Internet connection
Printer for multiplying some materials (optional)

Business Spanish is a platform that teaches the users how to speak and write business and 
conversational Spanish by listening and repeating examples and simplified grammar rules. All lessons 
and each topic contain vocabulary with recorded audio, and they are organized in chapters. This 
comprehensive site covers more than 100 business themes as well as various cultural aspects and 
business etiquette of the Spanish speaking countries.  

The Grammar section covers material for levels A1 and A2. There are exercises after each lesson. The 
system notes if some answer is wrong, but it doesn’t give the correct answer immediately – it offers 
some hints to the user and gives the opportunity for changing the answer. Some exercises have audio 
recordings of the correct answer. 

The vocabulary section is divided in topics. Each topic contains between 35 and 150 words related to 
it. Every word in each topic is translated in English and has audio recording by native speaker. It could 
be used in class or individually for practicing the proper pronunciation. Other suggestion for exercise 
is to mix the words from different topics and the learners to group them according to the topic. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Detailed instructions 
+ Audio recordings
+ Dialogue examples 
+ Online verb conjugator 
+ “Cultural notes” – specifics of the Hispanic 
countries
+ Useful links to international informational 
sources 

N/a

Very useful tool, because apart for the language training it also offers business related vocabulary and 
dialogues. This is a comprehensive site that covers more than 100 business themes as well as various 
cultural aspects and business etiquette of the Spanish speaking countries.

No. 15
Name of the resource Daily French pod
Link http://www.dailyfrenchpod.com/
Target language French
Target group All learners
Level A1-C2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics

http://www.dailyfrenchpod.com/
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Duration of the video/ 
podcast (hh:mm:ss)

4-5 minutes each

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

4-5 minutes each

Additional materials Laptop/Computer        
Speakers          
Internet connection

Daily French pod is a platform which offers daily podcasts for easy studying French language. Many 
podcasts have similar topic - Real Life French. Each lesson takes a simple situation a person may 
encounter in everyday life in France. Some of the other topics are – economy; history; politics; sports 
and lifestyle; music; arts; nature; society; health; technology; everyday life; hot topics; war; justice; 
gastronomy and many others. 

The podcasts could be used in class for practicing and later at home for exercising the material learnt at 
class. There are more than 2000 podcasts on different topics and for different levels – beginner; 
intermediate and advanced lessons. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Wide choice of podcasts 
+ The podcasts are free to use and downloadable
+ Each podcast is labelled according to the 
difficulty level – beginner; intermediate or 
advanced

- Everything except the podcasts is not free 
to use

Podcasts are really useful for teaching and learning new language. The huge podcast database offered 
from this platform could be of great help both for trainers and learners.  

No. 16
Name of the resource Conjugation
Link http://conjugation.io/
Target language English

Spanish
German
French
Italian

Target group All learners
Level All levels
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Listening comprehension

Duration of the video N/a

http://conjugation.io/
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(hh:mm:ss)
Duration of the whole 
exercise 

N/a

Additional materials Laptop/Computer

This is an interactive online platform for verb conjugations in several languages.

The platform is very useful when the trainers teach the students about the different tenses; irregular 
and regular verb conjugations and other usages.

There is an option for practice and exercise each verb. This feature could be used in class and 
monitored by the trainer or the learners could practice at home. The system immediately checks the 
exercise and gives the result and corrects the answers if it is necessary. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ The platform is available in English; Spanish; 
Italian; French and German language
+ Over 35,000 comprehensive verb conjugation 
tables in English, French, German, Italian and 
Spanish.
+ Practice tests and exercises

N/A

This is not conventional learning and teaching tool, but it is still very useful during the process. It 
could be used by trainers and learners at all stages of the learning.  

No. 17
Name of the resource TOEFL Practice
Link http://i-courses.org/ 
Target language English
Target group Learners preparing for TOEFL test
Level C1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/a

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Depending on the learners’ needs
At least 02:00:00 (according to the different exam 
requirements)

Additional materials Laptop/Computer (for the trainer and for each student)
Speakers
Internet connection
Printer for multiplying the test materials (optional)

http://i-courses.org/
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An online platform offering TOEFL practice resources to improve the skills of the potential test-takers. 
The actual tests are paid, but the usefulness of this platform are the Free resources – Sample TOEFL 
test; important Tips and strategies that will help the learners during their study and most importantly, 
during the exam itself.; TOEFL learning center and TOEFL video lessons. 

Tips and strategies are divided in 5 parts – General tips; Reading tips; Listening tips; Speaking tips; 
Writing tips. This part is translated in English, Spanish, Russian, Korean, Turkish and Bulgarian 
language. The tips and recommendations are available in PDF format, ready for printing. 

The Learning center offers useful materials for test takers to practice and improve required skills for 
best TOEFL performance – test taking strategies; effective note taking; transitional words; essay 
writing; etc. 

The videos are very interactive and educative, could be used directly in class and watched at home. 

The trainers could give the materials directly to the students and discuss them together in class. Or if 
the trainer decides could add more information or to remove some part that considers not useful.  

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Easy to use
+ Useful tips and recommendations 

- The tests are paid

The trainers could use the free resources when presenting to their students the practical side of the 
exam. Good level of English language is exactly as important as the practical preparation for 
successful passing of exams like TOEFL. 

No. 18
Name of the resource Thesaurus
Link http://www.thesaurus.com/ 

Target language English
Target group All learners
Level A1-C2
Topic Vocabulary extension
Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/a

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

N/a

Additional materials Laptop/Computer (for the trainer and for each student)
Internet connection

http://www.thesaurus.com/
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The tool is hosted by Dictionary.com - world's leading digital dictionary. It provides millions of 
English definitions, spellings, audio pronunciations, example sentences, and word origins. 
Dictionary.com also offers a translation service, a Word of the Day, a crossword solver, and a wealth 
of editorial content that benefit the advanced word lover and the English language student alike. 

Thesaurus.com is the world’s biggest synonyms and antonyms online dictionary. Thesaurus.com 
provides users with over 550,000 synonyms and a suite of tools that simplify the writing process. 
Thesaurus.com’s proprietary relevance, complexity, and length filters, introduced in the first update to 
any thesaurus in over 160 years, help anyone quickly find the perfect word.

The platform offers interactive exercises like “Word of the day”; “Word of the day Quiz”; “Word Fact 
of the day”; “Daily crossword” and many other word games that could be implemented directly in 
class. The articles of the “Commonly confused” words could be used when the trainer prepares 
examinations.  

It is proven that the learners memorize new vocabulary more effectively when it is presented by 
synonyms and antonyms, not by direct translations. The tool can help the trainers to avoid the 
translations and to variegate their classes. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ The biggest word database
+ Interactive word games
+ Interesting educational articles 
+ Synonyms and antonyms lists

N/A

Not very conventional tool, but it could be used in various forms, depending on the trainers’ creativity 
and the learners’ needs. 
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No. 19
Name of the resource Splendid speaking
Link http://splendidspeaking.podomatic.com/ 
Target language English
Target group Advanced learners – IELTS preparation
Level C1-C2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video/podcast 
(hh:mm:ss)

85 podcasts – between 6 and 16 minutes each

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Between 6 and 16 minutes each

Additional materials Laptop/Computer         
Speakers
Internet connection

Splendid Speaking supports advanced learners of English who want to develop their top-level speaking 
skills and communication strategies. Each podcast features a recording of non-native speakers of 
English carrying out short tasks individually or in pairs such as making presentations or taking part in 
discussions. Each recording contains expert feedback on the speaker's performance. Students studying 
for IELTS, TOEFL, TOEIC, Cambridge CAE, CPE or BEC will find these recordings useful in 
preparation for their Speaking exam. Some of the topics of the podcasts are – “Structuring a short 
talk”; “Using anecdotes to make a point”; “Making a spontaneous talk”; “Taking part in discussions”; 
“Responding to questions”; “Working together to reach agreement” and many more. 

The tool could be used by the trainer in class when preparing the students for the three sections of 
Speaking Module of the IELTS exam. The trainer can play the audios directly in class and then to 
discuss them with the students. The trainer can also use the podcasts when preparing the classes. The 
tool is useful also for the students for self-preparation and practicing.  

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Available transcripts of all podcasts on 
Splendid Speaking website 
(splendidspeaking.com)
+ Downloadable podcasts 

- Not very interactive website
- Not user friendly
- Hard to search into the materials

Interactive tool. Very helpful for both trainers and learners. 

http://splendidspeaking.podomatic.com/
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No. 20
Name of the resource Spanish learning resourses 
Link http://www.pimsleurapproach.com/resources/spanish/ 
Target language Spanish   Arabic           Italian   German        

French     Portuguese    Polish
Target group Language teachers
Level A1 – the vocabulary A2 – the grammar A/B – articles
Topic Vocabulary extension

Grammar
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/a

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

01:00:00+

Additional materials The additional materials are described in each individual lesson 
plan – the most common are pictures, recipes

The lessons are fragmentized and include vocabulary lists; grammar guides; lesson plans for teachers; 
interactive exercises and quizzes; useful links to websites with educational language games and online 
dictionaries; articles related to the language origin, the respective country’s history and culture, useful 
words and phrases from the everyday language, etc. Some of the lessons offer tips for improvement of 
the pronunciation. 

Other useful tools are the links to popular radio stations or TV stations where the learners can listen the 
natural language.  

The lesson plans help the teachers to find new and creative ways to teach and to keep the students 
engaged. They can guide the trainer how present the material in more fun and innovative way. In the 
lesson plans are included some worksheets with exercises or quizzes that can be used for examination 
of the knowledge acquired by the students. The answer keys are also available next to each worksheet. 
The lesson plans are divided in different parts – purpose of the lesson; learning outcomes; materials 
needed; input from the teacher; example exercises and possible assessment methods.

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ The vocabulary is accompanied by audio and 
written pronunciation which allows the student 
to practice the pronunciation at home.

- Very little vocabulary topics – weather; 
shopping; meeting new people; ordering food and
asking directions. Some languages offer also 
music; fashion; coffee and friends and family 
topics.

This tool presents interactive language lessons focused on basic elements of a foreign language in a 
way that beginner learners could acquire new knowledge immediately after some lessons. It could be 
used from the learners for self-preparation and practicing and from the trainers for preparation of 
lessons.

http://www.pimsleurapproach.com/resources/spanish/
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No. 21
Name of the resource Unsere Straße – Morgens im Bad
Link http://www.goethe.de/lrn/pro/str/index.html?module=0&game

=1&mode=Day
Target language German 
Target group All learners
Level B1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Listening comprehension
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

00:3:33

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

45 min. - 60 min. (including time for role play or discussion)

Additional materials Additional papers to collect arguments/useful phrases for disc
ussion recommended

“Unsere Straße” is a video-based online German course created by the Goethe Institut. The course 
consists of 8 short videos covering everyday situations. Each video presents a complete story with a 
beginning and an end. Thus, trainers can either present one single episode or the whole series. 

For each video there are tasks to check listening comprehension and acquire new vocabulary. The 
episode “Morgens im Bad” is the first episode. It focuses on young people living in a shared flat who 
discuss the amount of time each of them spends in the bathroom in the mornings. 

In order to follow the dialogue, learners should know present and past tenses, main and subordinate 
clauses, especially subordinate clauses with weil. 

The episode deals with a conflict situation that is common in most families or among flat mates. Thus, 
the learners are likely to have experienced it as well and can relate to the characters. They may also 
know the arguments presented by each character in their native language. 

The episode could be the starting point for a set of lessons focusing on reasons for family conflicts, 
presenting and defending an opinion, discussing different points of view and finding a solution. Before 
doing the exercises, the learners should watch the video. The trainer could also ask them to make a list 
of the arguments presented by the characters or words and phrases to give one´s opinion which can be 
used for role plays or a group discussion at the end of the lessons. 

The exercises following the video require the learners to read a text and create a schedule for the use of 
the bathroom and to answer some multiple choice questions. For this reason there should preferably be 
one computer for each learner to allow every person to work on the tasks on his/her own.

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ The actors speak very slowly and clearly using standard German language
+ Images complementing each dialogue
+ Short videos

N/a

http://www.goethe.de/lrn/pro/str/index.html?module=0&game=1&mode=Day
http://www.goethe.de/lrn/pro/str/index.html?module=0&game=1&mode=Day
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The video presents a topic that most learners will be familiar with. The resource can be used in class as 
well as for homework or self-study. As the dialogue is accompanied by images as opposed to audio 
recordings only, the resource is also suitable for learners struggling with listening comprehension. 

No. 22
Name of the resource Deutsch am Arbeitsplatz - Deutsch für soziale Berufe
Link https://www.goethe.de/de/spr/ueb/daa/brf/dis/sb0/sb1.html
Target language German 
Target group Adult learners working in adult care services
Level A2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

not applicable 

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

~ 20 min. 

Additional materials Dictionary or access to online dictionaries recommended 

“Deutsch am Arbeitsplatz” (German at Work) is an online course for vocational German developed by 
the Goethe Institut. It presents interviews, texts, films and exercises related to working life in 
Germany. All courses in this series offer exercises for learners from A1 to B2. 

The course “Deutsch für soziale Berufe” presents a text to improve and build up new vocabulary 
related to activities in adult care services. The set of exercises consists of two exercises for reading 
comprehension followed by two exercises to practice and improve the newly acquired vocabulary and 
two exercises to practice prepositions and indirect questions.  

In order to do the last two exercises, learners should be familiar with the prepositions and indirect 
questions as there is no introduction to these topics. 

The course introduces vocabulary to describe activities in adult care services and to describe a person´s 
working day which is important to know for people either working or looking for work.

The online course can be used as the start of a session focusing on work related activities and job 
descriptions. It could also be the second part of such a session after the learners have been introduced 
to different sectors and jobs. The learners can complete the exercises by themselves one after the other 
or just the first four exercises focusing on vocabulary extension and reading comprehension. 

The online course could also be the starting point to describe activities in one´s job. 

The exercises can be done in class (it is recommended that learners either have access to a computer 
and dictionaries in class or to online dictionaries to look up unfamiliar words.) or as homework or self-
study option.

Pros and cons:

+ -
+ Job related vocabulary for popular job sector
+ The last two exercises practice grammar 

- Exclusively in German
- No explanations of new vocabulary

https://www.goethe.de/de/spr/ueb/daa/brf/dis/sb0/sb1.html
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topics that are frequent areas of mistakes in 
German.

The course presents vocabulary in an important field of work and is thus very useful for adult learners. 
The exercises can either be done in class, as self-study or as homework. However, it is recommended
that learners have a dictionary to look up unfamiliar words. 

No. 23
Name of the resource Jojo sucht das Glück
Link http://www.dw.com/de/deutsch-lernen/telenovela/s-13121
Target language German 
Target group All learners
Level B1/B2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

00:03:19

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

~ 45 min. 

Additional materials None

“Jojo sucht das Glück” is a telenovela for learners of German produced by Deutsche Welle. Each 
season consists of 33 episodes. There are three seasons in total. The main character Jojo leads the 
viewer through different episodes introducing different grammar topics. The episodes can be watched 
separately or one after the other. 

The website provides exercises, a script, a glossary and additional links for learners. Teachers can also 
download a guide with additional ideas how to use the episodes in class. Learners, in turn, can 
download a workbook with additional exercises to build vocabulary and practice listening and 
speaking.  

The first episode “Die Ankunft” could be used in class to brainstorm what “happiness” means for each 
learner and/or what it may mean for the main character Jojo. Leaners can also describe what Jojo’s 
first impressions of Germany and the Germans are and compare them to their own experiences. 

The episode can also be used to describe people. 

The episode can be used with or without the exercises provided on the website. The exercises could 
also be done as homework if the students have internet access. The teacher´s book also provides work 
sheets for the students that may be used in class. 

Pros and cons:

+ -
+ Short videos – authentic German language
+ Subtitles and images for easing the listening 
comprehension  
+ Wide variety of materials

N/a

http://www.dw.com/de/deutsch-lernen/telenovela/s-13121
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+ Guidelines for trainers
+ Easy to use

The resource presents young people from different cultural backgrounds and topics that young learners 
can relate to. There is also a lot of material to help teachers plan the lessons as well as a wide variety 
of materials for students. The material can be used fully or partly in class or as homework.  

No. 24
Name of the resource DW.DE interactive German Course
Link http://deutschkurse.dw.com/KursPlattform/WebObjects/KursP

lattform.woa/wo/2.1
Target language German 
Target group All learners
Level A1, A2, B1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Listening comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Each video is between 1 and 2 minutes long. 

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

~ 30 minutes for the first part

Additional materials None

The resource is an interactive online German course developed by Deutsche Welle. The course covers 
the levels A1 to B1. Each level consists of two sublevels (i.e. A1.1 and A1.2) which in turn consist of 
5 units each that are subdivided into different exercises. Prior to the start of a unit, learners get an 
overview of what they are going to learn in this unit. The units consist of short videos, audio 
recordings, exercises to check listening comprehension, grammar topics and exercises to practice 
grammar and new vocabulary.  There are also topics to express one´s opinion. 

Unit 10 focuses on travelling. The unit is aimed at students at A1.2 level. The unit consists of 5 parts 
which are subdivided into different parts. The first part revolves around different means of transport 
and items to pack when travelling and could be used to discuss travelling preferences and destinations 
with the learners. 

The resource can be used at the start of a session on travelling or as an additional exercise to material 
provided in the regular textbook. Teachers can either just use the first part of the unit or have learners 
complete the whole unit. If they complete the whole unit, teachers could have learners present an 
itinerary for a journey through their home country or through Germany to terminate the unit.  

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Wide range of material to introduce and practice 
new vocabulary and grammar
+ Useful words section for each exercise 
+ Dictionary part for every unit

- Learners with little computer/language 
literacy could face difficulties when 
navigating through the platform
- Audio recordings are fast for learners 

http://deutschkurse.dw.com/KursPlattform/WebObjects/KursPlattform.woa/wo/2.1
http://deutschkurse.dw.com/KursPlattform/WebObjects/KursPlattform.woa/wo/2.1
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+ Grammar Guide
+ Help button with instructions for the exercises 
+ Vocabulary translations 
+Audio recordings are very clear

with low language skills 
- Not entirely suitable for learners 
struggling with listening comprehension 

The resource presents a wide range of materials and topics. Teachers can use parts of the material in 
class. However, due to the complexity of the material it may be difficult to use the resource as 
supplement to the usual textbook. However, it presents topics useful for everyday life in Germany and 
is also suitable for homework or self-study provided that learners have access to a computer and 
internet.

No. 25
Name of the resource Audiotrainer (unit 41: Where is…? – Orientierung)
Link http://www.dw.com/de/lektion-41-where-is-orientierung/a-

4244934
Target language German 
Target group All learners
Level A1, A2 
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; 
reading; etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Between 2 and 5 minutes long; unit 41 is 04:07 min. 

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

~ 10 – 15 minutes for the exercise, up to 45 – 90 minutes if used as 
starting point for a lesson on asking and giving directions

Additional materials Recommended: 
Maps
Additional exercises to practice asking for and giving directions 

The Audiotrainer is an online German course developed by Deutsche Welle in cooperation with the 
Goethe-Verlag. The course consists of 100 units and teaches basic grammar and vocabulary for 
everyday situations. The course is divided into 20 topics which are subdivided into 5 units. Each unit 
presents useful phrases and words. Each unit is available as MP3-download. There is a fill-in the gap 
exercise that learners can complete with the help of the audio-file and that is also available as PDF-
download. 

Unit 41 (“Where is…? – Orientierung”) is the first of five units focusing on free-time activities and 
orientation. The unit focuses on useful questions to ask for directions and to ask for information at 
tourist information centers. In order to work on this unit, learners should know w-questions and word 
order in questions. 

The unit teaches w-questions to ask for directions. Therefore, the unit could be used as a starting point 
for orientation in a city. However, the unit only teaches questions but does not provide the answers or 
useful phrases for giving directions. After listening to the recording, the trainers could move on to 
introduce phrases for giving directions. In order to practice the words provided in this unit, learners 
could write role play scenarios asking for and giving directions how to get from one place to another. 
To make it more realistic learners could use a map to give directions in a real city. The unit could also 
be used as homework to practice questions to ask for directions. Learners can check their answers by 
listening to the recording. 

Pros and cons: 

http://www.dw.com/de/lektion-41-where-is-orientierung/a-4244934
http://www.dw.com/de/lektion-41-where-is-orientierung/a-4244934
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+ -
+ Useful vocabulary for everyday typical 
situations
+ Clear and slow audio recordings – easy to 
understand for learners with low language levels
+ Audio recordings and exercises present each 
sentence or word both in German and English

- The recordings don’t stop to allow the 
learners to repeat the sentences
- Suitable for learners with basic 
knowledge in English
- Only one exercise per unit 

The course presents useful phrases for everyday situations. The exercises are available to download as 
PDF-documents giving the trainers the opportunity to print them and hand them out in class. However, 
the unit offers no grammar explanations making it unsuitable for self-study. The exercise focuses on 
translating phrases from English to German. It is therefore not suitable for learners who do not speak 
any English.

No. 26
Name of the resource Deutsch - warum nicht?
Link http://www.dw.com/de/deutsch-lernen/deutsch-warum-

nicht/s-2163
Target language German 
Target group All learners
Level A1, A2, B1 
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Listening comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

duration of the whole recording including explanations: 
00:14:15; duration of the dialogue only: 00:01:20 

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

~ 45 min (if the accompanying exercises are used)

Additional materials Required: printouts of the PDF documents with the exercises
Recommended: extra paper for students to write their own 
dialogues 

“Deutsch – warum nicht?” is an audio German course covering levels A1 – B1 developed by Deutsche 
Welle in cooperation with the Goethe Institute. The whole course consists of 4 parts which consist of 
26 episodes each. 

Each episode includes a dialogue to introduce new vocabulary and grammar that is available for 
download and a work sheet with additional grammar explanations, a word list and various exercises. 

Teachers and interested learners can also download and answer key, translations of the dialogues, a 
word list and a teacher´s guide.  

The course is bilingual (English/German). The series presents a story revolving around Andreas who 
works as a receptionist at a hotel. Therefore, it is recommended to follow the order of the episodes so 
the dialogues presented in each unit make more sense. However, prior to each new dialogue there is a 
short summary of what happened so far. The first part of the recording frequently stops the dialogue 
for explanations. At the end of the recording the dialogue is presented once again as a whole.

http://www.dw.com/de/deutsch-lernen/deutsch-warum-nicht/s-2163
http://www.dw.com/de/deutsch-lernen/deutsch-warum-nicht/s-2163
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In order to follow the dialogue, learners should either have listened to the first three episodes or be 
familiar with the 1st and 3rd person singular of the verb sein.  

The unit “Wer sind Sie bitte?” is the fourth unit of the first series. It introduces the 2nd person singular 
and the polite form (Sie) of the verb sein, word order in w-questions and statements, greetings and
forms of address. 

If the learners speak English, teachers could use the whole recording. Since the explanations are very 
clear and detailed learners could listen to the recording prior to the class. The teacher could then do a 
short review of the new words and grammar and move on to the exercises provided for download. 
After completing the exercises learners could write similar dialogues to practice forms of address and 
greetings and present these in class. 

Teachers could also just use the last part of the recording to present the dialogue only. In this case, the 
teacher would have to present the new grammar and words him/herself before moving on to the 
exercises. 

The written exercises could also be given for homework once the grammar has been introduced. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Basic German grammar
+ Explanations of the difference between the 
formal and informal form of address which are 
important to know in German language
+ The explanations are clearly structured and easy 
to understand
+ Very useful for learners who do not have a 
polite form as Sie in their own language
+ Suitable for homework or self-study

- Impossible to use for learners who do not 
understand English

The accompanying material looks a bit outdated. However, the recordings are of good quality and easy 
to follow. New grammar or words are explained in a clear and understandable way. However, all 
explanations as well as the accompanying material are available in English. This makes the resource 
well suited for self-study for students who understand English. In turn, learners who do not understand 
English will not able to use the resource or may be confused when receiving material in a language 
they do not understand.

No. 27
Name of the resource Radio D 
Link http://www.dw.com/de/deutsch-lernen/radio-d-teil-1/s-9604
Target language German 
Target group All learners
Level A1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 

Vocabulary extension
Grammar

http://www.dw.com/de/deutsch-lernen/radio-d-teil-1/s-9604
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etc.) Listening comprehension
Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

duration of the whole recording including explanations: 
00:14:59; duration of the dialogue only: 00:02:59

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

~ 45 min. 

Additional materials 
required or recommended

Required: materials to present the forms of the modal verb and 
its use (if teachers do not use the whole recording)

“Radio D” is an audio German course developed by Deutsche Welle in collaboration with the Goethe 
Institut. The course teaches basic German and grammar through audio files. The course consists of two 
parts – part one (units 1 – 26) for the A1 level and part two (units 27 – 52) for the A2 level. 

Teachers and learners can download a grammar textbook, a document giving an overview of all words 
used and which unit they were first used in and translations of the tasks from German into English. 

For each episode, there is a workbook with grammar explanations and exercises available to download 
as well as a manuscript of each lesson. 

The course is bilingual (English/German). The series presents a story revolving around the journalist 
Philipp who works for a radio station.  Therefore, it is recommended to follow the order of the 
episodes so the dialogues presented in each unit make more sense. However, prior to each new 
dialogue there is a short summary of what happened so far. The first part of the recording frequently 
stops the dialogue for explanations. At the end of the recording, the dialogue is presented once again as 
a whole.

In order to follow the dialogue, learners should know what modal verbs are. They should know the 
verb möchten in particular and they should be familiar with the Akkusativ. Episode 17 introduces a 
new story. Therefore it is not necessary for learners to have followed the prior 16 episodes. In this 
case, however, the teacher should give the learners more context and explain who the main character is 
and who the other names mentioned at the beginning of the recording are. 

Unit 17 “Kornkreise” introduces the modal verb wollen. 

If the learners speak English, teachers could use the whole recording. If the learners do not speak 
English, the dialogue is repeated without interruptions at the end of the recording (starting at 
00:12:00). After Compu’s speaking part it is recommended to stop the recording and have the learners 
complete the first exercise to make sure they understand what the text is about. 

Once the context is clear, learners can listen to the second scene and complete the second exercise. 
This scene introduces the verb wollen. Learners can then listen to the last part of the recording and 
complete exercise 3 to check listening comprehension. 

Afterwards, the teacher could either spend some time talking about UFOs and having the learners 
complete exercises 4 and 5 or move on to exercise 8 and 9 for a more detailed look at the form of 
wollen and its position in a sentence. 

The long version of the recording also offers an explanation of the new grammar and helps learners 
complete exercises 11 and 12. If teachers do not use the complete recording, it is also possible to skip 
these exercises. 
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Learners can complete exercises 10 and 13 once the new verb has been fully introduced or as 
homework. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Presentation of important modal verb
+ Hot topic with lot of material for discussions
+ The explanations are clearly structured and easy 
to understand

- The whole course relies strongly on 
English
- Could be used only by learners with good 
English level3

The grammar topic introduced in this topic is important for learners. The recordings are of good 
quality and easy to follow. The grammar is explained in a clear and understandable way. However, all 
explanations are available in English only. This makes the resource well suited for self-study for 
students who understand English. The resource and the accompanying exercises can also be used with 
learners who do not understand English. However, this requires more work on the teacher’s part to 
explain the grammar and to give the learners more context.

No. 28
Name of the resource Deutsch im Alltag – Alltagsdeutsch (“Die Manns” – Eine 

Familiengeschichte)
Link http://www.dw.com/de/die-manns-eine-familiengeschichte/l-

18857600
Target language German 
Target group All learners
Level C1/C2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Listening comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

00:13:20

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

~ 45 min. 

Additional materials Recommended: dictionaries or computers with internet 
connection. 
For additional research tasks: computers with internet access

“Deutsch im Alltag – Alltagsdeutsch” are a series of audio files created by Deutsche Welle covering a 
range of different topics. For each episode there are different exercises to develop listening 
comprehension. Each episode is available as MP3-download and as manuscript. The exercises are 
available online or as PDF-file. 

3 In groups where learners do not understand English, teachers can still use the exercises and the recording skipping the 
first twelve minutes. However, this requires more work on the teacher’s part to explain the grammar and to give the 
learners more context.

http://www.dw.com/de/die-manns-eine-familiengeschichte/l-18857600
http://www.dw.com/de/die-manns-eine-familiengeschichte/l-18857600
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The episode “Die Manns – Eine Familiengeschichte” presents Thomas Mann – one of the most famous 
German writers. For the more recent episodes, teachers can download an answer key. 

The text presents a famous German writer whose works are still popular today in Germany as well as 
abroad. Thus, some learners may have heard of him or may have read some of his books. Prior to 
starting the class, those learners who know the author or his works, should share their knowledge in 
class. If none of the learners knows Thomas Mann, the teacher could also use the photo as a starting 
point and have participants express their opinion about when the photo was taken, how the persons are 
related and how they look in the picture. 

The text could be used as starting point for getting to know more about Thomas Mann or for similar 
presentations about Thomas Mann’s works, other important German writers or writers from the 
participant’s home countries.  

It is recommended to use the recorded text in class since it will present parts from an interview and 
thus will enable the learners to listen to authentic German and to two different speakers. 

After listening to the text, there are three exercises to check listening comprehension and to introduce 
some new words and phrases.  

For all those who want to continue working on the subject, the website provides some questions that 
learners should find information about. The teacher could divide the class into smaller groups or give 
each participants his/her own research topic. This could also be done for homework if learners have an 
internet connection. Learners could present their results in class or write a text about them. 

The recording could also be the starting point for a long-term course project. Learners could, for 
example, present Thomas Mann’s books in class, present other German writers or writers from their 
home countries. In this case, the topic could be spread over several weeks or several lessons. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Authentic German 
+ A manuscript and questions to check listening 
comprehension 
+ Instructions for the trainers how to work with 
the text

- The recording is very long and only 
suitable for high-advanced learners
- No vocabulary explanations

The text presents a topic that offers lots of possibilities for the teachers and which can easily be 
adapted to the characteristics or interests of each group of learners. 

No. 29
Name of the resource Sprachbar („Fasching ist kein Karneval – eine kleine 

Narrenkunde“)
Link http://www.dw.com/de/fasching-ist-kein-karneval-eine-

kleine-narrenkunde/a-18843811
Target language German 
Target group All learners

http://www.dw.com/de/fasching-ist-kein-karneval-eine-kleine-narrenkunde/a-18843811
http://www.dw.com/de/fasching-ist-kein-karneval-eine-kleine-narrenkunde/a-18843811
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Level C1/C2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Listening comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

00:05:23

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

~ 45 min – 60 min. 

Additional materials Required: paper to produce work sheets  
Recommended: dictionaries, computers with internet 
connection, paper to produce posters and work sheets

“Sprachbar” is a collection of texts and audio files created by Deutsche Welle explaining grammar, 
idioms or cultural events. Each episode is based on a text. Some episodes are available as audio files. 
There are exercises to check listening comprehension and additional exercises. 

The episode “Fasching ist kein Karneval – eine kleine Narrenkunde” presents a cultural topic –
carnival traditions in Germany. The episode is available as text and as audio file. The text tries to 
explain different carnival traditions. 

The text presents a tradition that is very popular in parts of Germany. Some learners may know 
carnival celebrations from their own countries while other learners may not have heard about it at all.
The topic is also controversial: while some people may love the tradition, others may dislike it or find 
it ridiculous. Thus, the topic is a good starting point for discussions. 

The text could be used as starting point for a discussing about popular celebrations. Before starting 
with the text, trainers should do a warm-up exercise with the learners, for example brainstorming about 
popular celebrations in general or gathering knowledge about carnival if there are learners who know 
or have been to German carnival. 

Trainers can used the text only or work with the recorded text as suitable for the group. After reading 
the text, the course can be divided into groups going through the text again to create a work sheet with 
questions to check text comprehensions.  Alternatively, the class could also be separated into two 
groups – one looking for information about Fasching, the other group looking for information about
Karneval and presenting their findings in class. 

To end the session, learners could make a presentation about carnival in their home countries or 
similar popular traditions. In this case, the topic could be spread over several lessons. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ The topic is very popular part of the German 
culture 
+ The learners have to create their own questions

- The text is only suitable for high-
advanced learners
- No questions to check listening or 
reading comprehension
- No vocabulary explanations
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The text presents a topic that offers lots of possibilities for the trainers. It could simply be used to talk 
about a German tradition but it could also be the starting point for a presentation about traditions in the 
learner’s home countries.

It can be used in class as text only or accompanied by the audio file. It could also be handed out to the 
learners to read as homework and/or prepare the text comprehension questions prior to the lesson or it 
could simply be used for self-study for learners who are interested in this topic.

No. 30
Name of the resource Deutsch am Arbeitsplatz - Geschäftskorrespondenz
Link https://www.goethe.de/de/spr/ueb/daa/all/gk0/gk1.html
Target language German 
Target group Learners who use German in their job
Level B2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Writing skills

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

not applicable

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

~ 30 – 45 min. 

Additional materials Recommended: dictionaries to look up unfamiliar words; 
Required: one computer with internet access per learner 

“Deutsch am Arbeitsplatz” (German at Work) is an online course for vocational German developed by 
the Goethe Institut. It presents interviews, texts, films and exercises related to working life in 
Germany. The courses offer exercises for learners from A1 to B2. 

The course “Geschäftskorrespondenz” focuses on improving writing skills, particularly in formal 
letters. It consists of 8 exercises that should preferably be done one after the other. 

The resource can be used as the starting point for teaching learners to write formal letters. The online 
course starts with a warm up exercise with advice on how to write formal letters. Learners are required 
to choose the right answer. 

Afterwards, there are exercises to find the right structure, content and layout of formal letters. To 
terminate the part about formal letters, learners are asked to put parts of a letter of complaint into the 
right order. Thus learners do not only put into practice what they have learnt in the previous exercises 
but also get a sample letter in the end that may be useful if they are required to write formal letters in 
their private life. 

The second part of the online course focuses on formal emails. Here, participants have to find the right 
order which is slightly different from letters. 

At the end of the course, there is a fill in the gaps exercise to practice formal language, an exercise to 
match the descriptions of different types of formal letters to their definition and a crossword to practice 
the newly introduced words. 

https://www.goethe.de/de/spr/ueb/daa/all/gk0/gk1.html
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The exercises are all in German. For this reason it is recommended that learners either have access to 
dictionaries or internet dictionaries to look up unfamiliar words. 

The course can either be used in class or for self-study or homework. It explains well what formal 
letters and/or emails should look like and also provides learners with a sample letter. However, it does 
not include any real writing exercises. 

For this reason, teachers are required to bring additional exercises for learners to put the newly 
acquired skills into practice. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ The topic is relevant for all adult learners 
+ The topic of writing formal letters is relevant 
in many different situations – business; job 
related and private
+ The exercises give a good overview of the 
structure, content and layout of formal letters
+ After completion of each exercise, learners 
can check their answers and get an immediate 
feedback
+ Authentic language

- The course is exclusively in German 
- No vocabulary explanations
- Learners do not have to write a formal letter 
on their own – the trainers have to give them 
additional writing assignments

The course presents a topic that is important for all adult learners in their working and private life.  The 
exercises can either be done in class, as self-study or as homework. However, it is recommended that 
learners have a dictionary to look up unfamiliar words and that teachers look for additional exercises to 
give learners more chances to practice writing formal letters. 
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No. 31
Name of the resource Ticket nach Berlin
Link http://www.goethe.de/lrn/prj/tnb/deindex.htm
Target language German 
Target group All learners
Level B1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Listening comprehension 
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

00:05:44

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

up to 90 minutes if the whole material is used in class 

Additional materials Required: copies of the handouts provided online 
“Ticket nach Berlin” is an online course created by the Goethe Institute. The course consists of 18 
episodes. During the course the learner accompanies 6 candidates on their journey through Germany. 
Each episode offers interactive exercises to practice reading and listening comprehension, grammar 
and vocabulary and a wordlist. Teachers can download a detailed teacher’s guide and worksheets for 
each episode.    

http://www.goethe.de/lrn/prj/tnb/deindex.htm
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Each episode is set in a different part of Germany. Thus, learners do not only improve their language 
skills but also get to know different parts of Germany and learn about cultural topics. 

The first episode leads the candidates to the Zugspitze and focuses on words and phrases related to the 
weather and climate change. In the accompanying reading material, students acquire new vocabulary 
related to mass tourism. Grammatically, the episode focuses on temporal adverbs. 

The detailed teacher’s guide makes it possible to use the whole resource in class with very little 
preparation time and effort required from the teacher. Ideally, teachers use the whole material as it will 
not only teach new grammar and vocabulary but also give participants a lot of speaking practice 
through presentations and the role play at the end of the lesson. Teachers who do not wish to use all 
the material in class could also give the reading exercises as homework and/or leave out the role play 
at the end of the session. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ The linguistic, grammatical and cultural topics are presented 
through the eyes of young people from different parts of the world
+ The main characters are not native German, but speak with small 
accent which makes the platform very authentic
+ Video materials and available downloadable manuscript
+ Very detailed material for teachers for each episode which limits 
the preparation time and efforts

- The course is 
exclusively in German 

The resource does not only present new vocabulary and grammar but also interesting facts about 
Germany and the Germans. Due to the detailed instructions in the teacher’s guide and the material 
available for downloading, the resource can be used in class without much preparation time and effort 
by the teacher.  

No. 32
Name of the resource Deutsch im Blick 
Link http://coerll.utexas.edu/dib/index.php
Target language German 
Target group All learners
Level A1, A2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Hassan’s video: 00:00:39; Berna’s video: 00:00:42; Erin’s 
video: 00:01:19

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

~ 15 min.   

Additional materials Required: copies of the exercises (chapter 3, page 6 – 8)
“Deutsch im Blick” is an online course for beginning and early intermediate students developed by 
the University of Texas together with German native speakers and non-native speakers. 

http://coerll.utexas.edu/dib/index.php
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The course is divided into 10 chapters and includes 307 videos (American students in Germany, 
interviews with German native speakers, vocabulary and culture presentation videos) recorded 
vocabulary lists, phonetic lessons, online grammar lessons (600 pages) with self-correcting exercises 
and audio dialogues, online grammar tools and diagnostic grammar tests. A textbook and a grammar 
guide are available for download.  There is also a detailed introduction explaining how the course was 
developed and how to use the different materials. 
The course is aimed at learners who are able to understand and read English.  Learners should also be 
familiar with some regular verbs in present tense, word order, Akkusativ, vocabulary related to 
activities at university and university life, days of the week and should be able to tell the time. 

Chapter 3 deals with daily activities and later moves on to food and beverages and eating habits. The 
first part of the chapter can be used for listening comprehension exercises after the teacher has 
introduced words to express daily activities in class. There are three videos (1 from a German native 
speaker and 2 from non-native speakers) who talk about their daily routine. For each video, there are 
different exercises to check listening comprehension as well as transcripts of the texts in English. 

Teachers could either watch only one video, watch all three videos or divide the class into smaller 
groups and assign each of them one video and the respective exercises. The learners could then present 
the activities of their speaker in class. The session could finish with learners speaking about their daily 
routine in class or as a writing assignment. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ The topic is relevant for all adult learners 
+ Many different activities make the course interesting 
and ensure that the learners stay motivated
+ Well-structured
+ Covers many different linguistic and cultural topics
+ Part of the course could be used by learners with no 
English knowledge

- When used for self-preparation it 
could be overwhelming due to the 
huge amount of topics covered and 
many exercises
- The whole course is suitable for 
learners with knowledge in English
- Some videos are presented by non-
native speakers who also made 
mistakes

The course has many advantages, especially for English-speaking learners and independent learners. 
However, it requires some preparation on the teacher’s part to choose which parts of the material to 
use in class and how to deal with mistakes made by some of the speakers. 

No. 33
Name of the resource Wikibooks – German 
Link https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/German
Target language German 
Target group All learners
Level A1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

not applicable

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

not applicable

https://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/German
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Additional materials Depending on how the resource is going to be used in class, 
the following materials are required: dictionaries or access to 
online dictionaries. 
For making memory games, paper and scissors and printed 
photos of the foods are required.  

“Wikibooks – German” is a free textbook for learning German. The textbook is currently being 
developed. It consists of various lessons that are meant to be taken in order. Each lesson introduces 
several topics. Every topic is introduced by a dialogue and accompanied by vocabulary lists, grammar 
explanations, a section entitled "problems" that presents various exercises, the corresponding answers 
and a test at the end.  

Chapter 3 “Essen” introduces vocabulary for food, beverages and tastes. Grammatically, the chapter 
focuses on the Akkusativ, the verbs essen, trinken, bekommen, möchten and wollen, the word kein and 
demonstrative pronouns. In order to follow this part of the course, learners should either have studied 
the preceding units or should know the definitive and indefinite article in Nominativ, personal 
pronouns as well as some regular and irregular verbs. 

The course material is in English and is thus only useful for students who have a very good command 
of English. The resource is ideal for self-study. However, the word lists and exercises could also be 
done in class or as homework. 

Teachers could hand out the word lists and ask the students to look up the words in a dictionary or 
preferably online. The could also create picture cards and thus produce a memory game that they could 
play later on to check how many of the new words they remember. This could also be done in groups 
since the word list is very extensive. If combined with the vocabulary for expressing tastes of food this 
could lead into a speaking exercise with learners talking about their favourite dishes or dishes they 
have tried in Germany and describing the taste.  

Learners could also make dialogues similar to the one at the start of the chapter using the new words. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ The grammar section summarises the 
material and offer exercises and answer key
+ Suitable for self-study

- The course is under development so it could 
be subject to changes 
- Not all parts could be fully used by the 
learners and teachers
- The exercises are basic so the trainer should 
come up with additional ones 
- Suitable for learners with high level of 
English

“Wikibooks” is a dynamic resource that is constantly being changed and extended. For this reason 
teachers have to check prior to each class if the desired content is still available and working. Parts of 
the course may be used in class. However, the resource is more suitable for self-study or as reference 
material for students.   

No. 34
Name of the resource Deutsch global
Link https://www.youtube.com/user/deutschglobal
Target language German 
Target group All learners
Level A1 – C1
Topic (vocabulary; Vocabulary extension

https://www.youtube.com/user/deutschglobal
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grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Grammar

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

00:03:03

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

15 – 30 min. 

Additional materials Recommended: additional paper, pens

Deutsch global is a youtube channel created by German native speakers in January 2014. The videos 
are produced by teachers of German as a foreign language for learners. The videos cover grammar 
topics as well as cultural or linguistic topics. All videos are available with subtitles in various 
languages. 

So far, the channel has more than 10.000 subscribers and more than 1 million clicks. 

The video “Die Syntax der trennbaren Verben“ focuses on a typically German grammar phenomenon 
that many learners struggle with. In order to follow the video, learners should have been introduced to 
the concept of trennbare Verben. 

The video is very short and is a fun way to explain word order in sentences with separable verbs. It can 
be used once the teacher has introduced the concept of trennbare Verben und maybe useful for 
practicing where the two parts of the verbs are being separated. 

Instead of explaining the word order, teachers can simply play the video and ask the students to pay 
attention to the verb. The video can be stopped after the first verb or watched as a whole. 

After establishing the rules for word order in these sentences, teachers may find it useful to replicate 
the exercise from the video with their students before moving on to other exercises.  

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ The video is short and uses simple language 
+ Easy to understand
+ Different speakers-example for different 
voices and accents

- The video does not introduce the concept of 
trennbare Verben – the trainers should 
present it prior watching the video

The video focuses on a topic that is hard to understand and confusing for many learners. By using real 
people to carry the words on a paper, learners will easily recognize where the two parts of the verb go 
when the sentence gets longer and longer. It can be used in class to complement the teacher’s 
explanations with very little time and effort. The video is a good way to turn a grammar subject that 
many students struggle with into a fun lesson.  

No. 35
Name of the resource Deutsch lernen / Learn Geman mit Deutschlernerblog
Link https://www.youtube.com/user/deutschlernerblog/featured
Target language German 
Target group All learners
Level A1 – B2

https://www.youtube.com/user/deutschlernerblog/featured
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Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

~ 00:01:00 per video

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

~ 5 – 10 min. per word

Additional materials Depending on how the videos are used in class, additional 
materials may be required. See below for some possibilities. 

“Deutsch lernen / Learn Geman mit Deutschlernerblog”  is a youtube channel created in October 
2011. The videos cover grammar topics as well as cultural or linguistic topics. All videos are available 
with subtitles in various languages. So far, the channel has more than 13.000 subscribers and more 
than 1 million clicks. 

The section “Deutsch Wortschatz – Deutsch lernen – die schönsten deutschen Wörter” is aimed at high 
advanced learners who know compound words and how their meaning and the article are determined 
in German. The videos in this section focus on one compound word per video. They explain the 
meaning of the word and give examples how to use the word in different contexts. 

The videos could be used at the end of a lesson. Prior to using the videos, each learner should be 
assigned one video. Learners can then present their compound word in class. 

There are various ways how to continue to work with the words. The class could make a list of the 
words or create a wallpaper of their favourite words. Once the collection has become bigger, learners 
could also use the words to write short stories. This could be turned into a game with the person 
managing to use the highest number of the words being the winner. The stories could be put up in 
class, published in a school paper (if such a thing exists at your school) or on the school´s internet page 
or in a blog that learners create. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Short videos
+ Many possibilities
+ Presentation of some compound nouns
+ Very flexible and adaptable resource depending on the 
groups’ needs and interests

N/a

The videos are very short and require little time to watch. They present words that the learners may not 
have heard of. There are many different ways how to continue working with the resource. Thus it is a 
very flexible resource that can be adapted to time restrictions or the characteristics of each group of 
learners. Some options leave room for being creative and playing with the new words that may be very 
interesting for the learners. 

No. 36
Name of the resource MOOCit – Brief 
Link http://mooc.moocit.de/index.php?title=Brief
Target language German 
Target group All learners

http://mooc.moocit.de/index.php?title=Brief
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Level B2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Grammar
Writing skills
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

first video: 00:03:56; second video: 00:03:20; third video: 
00:15:55 

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

at least 45 min. or longer if other links are being used 

Additional materials Recommended: dictionary or access to online dictionaries, 
pen & paper to write letters 

“MOOCit – Brief” is a MOOC course created by Fair-Image, a student company, aimed at refugees 
and asylum seekers. The course covers topics related to everyday life in Germany and includes videos 
as well as exercises.

“MOOCit – Brief” focuses on writing letters, particularly formal letters. In order to follow the course, 
learners should have completed the B1 level. In order to understand the third video, learners should
understand English. 

The course focuses on a topic that is relevant for every learner living in Germany. It starts by 
introducing the topic with three videos that can be used as warm-up exercises. The videos present 
questions relevant for this topic, leave time for learners to answer and present a solution in the end. 
The course material includes three videos. However, it is not entirely clear if all of them should be 
watched or if watching only one of the videos is sufficient, too. However, the first two videos combine 
spoken and written language as well as pictures making it thus particularly suitable for students 
struggling with listening comprehension. 

The third video is partly in English and focuses on writing an email in English. This is confusing for 
learners, since the resource is supposed to focus on writing formal letters in German. 

The exercises vary from simple multiple choice exercises to crosswords or from putting parts of letters 
in order to actually writing a letter. For all exercises except for the last one, learners can check their 
answers and get an immediate feedback. The wide variety of exercises makes it possible to address 
different interests and keep the learners motivated.

After watching the videos, there are different types of exercises to check listening comprehension and 
to practice the correct structure of a letter. 

After having completed the exercises, there are different writing assignments to put the newly learned 
facts into practice. 

There are various ways how to use the resource in class. Teachers could, for example, play the 
introductory videos in class and then proceed to establishing the structure and practice letter writing 
using their own materials. Teachers could also introduce the subject using their own materials and then 
have learners complete the online exercises either in class or as homework. Thirdly, teachers could use 
the whole course material to introduce the subject and to give students the option to practice. 

Teachers who do not wish to use the online material in class could also assign the writing tasks at the 
end of the course for homework and offer the online material as help option. 
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Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Topic relevant for all learners who live in Germany
+ Strict rules for structuring formal letters – useful for 
job applications
+ Useful for learners struggling with listening 
comprehension

N/a

The resource covers a topic that is important for everyday life in Germany. It uses many different ways 
of presenting the new information and thus addresses different types of learners. Learners can also 
check their answers online, making the resource also suitable for self-study or homework. Due to the 
many options how to use the resource in class, the teacher remains flexible and can adapt it to his/her 
group of learners as needed.   

No. 37
Name of the resource Conversational German - from time of day to eating out
Link https://alison.com/courses/conversational-german-from-time-

https://alison.com/courses/conversational-german-from-time-of-day-to-eating-out/content
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of-day-to-eating-out/content
Target language German 
Target group All learners
Level A1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

not applicable 

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

not applicable 

Additional materials None

“Conversational German - from time of day to eating out” is a MOOC course created by Cambridge 
University for Alison.com. The course is aimed at learners with little or no prior knowledge of 
German. 

The course consists of 4 modules – three of them introducing new topics and the fourth module being 
the final test. Each module is subdivided into different topics. 

Module 1 focuses on telling the date and time and saying where you come from. The first topic is 
telling the day, month and date. 

The course language is English. 

The new words and phrases are presented in slides. Learners can click on the audio symbol next to 
each new word or phrase to listen to the pronunciation. As all explanations are in English, the material 
can only be used with learners who understand English. If this is the case, trainers may be able to use 
the slides instead of writing words and phrases down on the blackboard or whiteboard. 

There are no additional exercises to practice the newly learned words and phrases or to present them in 
context. For this reason, the slides can be useful to explain the new phrases and vocabulary but 
teachers will need to bring in the exercises to practice them from their own materials. 

Pros and cons:

+ -
+ Basic German for learners with little or no 
German knowledge who wish to learn quickly
+ Slides with relevant words and phrases 
necessary for each topic in an easy and 
understandable way 

- Only suitable for learners with a good level 
of English
- The words are not presented in broader 
context (dialogues or texts)
- No vocabulary exercises

The resource teaches basic German skills for all learners who are looking for instant learning results. 
However, due to the lack of exercises and dialogues and/or texts to see the words and phrases in 
context, the resource is more suitable for self-study than for classroom use. In addition, the resource is 
only suitable for English-speaking learners. 

https://alison.com/courses/conversational-german-from-time-of-day-to-eating-out/content
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No. 38
Name of the resource Duolingo
Link https://www.duolingo.com/
Target language German 
Target group All learners
Level A1 – B1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Speaking + phonetics
Listening comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

not applicable

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

max. 10 min. 

Additional materials None

“Duolingo” is an online platform for people interested in learning languages. The platform was started 
in 2011 and has currently more than 38 million registered learners. The interface is available in various 
languages. The course presents grammar and introduces new vocabulary for different topics. Learners 
can start a course for total beginners or take a level test to skip several levels. 

The second part of the Level 1 course focuses on the definite article in German. In order to follow the 
lesson, learners should either have completed the course Basics 1 or should be familiar with some 
basic German nouns. 

The unit “The” can be used as homework, for self-study or as an exercise in class. Prior to the start of 
the unit, learners can either read an introductory paragraph to find out about the definite article in 
German or refresh their memory. If teachers explain it in class, learners can skip this part and start on 
the exercises immediately. 

The exercises present various nouns introduced in the previous unit. Learners have to translate them 
from the course language to German and vice versa. There is also an exercise to check pronunciation. 
The exercises provided on the platform will very likely not be sufficient to fully understand the 
definite article.  For every exercise, learners get an immediate feedback if their answer is correct or not 
and where the mistakes lie. For every completed level, learners can earn lingots and compare their 
learning progress to their learning goals. This keeps students motivated and makes learning the new 
language easy to integrate into daily life.  

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ New vocabulary and grammar presented in small and well-
structured units
+ Easy for beginners 
+ Possibility to check answers
+ Suitable for self-studying and homework 
+Available teachers guide (https://schools.duolingo.com/) 

N/a

https://www.duolingo.com/
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Duolingo presents new words and grammar in small, well-structured units and provides the 
opportunity to check for correctness after every exercise. Thus it is suitable for self-study and 
homework but also for classroom use. Users can constantly monitor their progress and collect points 
which helps to make the units fun and keeps students motivated. There is also a function for using the 
platform for a class which makes it an attractive resource for teachers as well. 

No. 39
Name of the resource Adventure German - A Mysterious Mission
Link https://www.goethe.de/de/spr/ueb/mis.html
Target language German 
Target group Learners who use German in their job
Level B1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Listening comprehension 

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

not applicable

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

not applicable

Additional materials Required: access to android smartphone, iPhone, iPad or 
android tablet 

“Adventure German – A mysterious mission” is an adventure game for advanced learners of German 
from level B1 developed by the Goethe Institut. Placed in a professional environment, the players 
solve an exciting criminal case. Instructions and assistance are available in German, English and 
Spanish.

The game is available for android smartphones, iphone, ipad and android tablets.  

Teachers may be able to use the game in class. However, due to the fact that learners need to download 
it to their smartphone, tablet, iPhone or iPad, the game is more suitable for self-study. Thus learners 
can play the game at their own pace.

The game is a fun way to learn useful new German skills and students may like to play it after class 
and share their experiences with their classmates afterwards. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ German used in a professional environment
+ The learners solve a mystery case and also learn 
German skills and phrases related to applying for a 
job and working life
+ Combination between useful topic and fun game

- The time needed for completing the 
tasks vary a lot between different learners
- The game is difficult to use in class 

https://www.goethe.de/de/spr/ueb/mis.html
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The game is well thought out and presents a topic that is not usually associated with a game like this. It 
is not entirely suitable in class but it is surely something that many learners may like to try for self-
study after class. 

No. 40
Name of the resource Basic German Language Skills
Link https://alison.com/courses/Introduction-to-Basic-German-

Language-Skills
Target language German 
Target group All learners
Level A0
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Listening comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

00:03:46

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

not applicable 

Additional materials Recommended: a real analogue clock to show different times 
and for further practice, handouts with additional exercises

“Basic German Language Skills” is a MOOC course published by Julia Richter on Alison.com. The 
course is aimed at beginners who wish to acquire basic German skills. The course introduces the 
learners to basic vocabulary and grammar. The course consists of two modules which are subdivided 
into several topics. Topics covered in this course include: times of the day, colours, numbers, the 
alphabet, and important verbs. 

Each topic introduces new words and phrases in a short video with subtitles in German and English. 

Topic 8 focuses on the telling the time. In order to follow the video, learners should know the numbers 
and verbs to speak about daily activities. 

The video presents a daily routine with times and pictures to aid listening comprehension. Teachers 
may use the video to introduce the subject in class. After watching the video, teachers could ask some 
questions related to the times and activities seen in the video or prepare a worksheet with multiple 
choice questions about the text or ask learners to put the times and activities mentioned in the video in 
the correct order. 

Afterwards, the teachers can fully explain different ways to talk about the time and move on the 
exercises. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -

https://alison.com/courses/Introduction-to-Basic-German-Language-Skills
https://alison.com/courses/Introduction-to-Basic-German-Language-Skills
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+ Clear and slow language 
+ Additional subtitles make it easy to understand
+ A picture of a clock showing the time 
mentioned in each text to accompany the 
dialogue

- Once the new subject is introduced, there 
are no explications how to use the new 
words and phrases 
- No exercises to put the new words into 
practice

The topics presented in this course provide basic knowledge of German for all those who need to learn 
German quickly and who cannot or do not want to attend a language course.  However, the course does 
not offer explanations or opportunities to put the newly learned words and phrases into practice. It may 
be used in addition to a textbook or other learning materials used in class but it is not suitable for 
learners who also wish to use the language actively. 

No. 41

Name of the resource Learn the alphabet
Link http://photodentro.edu.gr/v/item/ugc/8525/272 
Target language Greek
Target group Beginners
Level A1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Writing skills
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Not applicable

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Not applicable

Additional materials Laptop/Computer
Speakers

This is a standalone application can be used to teach letters writing and pronunciation. The main 
concept is to demonstrate how the Greek letters are written both capital and lower case and also how 
they are pronounced. 

When the user clicks on a letter the movements of the pen are shown in order to write this letter. At the 
same time user can hear the pronunciation of the letter. 

The application is free of charge and it can be used by children and adult learners. 

This application is for absolute beginners in order to learn the way the letters as written and 
pronounced. 

For learners familiar with the Latin alphabet the interesting part is the pronunciation despite the fact 
that there are some Greek letters the doesn’t exist in Latin alphabet. For learners they are not familiar 
with Latin letters (i.e. migrants from middle east) the writing and pronunciation will be very useful. 

The application can be used at home before of after classroom lessons for exercise 

Pros and cons: 

+ -

http://photodentro.edu.gr/v/item/ugc/8525/272
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+ Easy to use
+ Game style design

- Cannot be embedded in online courses

Simple, easy to use application can be used in very early stage which is perfect for migrants from 
countries using non Latin alphabet. 

No. 42
Name of the resource Make the word
Link http://photodentro.edu.gr/v/item/ugc/8525/272 
Target language Greek
Target group Beginners
Level A1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Writing skills
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Not applicable

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Not applicable

Additional materials Laptop/Computer
Speakers

This is a standalone application can be used to teach how to make words putting letters in the right 
order and then listen how is pronounced. 

The main concept is to enhance vocabulary in combination with writing skills and pronunciation. The 
application is the “next step” of the application “Learn the alphabet” presented previously.

User drags and drops letters in order to create a word looking on an image presenting the word visually 

The application is free of charge and it can be used by children and adult learners. 

This application is for beginners in order to be introduced on writing and vocabulary and 
pronunciation of words. 

The application can be used at home before of after classroom lessons for exercise 

A negative part is that is very difficult for trainers without technical expertise to add new words. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Easy to use
+ Game style design

- Cannot be embedded in online courses
- Difficult to add new words

http://photodentro.edu.gr/v/item/ugc/8525/272
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Simple, easy to use application can be used in very early stage for introduction in vocabulary, writing 
and pronunciation. 

No. 43
Name of the resource Filoglosia
Link http://www.xanthi.ilsp.gr/filog/
Target language Greek
Target group All learners
Level A1-B1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Not applicable

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

00:10:00 – 01:00:00

Additional materials Computer/Laptop         
Internet connection          
Speakers

The Filoglossia+ series consists of educational materials for learning Greek as a foreign language, 
supported by English and addressed to beginners with little or no previous knowledge of Greek. The 
programme is mainly based on the communicative approach and focuses on the production and 
comprehension of both oral and written speech. The user is encouraged to use Greek in order to 
acquire communicative efficiency and to be able to communicate in everyday life situations. 
Grammatical structures and syntactic functions are also treated, however in a simple and functional 
way and within a communicative context.

Each chapter is accompanied by exercises of various ergonomies, which fully exploit the potentials of 
the multimedia technologies, aiming at the development of all language skills (oral and written speech 
comprehension exercises, pronunciation exercises, spelling, vocabulary, grammar, formation of 
sentences etc). Each chapter consists of the following components: dialogues; basic vocabulary; 
grammar and useful phrases. Each component is accompanied by a variety of exercises for developing 
language skills.

The language material focuses mainly on everyday situations – greetings; holiday plans; going to the 
tavern; telephone conversation; talking about the past; apologizing; going to shopping; asking for and 
giving directions; going to a doctor; making invitations; asking for and giving advice; travelling; 
renting an apartment; at a supermarket. 

Main features: - Audio and video files with native speakers - Translation into English

- Vocabulary exercises      - Grammar exercises    - Useful phrases
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The materials could be used when teaching new material and when practicing already taught content. 
The exercises could be made in class or at home for self-preparation. Apart from the language 
material, the programme also includes rich audio-visual material related to cultural aspects of both 
ancient and contemporary Greek civilization which helps the learning process. 

Pros and cons:

+ -
+ User-friendly and attractive interface
+ English translations
+ Useful phrases
+ Easy to navigate

- Limited amount of topics

Filoglossia+ is interactive, funny and useful tool for learning Greek language. It is perfect for beginner 
learners. 

No. 44
Name of the resource Learn Greek
Link http://www.kypros.org/LearnGreek/
Target language Greek
Target group All learners
Level A1-B2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the audio
(hh:mm:ss)

00:15:00 approx.

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

00:15:00+

Additional materials Computer/Laptop   
Internet connection    
Speakers
Printer for printouts 

Learn Greek Online is a course aimed to teach the modern Greek language online.

Learn Greek Online is currently composed of 105 real audio files (around 15 minutes each), 105 online 
student notes (one for each audio file), a collection of collaborative learning tools and an online Greek 
dictionary and a Greek spell checker. After each lesson there is a Discussion forum where the users 
can exchange opinions and communicate. 

The text version of the lessons has been contributed by students of the course.

The audio files are divided according to the language proficiency level – there are materials for 
beginners, intermediate and advanced learners. 

http://www.kypros.org/LearnGreek/
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The platform offers useful features as: visualisation of the Greek alphabet; Greek handwriting; 
instructions for installing Greek keyboard; installing Greek fonts on computer; forum with questions; 
collection of Greek music. 

All these features combined with the 105 audio lessons offer really wide choice for the trainer. The 
audios could be directly played in class and after that the trainer could create some exercises for
practicing the new material or to generate discussions between the learners on the certain topic. 

Pros and cons:

+ -
+ Many useful features
+ Wide choice of materials
+ Easy to use

- There is download restriction for the materials

Good platform offering very useful material and audio files. It is better to be used under the 
supervision of a trainer. The audio files and the other features could be used by the learners later at 
home for practicing the already learnt new material. 

No. 45
Name of the resource Learn Greek fast and easily
Link http://www.loecsen.com/travel/0-en-67-2-57-free-lessons-

greek.html
Target language Greek
Target group Beginners
Level A1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics
Writing skills        

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Not applicable

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

00:05:00+

Additional materials Computer/Laptop   
Speakers  
Optional – MP3 player 
Printer for printouts

Loecsen is a very basic platform offering illustrated conversation guides and audio for travel and 
pleasure.

The platform offers basic words and phrases a person could need when traveling abroad. Each phrase 
is accompanied by illustration and audio recording with proper pronunciation.

This platform is perfect if a teacher wants to check the learners’ pronunciation and speaking skills. For 
example the trainer could separate the learners into pairs and give them a theme with useful phrases. 
After that the learners have to make a dialogue using all the phrases and adding others. After each set 
of words there is a quiz which is perfect for practicing the new material. 

http://www.loecsen.com/travel/0-en-67-2-57-free-lessons-greek.html
http://www.loecsen.com/travel/0-en-67-2-57-free-lessons-greek.html
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There are 15 available themes with useful phrases and words - Essentials, Conversation, Looking for 
someone, Time tracking, Parting, Bar, Restaurant, Taxi, Transportation, Hotel, Beach, Family, 
Feelings, Learning, Colours, Numbers, In case of trouble. 

All the audios could be downloaded as mp3 files and PDF file transcriptions. 

Pros and cons:

+ -
+ Easy to use
+ Illustrations and audio recordings

- Downloading materials is paid
- Very basic platform
- Limited themes

Loecsen is very basic and simple platform suitable for absolute beginners. The tool is useful for 
trainers and for learners in the process of self-preparation. The resource could be used even from 
people who want to learn some useful phrases prior a trip abroad. 

No. 46
Name of the resource Greek for foreigners 
Link http://greek.pgeorgalas.gr/Default.asp
Target language Greek
Target group Beginners

Advanced learners
Level A2-B2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

00:01:00 – 00:05:00

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

00:01:00 – 00:05:00

Additional materials Laptop/Computer/Smartphone/Tablet screen
Internet connection

This platform aims to give a basic understanding of the structure of the Greek language and enable    to 
use the language effectively in a number of everyday situations. There are also lists with vocabulary, 
useful phrases with sound, syntax, language issues. The content of this website is dynamic, trying to 
exploit the latest citations advances.

The resource could be used directly in class; there are texts, exercises and examples at every level. 
Watching videos, reading newspapers, and online feeds from carefully selected sources. The website is 
mobile friendly. It is possible to access to all the content even from a small Smartphone or Tablet 
screen. For the exercises and the multimedia presentations, JavaScript must be enabled and Flash 
player must be installed.

Pros and cons:
+ -

http://greek.pgeorgalas.gr/Default.asp
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+ Clear website 
+ Easy to use 
+ Playful teaching

- Short courses
- Not enough grammar and vocabulary

This site is suitable for those who have little or no knowledge of the Greek language. There is a wide 
range of original Greek language learning materials. Both beginners and advanced learners of modern 
Greek will be helped in their studies. All the learning material is online and free.

No. 47
Name of the resource Google Translate
Link https://translate.google.com
Target language Many languages
Target group All learners
Level All levels
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Listening comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Not applicable

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Not applicable

Additional materials Laptop/Computer               
Internet connection

The platform basically an online translator from one language to another. It has more than 15 
languages and multiple combinations. Apart from translations the tool offers context examples, 
synonyms or antonyms of a word and audio pronunciation by native speaker.

It is not good to use the platform for translations of more than one word at a time. If you try to 
translate a sentence or a text the translation will be literal and inadequate. The tool could be used for 
quick translation of an unknown word or to find synonyms or antonyms of a word. The option for 
listening to the word pronunciation is also very useful.

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Audio with proper pronunciations of the 
words
+ Contexts and examples
+ Very easy to use
+ Easily accessible from any kind of device

- Incorrect translations of sentences or 
paragraphs. 
- Not reliable tool

https://translate.google.com/
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Google translate is good for everyday use, but always keep in mind that if you translate whole 
sentences or paragraphs it is very likely the translation not to be correct. Try to use it only for separate 
words

No. 48
Name of the resource LEARN HOW TO WRITE A STORY
Link http://photodentro.edu.gr/v/item/ugc/8525/272 
Target language Greek
Target group Beginners
Level B1
Topic (vocabulary; grammar; 
writing; reading; etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Writing skills

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Not applicable

Duration of the whole exercise 02:00:00
Additional materials Internet connection          

Laptop/Computer        
Speakers

An interactive writing application leading the students step by step in writing a story about something 
interesting, funny, strange or sad that happened to them in the past.

The main concept is to enhance writing skills. The activity is based in constructivism - learning by 
design pedagogic approach. 

Student has the role of a writer and has to write a story that describes real or imaginary past events, to 
inform reader about the time, the place and the people involved and finally to provide clear and 
sequenced information. 

The activity presents the task, a model story with explanations and a guide on how to scaffold the 
story. 

The application is free of charge and it can be used by teenagers and adult learners. 

This application is for intermediate students (Level B1) and can be used online and offline. 

The story can be published in a blog or within a Learning Management System and ask the peers to 
assess it. 

The narration is in Greek and the story has to be written in English. The quality of narration is not very 
good because has been produces by an automated Text to Speech application.  

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Easy to use
+ Good Sequencing 
+ Can be used online and offline

- Supports only English (the concept can be 
easily transformed to other languages)
- Narration quality is not good.

http://photodentro.edu.gr/v/item/ugc/8525/272
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Easy to use application can be used online and offline to enhance writing skills and vocabulary. 

The text corpora from the field of journalism contain, in electronic format, about 5,000,000 word 
tokens published in the newspapers. The material is grouped into thematic units and classified by genre 
(short news, social reporting, etc).
This website it is addressed at researchers, university students, teachers, pupils, and everyone 
interested in the Greek language. It attempts to cover the Greek language in overtime and 
synchronically (Ancient Greek, Medieval Greek, Modern Greek). The aim is for the Portal to 
constitute a useful, reliable, and effective environment:
For the support and dissemination of the Greek language in the digital age,
For the teaching of Greek as a native and second/foreign language,
For the support of research,
For the productive use of Information and Communication Technologies in the teaching of the Greek 
language.

Pros and cons:
+ -

+ Various themes - Unclear use 
- No English lesson available 
- Preface in English but rest in Greek

Conclusion
Text corpora is a web portal aimed to help the Greek language learning/teaching process. Especially in 
its part dedicated to teaching Greek as a Second Language, many resources and tools are available and 
can be used to implement the efficiency of a class situation. Dictionary online and practical exercises 
are provided in the section “Guide and Resources”, clicking on the link “List of teaching / auxiliary 
material for teaching Greek as a foreign / second language”. The exercises and resources can be 
proposed during the lessons or as homework.

No. 49
Name of the resource Text corpora 
Link http://www.greek-

language.gr/greekLang/modern_greek/tools/corpora/
Target language Greek
Target group All learners 
Level B2-C2
Topic (Vocabulary; Grammar; 
Writing; Reading; ect.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/A

Duration of the whole exercise Depends on the learner
Additional materials required or 
recommended

Internet connection
Laptop/computer

http://www.greek-language.gr/greekLang/modern_greek/foreign/guides/books/index.html
http://www.greek-language.gr/greekLang/modern_greek/foreign/guides/books/index.html
http://www.greek-language.gr/greekLang/modern_greek/tools/corpora/
http://www.greek-language.gr/greekLang/modern_greek/tools/corpora/
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The Modern Greek Dictionary is a modern and comprehensive definitional, orthographic, dictionary of 
Modern Greek, and explains the word origin. It is the first dictionary of Modern Greek to set forth 
alphabetical order of words principles. It includes phonetic transcriptions, a link from each entry to its 
inflectional model, and an attempt to list as large a number as possible of expressions and phrases of 
Modern Greek, and its greatest advantage is its etymological approach.

Pros and cons:
+ -

+ Various themes + Unclear use 
+ No English lesson available

Conclusion:
The Dictionary of Modern Greek provides useful and easy guidance for learners who are approaching 
the Greek language, beginners or upper levels. Especially useful for those who are starting to learn 
Greek as a Second Language thanks for its’ phonetic tables and verb and nominal system. Focused on 
grammar and vocabulary, this online portal can result helpful for self-studies; At the same time, some 
of the tabs available in the website can be useful also in a class-learning approach.

No. 51
Name of the resource Greek language Diagnostic Tests
Link http://www.greek-language.gr/certification/tests/index.html 
Target language Greek
Target group All learners
Level A1 – C2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Reading comprehension 
Listening comprehension 

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Not applicable

No. 50
Name of the resource Modern Greek Dictionary  
Link http://www.greek-

language.gr/greekLang/modern_greek/tools/lexica/triantaf
yllides/index.html

Target language Greek
Target group Advanced learners

Level A1-C2
Topic (Vocabulary; Grammar; 
Writing; Reading; ect.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar

Duration of the video (hh:mm:ss) N/A
Duration of the whole exercise Depends on the learner
Additional materials Internet connection

Laptop/computer

http://www.greek-language.gr/certification/tests/index.html
http://www.greek-language.gr/greekLang/modern_greek/tools/lexica/triantafyllides/index.html
http://www.greek-language.gr/greekLang/modern_greek/tools/lexica/triantafyllides/index.html
http://www.greek-language.gr/greekLang/modern_greek/tools/lexica/triantafyllides/index.html
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Duration of the whole 
exercise 

30 min exam time per level

Additional materials Internet connection
Laptop/Computer
Speakers

The purpose of the online diagnostic test is to estimate the degree of Greek language knowledge by the 
language certification candidates. It is also can be used to initially diagnose the level of Greek 
language skills in different levels.

The diagnostic test follows the levels of proficiency certification examinations of the Greek language 
(from A1 to C2). At each level tests include reading comprehension in listening comprehension and 
use of language. The online environment allows direct online completion of each test within a given 
time and immediate feedback. Therefore it offers exactly the information that will be useful for the 
user to identify weaknesses.

Test result is indicative, it gives the candidate only an estimation and do not in any way mean that this 
will ensure the success in the certification exams of Greek language.

The tests are free of charge and it can be used by teenagers and adult learners. 

The tests can be used for preparation for certification exams as well for training needs analysis.  
Teachers can ask students to take the tests in order to estimate their level. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Easy to use
+ Cover all levels 
+ Immediate feedback

- Limited variety of tests.

Useful tests that can help students before and during taking Greek language courses. 

No. 52
Name of the resource Multimedia educational materials
Link http://www.greek-

language.gr/certification/dbs/media/index.html
Target language Greek
Target group All learners
Level A1 – C2
Topic (vocabulary; Reading comprehension 

http://www.greek-language.gr/certification/dbs/media/index.html
http://www.greek-language.gr/certification/dbs/media/index.html
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grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Listening comprehension 

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Not applicable

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Not applicable

Additional materials Internet connection
Laptop/Computer
Speakers

Multimedia educational materials is a collection of original texts, written and oral, which come from a 
variety of print and electronic sources. This collection aims to enrich the educational material for 
teachers of Greek as a second / foreign language and support the design and creation of educational 
materials, to use in their teaching practice and in evaluation and assessment. The material are 
categorized by level (A1 to C2) and by type (texts or sounds). 

The materials can be used for teaching purposes but also to prepare the students for the Greek 
language certification exams.

The use of materials can be done in many ways. Specifically, materials can be used whole, but 
separately. In addition, the teacher has the opportunity to use their own, or to modify, to simplify or 
even to develop according to the needs of the students.

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Easy to use
+ Can be changed according to student’s 
needs
+ Based on authentic materials

- Limited variety 
- There are no videos

A collection of multimedia authentic materials. It can be used in many ways by teachers. 

No. 53
Name of the resource Deutschakademie online Kurs
Link http://www.deutschakademie.de/online-

deutschkurs/griechisch/
Target language German 
Target group All learners
Level A1 – C2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

http://www.deutschakademie.de/online-deutschkurs/griechisch/
http://www.deutschakademie.de/online-deutschkurs/griechisch/
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Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

not applicable

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

at least 10 minutes

Additional materials Required: computer or mobile phone with internet access for 
each student

Deutschakademie is a language course provider with different locations in Germany, Austria and 
Slovakia. Apart from offering language courses in various cities, the provider also created a free online 
German course. 

Learners can choose online exercises according to their level or according to one out of 70 German 
textbooks. There are also specific exercises for Dativ and Akkusativ as well as sample tests. 

The online course offers exercises for 70 German textbooks. It is thus very likely that teachers will 
find exercises for the textbook they work with on this platform. 

Teachers can use these exercises after each chapter or after having completed the whole textbook. 
Students can choose how many questions they want to answer and what topic they would like to focus.

The teachers could find exercises for their textbook on this platform as well. The exercises are 
multiple-choice questions mostly for review. They can be used in class with very little effort in terms 
of time and preparation.

The exercises can either be done in class, for homework or self-study.  

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Exercises for a wide range of levels and 
textbooks
+ Interface available in many languages
+ The learners can choose the intensity of the 
exercises and the topic
+ Suitable for beginners

- Only multiple choice exercises

The platform can be used in class with very little effort on the teacher’s side.  It includes exercises for 
the most common textbooks so learners will be able to practice their knowledge with precisely the 
topics they have covered in class. Students can also adapt the exercises to their preferences in terms of 
intensity and topic.

No. 54
Name of the resource Greek lessons Youtube
Link https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVilTpdWswydzc5TxkV

R8Xw
Target language Greek
Target group Beginners
Level A1 – A2

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVilTpdWswydzc5TxkVR8Xw
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCVilTpdWswydzc5TxkVR8Xw
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Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Listening comprehension   
Vocabulary extension
Grammar

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

6 - 28mins

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Total duration of 8 videos is 2 hours

Additional materials Internet connection      
Laptop/Computer         
Speakers

A set of 8 educational videos with animated presentations for introduction to Greek. The narration is in 
English so students have to speak English (basic level) in order to watch.  There are also examples 
based on other languages (i.e personal pronouns are presented in Greek and there is translation in 
English, German, Italian and Turkish). 

Lesson 1 covers up: Alphabet, Pronunciation, Letter Combinations, Some Greeting Words

Lesson 2 covers up: Alphabet, Pronunciation, Consonant Combinations, Vowel Combinations, 
Intonation, What's your name, How are you, Personal Pronouns, The Verb "to be", Numbers. 

Lesson 3 covers up: Personal Pronouns, Numbers, How Much, On the Phone, The Verbs, “To Have”, 
“To Want", "To stay", "To Want", "To know”, “To go", "To Wait", the Articles, the Greek Names, the 
fruits, the Colors, the Galaxy. 

Lesson 4 covers up: 1. The Verbs 1st Conjugation, The Cases, The Cases of the Articles’

Lesson 5 covers up: Noun Cases, Definite article, Indefinite article 

Lesson 6 covers up: The Parts of Speech, Accusative Case, where are you from, What Day is Today. 

Lesson 7 covers up: Possessive Pronouns, I like

Lesson 8 covers up: Countries and Languages, The verb "to Speak", The Genders 
(Masculine/Feminine/Neuter), The 2nd Conjugation Verbs

The videos can be used as educational materials for self-paced learning by the students. They can be 
also embedded in a webpage or a learning management system (i.e. Moodle). Videos can be also used 
in an introduction to Greek for people interested to participate in Greek language courses. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -

+ Easy to use
+ Can be easily embedded to other systems/web 
pages

- Only English narration 
- Not copyright free. 

The tool presents 8 videos for learning Greek at the basic level. It is very easy to use and especially 
helpful for learners who wish to practice their listening and speaking skills. It is ideal for self-study but 
can also be applied in a classroom situation. The explanations are only in English so learners have to 
possess basic English language skills in order to use the tool.
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No. 55
Name of the resource Free online material for learning Greek
Link http://www.hau.gr/?i=learning.en.podcasts-in-greek
Target language Greek
Target group All learners
Level A2-C2
Topic (Vocabulary; 
Grammar; Writing; 
Reading; ect.)

Reading comprehension
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Few second to 2-3 min

Duration of the whole 
exercise

Few second to 2-3min

Additional materials Laptop/ computer
Internet connection
Smartphone

The Hellenic American Union publishes material that contributes to fulfilling its mission as an 
educational and cultural institution. This material includes textbooks for learning Greek and English as 
a Foreign Language, exam preparation books, exhibition catalogues, monographs and other cultural 
publications.
There are some of the features of the publication catalogue:
- Eight complete practice tests comprising listening, grammar, close, vocabulary, reading, and writing 
and speaking tests    
- Full introduction to the ECPE certification ( Examination for the Certificate of Proficiency in 
English), including scoring rubrics for the writing and speaking sections.
- Photocopiable answer sheets.   Full listening transcripts

The resource could be used directly in class, the video dialogues related to the lessons could be played 
to the learners and they could repeat them.
All the dialogues are simple and short.
On the web page for each of the lessons there is:
A short description of the situation for the dialogue, viewing the video.
The video with Greek subtitles. The video with English subtitles.
The script for the video in both Greek and English, key vocabulary from the lesson; explanation.
Activities that are based on the vocabulary or grammar features that appear in the lesson.

Pros and cons: 
+ -

+ Easy to use
+ PDF Format
+ Free lessons

- Not enough courses

The platform is useful for language trainers to implement in class but the program is not complete.  
The platform includes full PDF transcript and mp3 audio files of 81 lessons.

http://www.hau.gr/?i=learning.en.podcasts-in-greek
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The Hellenic American Union publishes material that contributes to fulfilling its mission as an 
educational and cultural institution. This material includes textbooks for learning Greek and English as 
a Foreign Language, exam preparation books, exhibition catalogues, monographs and other cultural 
publications.
There are some of the features of the publication catalogue:
- Eight complete practice tests comprising listening, grammar, cloze, vocabulary, reading, and    
writing  sections
- Eight speaking tests
- Full introduction to the ECPE, including scoring rubrics for the writing and speaking sections
- Photocopiable answer sheets
- Full listening transcripts

The resource could be used directly in class, the video dialogues related to the lessons could be played 
on the learners and they could repeat them.
All the dialogues are simple and short.
On the web page for each of the lessons there is:
A short description of the situation for the dialogue, viewing the video.
The video with Greek subtitles. The video with English subtitles.
The script for the video in both Greek and English, key vocabulary from the lesson; explanation.
Activities that are based on the vocabulary or grammar features that appear in the lesson.

Pros and cons: 
+ -

+ Easy to use
+ PDF Format
+ Free lessons

- Not enough courses
- This just provides videos version however rest 
is same as previous one 

No. 56
Name of the resource Learning Greek Videos 
Link http://www.hau.gr/?i=learning.en.video_casts
Target language Greek
Target group All learners
Level A1-A2
Topic (Vocabulary; Grammar; 
Writing; Reading; ect.)

Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Few second to 2-3 min

Duration of the whole exercise Few second to 2-3min
Additional materials Laptop/ computer

Internet connection
Smartphone

http://www.hau.gr/?i=learning.en.video_casts
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The platform is very user friendly.  There are a series of video lessons to learn Greek as a foreign 
language. The videos provide simple but authentic language in real-life everyday contexts.

No. 57
Name of the resource Flashcards
Link http://www.byki.com/category/Greek/a/
Target language Greek 
Target group All learners
Level A1, A2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

not applicable

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

not applicable

Additional materials Recommended: one computer per student, earphones; 
Required: at least one computer in class

This free flashcard-style software available from Transparent Language teaches basic phrases and 
vocabulary and some grammar points. It is very simple to use, the slides come with audio, and there’s 
an enormous selection of topics for learners to choose from.

Each word or phrase is also available in audio format. In addition, learners can listen to the recording 
in normal speed or extra slow. 

The flashcards are available for many different topics. They can be used in class to review words and 
phrases or for homework or self-study. 

The flashcards allow learners to choose how they would like to learn by providing different learning 
modes starting with easier exercises and moving on to more difficult ones. Learners can either follow 
the order suggested by the website or choose a particular learning mode. 

If each learner has a computer to work with, teachers can use the flashcards with very little effort. It 
could also be used for homework or self-study provided that the students have a computer with internet 
access. 

For each answer, learners can obtain points. Thus, teachers who wish to make the lesson even more 
interesting could turn the exercise into a competition. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Easy to use
+ PDF Format
+ Free lessons

- Not enough courses
- This just provides videos version however rest is 
same as previous one 

http://www.byki.com/category/Greek/a/
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The website offers flashcards for different topics. Learners can choose between different learning 
modes and thus adapt the material to their own preferences. Each word is available as audio-file in 
normal speaking speed or extra slow. For this reason, it is not only suitable for review and practice but 
also to practice pronunciation. The words and phrases are translated into English. For this reason, the 
material is not suitable for learners who do not speak any English. 

The website presents options for reviewing and practicing Greek words in a fun way. In addition to 
choosing which topic the learners want to practice and how they want to practice them, learners can 
also listen to words and phrases. However, the website is only suitable for English-speaking learners. 

No. 58
Name of the resource Greek Grammar
Link http://www.greekgrammar.eu
Target language Greek 
Target group All learners
Level A1 – B1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

not applicable

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

not applicable

Additional materials 
required or recommended

None

The website provides an overview of the Modern Greek Grammar and namely the use of the Greek 
word classes such as nouns, adjectives, verbs etc. For every topic, users can download documents 
explaining the grammar in a detailed way.  

In addition, the website also provides exercises for each grammar topic for different skill levels. All 
exercises come with an answer key. 

The website aims at helping learners master Modern Greek grammar. Teachers can download the 
exercises to use in class or for homework once the topics have been introduced in class. 

The grammar explanations may also be helpful for learners when trying to complete the exercises. 
Together with the answer key, the exercises are also suitable for self-study. 

Pros and cons:

+ -
+ The grammar explanations are clearly 
structured and detailed
+ Explanations and examples
+ The exercises are available for different 
language skill levels
The exercises could be adapted according 
to the group level and needs

- The explanations are suitable for learners with 
advanced knowledge of English

http://www.greekgrammar.eu/
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The website aims at helping learners understand Modern Greek grammar. The grammar explications 
are clearly structured and very detailed with many examples. The exercises can be used very flexibly 
by teachers – either for homework, self-study or in class. They can also be chosen according to 
different skill levels. However, the grammar explications are only available in English which makes 
them unsuitable in mixed groups or for learners who do not speak English.   

No. 59
Name of the resource Lexiscope
Link http://www.neurolingo.gr/en/online_tools/lexiscope.htm
Target language Greek 
Target group All learners
Level A1 – C2
Topic (vocabulary; grammar; 
writing; reading; etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

not applicable

Duration of the whole exercise not applicable
Additional materials Required: computer and internet access in class 

Neurolingo consists of computer engineers and linguists specialized in natural language processing. 
Neurolingo was established in December 2005 by the members of Neurosoft Language Technology 
Team.  On this website, learners can look up Modern Greek words and learn about their orthography, 
morphology, syllabification, synonyms and antonyms. 

The website can be used in class, for homework or self-study whenever learners find a word they are 
not familiar with. 

During the learning process learners keep encountering unfamiliar words. The website provides 
information about these words and thus helps learners improve their language skills. It can be used to 
aid reading comprehension as well as written expression.  

Teachers may also use the website to familiarize learners with online dictionaries by showing them an 
example and explaining what type of information the entry provides. Learners could do the same with 
a list of other word or phrases that they have to look up on the website. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Information about Modern Greek words
that will help learners understand 
unfamiliar words  
+ It can also be used for reference for 
homework or writing assignments
+ Detailed explanation of the words

- Learners who are not familiar with the use of 
dictionaries or this type of dictionary may need an 
introduction to understand what information the 
entry provides and how it can help them in their 
learning process

http://www.neurolingo.gr/en/online_tools/lexiscope.htm
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The website provides information about Modern Greek words that will help learners understand 
unfamiliar words. It can also be used for reference for homework or writing assignments. 

No. 60
Name of the resource Digital Dialects 
Link http://www.digitaldialects.com/Bulgarian.htm
Target language Many languages
Target group All learners 
Level A1-A2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Not applicable

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

00:05:00+ 

Additional materials Laptop/Computer
Internet connection
Speakers
Projector

Digital Dialects is an interactive foreign language learning platform. The content is presented in the 
form of games and quizzes. Each theme starts with presentation of the new vocabulary and expressions 
followed by an interactive game which helps the learner to practice the new material.

The games could be implemented directly in class for making the learning more funny and easy. After 
teaching the new material the trainer could use the slides and games to and practice proper 
pronunciation with his students. The tool is not appropriate for self-preparation. The trainer should 
supervise the process and give instructions to the learners all the time. 

In the website there are links to other platform for foreign language learning.

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Short and clear learning materials
+ Well-structured course

- Not appropriate for self-preparation
- No audio recordings for proper pronunciation

The resource could be of help for trainers who teach foreign language at beginner level. The tool is 
appropriate for smaller learners and children, because the learning content is presented as games.

http://www.digitaldialects.com/Bulgarian.htm
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No. 61
Name of the resource Busuu
Link https://www.busuu.com
Target language Polish
Target group All learners
Level A2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

not applicable

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

30 – 40 minutes

Additional materials Required: computers for students
Recommended: extra worksheet on Present Simple including 
forms (positive, negative, question) and exercises

Busuu is an online learning platform that offers opportunities to learn 12 different languages. For 
Polish it covers levels A1-B2. You can use the free version which only gives you limited access to the 
materials available and the opportunity to learn one language only. Alternatively, you may decide on 
the premium version (€ 14.99 per month) that gives you full access to all languages and all activities. 

Lesson 1: Free time is one of many lessons for A1 level students that could be used in class. Every 
Busuu lesson is based on the same model: 

1. presentation of the target language (either single words, short phrases or full sentences)
2. practice – short exercises such as sentence/dialogues completion, matching words to pictures 

etc.
3. production: either writing or voice recording

Unfortunately, free version of Busuu only gives you access to some of those activities.

This lesson consists of six parts – one unavailable if you're using the free version. The teacher starts by 
presenting the target language using Part 1. hobbies and Part 2. music providing any necessary 
explanation. The target language is presented in context – short sentences that students can read and 
listen to. The teacher may need to include explanations on verb conjugation and the difference between
infinitives and finite verbs. Once the students are familiar with the new vocabulary, they can do the 
exercises but bear in mind that not all of them are available if you're using the free version. Also, you 
will need a computer per student or per pair of students and preferably headphones since all of the 
target language is spoken out to help students with pronunciation. 

The class can then move on to the Present Simple. This part of the lesson only presents the forms of 
the PS (positive, negative and questions) but doesn't provide any explanation – noun / verb agreement, 
conjugation, gender agreement etc. Once this has been explained to class, they can do the exercise. 
Remember that quizzes get interrupted by requests to upgrade to the premium version so the teacher 
might want to create their own tasks for further practise in class. Writing and voice recording exercises 
can be done at home since feedback is available from 'experts' on the platform.

Pros and cons: 

+ -

https://www.busuu.com/
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+ Fun way for learning - More suitable for self-study than in classroom 
environment4

Bussu can be used in class if the teacher does enough preparation and has a suitable classroom with 
computers /headphones available to students.

No. 62
Name of the resource e-ANG
Link http://www.e-ang.pl/Lekcja,3,Global-Warming.html
Target language English
Target group Polish speakers
Level B2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Listening comprehension 
Reading comprehension 
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

00:02:21

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

60 – 90 minutes

Additional materials Recommended: worksheet with exercises to pre-teach 
vocabulary from the listening and reading tasks

e-Ang.pl offers a wide range of materials for A1-B2 learners. Global Warming is one of the seven 
lessons for B2 level students that could be used in class. The lesson consists of four elements: reading, 
listening, vocabulary and speaking practice, all of them designed to introduce vocabulary related to the 
topic of environment and global warming. The lesson also provides students with an opportunity to 
practise new vocabulary in a discussion at the end of the class.

Most of the B2 students should be familiar with the topic and have probably studied it before. 
However, pre-teaching some of the vocabulary from the listening and reading tasks might be 
necessary.

Reading comprehension Greenhouse effect can be used as an introduction to the lesson. It covers 
essential terminology related to the topic of environment and offers a short vocabulary practice. The 
teacher should make sure that the students are familiar with key phrases such as greenhouse gases 
emission, greenhouse effect, global warming etc.

The class can then move on to the listening exercise on the same topic. The students watch the video 
and answer four multiple choice questions about the content of the video.

The last part – speaking practice provides a long list of questions that can be used for a discussion at 
the end of the class, either as an open-class activity or pair/group work.

Pros and cons: 

4 Can be used in class if the teacher does enough preparation and has a suitable classroom with computers /headphones 
available to students.

http://www.e-ang.pl/Lekcja,3,Global-Warming.html
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+ -
+ The lesson is well structured and clearly 
organised
+ Extensive list of vocabulary
+ Interesting tasks

- Login required (in order to do so you need to 
speak some Polish since almost everything on 
the website is in Polish)

The video and the reading task provide a good basis for a vocabulary/speaking lesson on B2 level 
focused on training fluency and accuracy. Suitable for class discussion.

No. 63
Name of the resource EduStation
Link http://www.edustation.pl/
Target language English
Target group Polish speakers
Level A2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Listening comprehension 
Reading comprehension 
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

00:00:19 (audio recording)

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

40 – 60 minutes

Additional materials Recommended: handout with additional exercises such as listening 
task

Edustation offers a range of materials for students at A1/A2 to B2 levels, however most of them you 
need to pay for. 

One of the 'mini-lessons' - Curiosities – can be used in class to introduce vocabulary to talk about 
countries, nationalities and languages at A2 level. The lesson consists of introduction of the target 
language – short sentences with audio recordings and three exercises.

Most of the A2 students shouldn't have any problems taking an active part in class, however pre-
teaching some of the vocabulary from the listening task might be necessary.

The teacher starts by pre-teaching key vocabulary such as language, official, (the most) common, etc. 
before the students move on to the listening. Since the website doesn't offer any exercises for students 
to do while they listen, the teacher should prepare a short task such as multiple choice or gap-fill type 
of exercise. When the students complete the task, the teacher plays the sentences one by one, drills the 
students and provides any necessary explanation.

Depending on the class, the teacher might want to introduce questions or prepare their own handout for 
the students to practise the new vocabulary. A quiz or a questionnaire would be a good idea e.g. What 
languages do you speak? , What is the official language in Mexico? etc. Any of the remaining three 
exercises can be done by students at home or in class together with the teacher.

http://www.edustation.pl/
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Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ The lesson is short and introduces useful 
vocabulary
+ The exercises are good and provide lots of 
possibilities to practise pronunciation, which 
is very important at low levels.

- Most of the materials on the website is not 
available for free
- The website is in Polish and therefore 
suitable for Polish speakers only
- Login required

It's a good lesson but the teacher is required to prepare their own handout with additional exercises.

No. 64
Name of the resource e-angielski
Link http://www.e-angielski.com/lekcje-mp3/lekcja-10
Target language English
Target group Polish speakers
Level B1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Listening comprehension 
Reading comprehension 
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

00:02:08 (audio recording)

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

40 – 60 minutes

Additional materials Recommended: handout with additional exercises

16 audio-lessons designed for self-study that can easily be adapted to classroom purposes for B1 level. 
Lesson 10 – Making a hotel reservation is based on a telephone conversation and introduces useful 
vocabulary anyone would need when booking a hotel room. Most of the B1 students should be familiar 
with the context, however pre-teaching some of the 'hotel' vocabulary before the listening task might 
be necessary. The students need to be familiar with the Present Continuous (I'm looking for a room...) 
and know how to say prices, dates and numbers (credit card numbers, telephone etc.)

The teacher starts by introducing basic vocabulary related to topic and pre-teaching key phrases from 
the listening (e.g. single / double room, reservation etc.) The students can then move on to the 
listening. Since the website doesn't offer any exercises for students to do while they listen, the teacher 
should prepare a short task such as multiple choice or gap-fill type of exercise. After the listening task, 
the teacher elicits from the students questions and answers for making hotel reservations and writes 
them on the board providing any necessary explanation. In order to allow the students to practise the 
target language, the teacher needs to create a simple task – e.g. ordering the words to make sentences. 
The students then do the task in pairs or individually. The same sentences could be used by students to 
write short dialogues that can later be used in role plays.

Pros and cons: 

http://www.e-angielski.com/lekcje-mp3/lekcja-10
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+ -
+ The lesson provides some useful 
vocabulary

- The dialogue seems unnatural and almost 
artificial at times
- The website is almost entirely in Polish so not 
suitable for non-Polish speakers.

The lesson provides a good basis for a vocabulary / speaking lesson but the teacher needs to create 
their own handout. The exercises on the website are designed for self-study, therefore the teacher is 
required to create their own tasks for further practice in class.

No. 65
Name of the resource Angprofi
Link http://www.angprofi.pl/lekcja-dwudziesta-pierwsza.html
Target language English
Target group Polish speakers
Level A2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Not applicable 

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

60 minutes

Additional materials Recommended: handout with exercises to practice vocabulary

Angprofi offers 44 simple lessons for A1-B1 students. Lesson 21: Jobs and Professions can be used in 
class to introduce vocabulary related to the topic of work for students at A2 level. The lesson covers 
basic vocabulary and expressions to talk about work and different professions. In order to actively 
participate in class, students will need to be able to use the verbs be, have (got) and can, and be 
familiar with the Present Simple. 

The teacher starts the class by explaining the difference between words job an work, which could also 
be used as revision of the Present Simple (e.g. I work, he works, I have a job, she has a job etc.)

After that, the teacher takes students through the vocabulary listed in the lesson providing any 
necessary explanation. Since the list only covers very basic expressions, the teacher might need to 
introduce additional vocabulary to enable students to build short sentences using the new vocabulary. 
The target language can also be used by students to write short dialogues in pairs or alone, which can 
later be used as role plays.

The lesson can also be used to teach prepositions e.g. I work as a / in / at etc. or as an introduction to 
the Present Continuous e.g. I'm looking for a job.

The Exercises section (ćwiczenia) can be used as extra practice in class or at home.

Pros and cons: 

http://www.angprofi.pl/lekcja-dwudziesta-pierwsza.html
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+ -
+ Good lesson for adult learners
+ Fun games to practice new vocabulary, 
pronunciation of all the new words
+ Pictures, which would be of help to any 
'visual' type of learner

- The website doesn't provide many exercises
- The website is not suitable for non-Polish 
speakers

The lesson is a great basis for vocabulary / speaking lesson at A2 level. It provides a lot of potential for 
simple speaking practice, which is very helpful but often difficult for teachers to arrange at such low 
levels.

No. 66
Name of the resource Hello Angielski
Link http://www.helloangielski.pl/
Target language English
Target group Polish speakers
Level A2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Not applicable 

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

60 – 90 minutes

Additional materials Recommended: handout on the Present Simple / Present 
Continuous

Hello Angielski offers simple lessons for A1-A2 students. It’s a collection of vocabulary lists (with 
pronunciation) covering a range of elementary topics, basic grammar concepts and lots of exercises 
and games to practice them. 

The teacher can combine a few of the word lists to create a vocabulary lesson on different topics, e.g. 
colours, clothes and accessories, what people like / hate to wear in different seasons and depending on 
the group include adjectives to describe clothes, seasons etc. The same materials could also be used to 
teach the Present Simple and frequency adverbs e.g. I like … I don't like, I always / never wear. etc.

All of the vocabulary lists come with exercises in various formats: quiz or test, flashcards, games 
(hangman, snakes and ladders, crossword puzzles, sudoku etc.).

The teacher starts the class by going through the vocabulary list ubrania (clothes), akcesoria i dodatki
(accessories) and nazwy kolorow (colours). Depending on the group, the teacher may want to include 
more vocabulary. The students can then do some of the tasks provided to practise the new vocabulary. 
Alternatively, the teacher can create their own visual aids or ask students to describe what they're 
wearing. The Present Simple (wear) or the Present Continuous (is wearing) can also be introduced -

http://www.helloangielski.pl/
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suitable explanation and exercises are available on the website but only in Polish.

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ A lot of useful vocabulary - The lesson is not structured well, but if the 

teacher prepares it well and creates their own 
exercises and other activities, it can be a very 
good lesson
- Only suitable for Polish speakers (All the 
materials, including grammar reference sheets 
are in Polish; The phonetic transcription of the 
English words is provided using the Polish 
phonetic symbols rather than the IPA )

The lesson is a great basis for vocabulary / speaking /grammar lesson at A2 level. It provides useful 
vocabulary but lacks any helpful context in which the language can be presented.

No. 67
Name of the resource Angielski.co.uk
Target language English
Link http://angielski.co.uk/
Target group Polish speakers
Level A2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

not applicable

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

40 – 60 minutes

Additional materials Required: handout with vocabulary / phrases

Angielski.co.uk doesn’t offer lots of materials on their website except a single list of vocabulary –
Useful expressions. It can be adapted and used in the classroom environment for example as the first 
class with the new group at B1 level. 

The list covers a collection of seemingly random expressions that can be grouped in four categories: 

1. What to say on special occasions

2. Talking about likes and dislikes

3. Talking about yourself

4. Useful phrases when visiting an English speaking country

The teacher may decide to delete or edit any of the expressions on the list or add their own more 
suitable alternatives. The students work in pairs and they should have at least one copy of the list per 
pair.

http://angielski.co.uk/
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The students work together in pairs to put the expressions from the list into four groups mentioned 
above (the teacher may want to change the categories). When the students have finished, the teacher 
goes over the expressions in the four groups discussing them with the students and providing any 
necessary explanation e.g. how to ask questions.

After that, the teacher sets a time limit (e.g. 5-10 minutes) and gets the students to work in small 
groups to write as many other useful expressions in the same four categories as they can think of. The 
teacher may want to choose only one or two categories rather than all four. The group which comes up 
with the biggest number of phrases wins. The expressions in the four categories can then be used as a 
mingling activity designed for students to get to know each other e.g. Find someone who... type of 
game. When the students have finished, the teacher can decide to have an open-class discussion and 
get the students to report to the rest of the class.

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Good activities
+ Suitable for introductory lesson when the 
students don't know each other well

- Some of the expressions on the list are not 
suitable for classroom and the teacher would 
need to rewrite them or add their own more 
suitable alternatives
- For Polish speakers only
- The teacher is required to do a lot of work 
preparing the class

An useful tool for learning basic vocabulary. The teacher should do a lot of work prior to the class.

No. 68
Name of the resource LangMaster learning
Link http://www.langmaster.com/lmcom/com/web/bg
Target language/s German  Spanish   Italian   French English
Target group All learners
Level A1- C1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Not applicable

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

00:20:00 – 01:00:00+

Additional materials Laptop/Computer    
Internet connection
Speakers
Projector

http://www.langmaster.com/lmcom/com/web/bg
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Langmaster.com offers free online language courses and exercises in several languages. The courses 
consist of extensive units covering all grammar aspects depending on the level – Beginner to 
Advanced. All the courses are presented in English and other languages, the English course – in 12 
languages.

The exercises could be directly implemented in class or modified by the trainer to fit the learners’ 
needs. The learners can repeat the exercises at home for practicing the new material. They could also 
be included in tests for defining the level and/or progress exams.

German - 198 chapters, 1845 exercises        Italian - 125 chapters, 853 exercises

Spanish - 122 chapters, 747 exercises           French - 102 chapters, 780 exercises

English – 293 chapters, 1489 exercises

The grammar units could serve for self-preparation for the learners of for supporting the trainers when 
preparing the classes. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Available entrance test for defining the
level for each language course
+ Pictures and photographs with each exercise
+ Comprehensive grammar units
+ Grammar and exercises suitable for all 
levels of language proficiency 

- The exercises with a sound-track and the 
Listen and Talk platform require additional 
software installations.

Multilingual platform for language training. Perfect for trainers and learners. 

No. 69
Name of the resource Internet Polyglot
Link http://www.internetpolyglot.com/
Target language 37 languages
Target group Beginners
Level A1
Topic Vocabulary extension
Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Not applicable

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

00:10:00+

Additional materials Laptop/Computer
Internet connection
Speakers
Projector

http://www.internetpolyglot.com/
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Internet Polyglot is dedicated to helping the members learn foreign languages by providing them a way 
to memorize words and their meanings. This helps the memory to grasp more information and retain it 
for longer time. All the courses are on basic level, but they have lots of resources. The new material is 
presented in an interactive way with digital flash cards which make the learning more enjoyable and 
productive. Many modules are implemented in form of simple games, either audio or image based
which help to boost the learning process. 

The user has to choose a language combination (2 of the 37 languages) – the first is the language that 
wants to learn and the second is the language that speaks (all the explanations and translations will be 
in it). 

The platform offers wide range of audio lessons divided according to different topic and all recorded 
by native speaker. They are available only if the second language is English and are not available for 
every language combination. The words in the lessons are pronounced in the first language and after 
that translated in English. The voice is very clear and there is a pause between the words for repetition. 

There are lots of educational games that could be directly used in class or given to exams or tests for 
assessment of the learners’ knowledge – Picture game (matching a picture with the correct translation); 
Guessing game (matching a word with the correct translation); Matching game (matching a group of 
words with their translations); Typing games (guessing and typing the correct word); Word search 
(searching words in a puzzle of letters). 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Interactive platform
+ Audio lessons

- Takes time to learn how to use the platform 
– it is not very intuitive

The purpose of the platform is to help the students to memorize the material, not learn it. The learner 
should already know the subject and to use the platform for exercising. 

No. 70
Name of the resource MOOEC
Link http://www.mooec.com/
Target language English
Target group Beginners
Level A1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Not applicable

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

00:30:00+

Additional materials Laptop/Computer

http://www.mooec.com/
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Internet connection
Speakers
Projector

MOOEC stands for MASSIVE OPEN ONLINE ENGLISH COURSE - contains several EN courses at 
different levels from different authors.  Beginners course contains lessons in various topics. It is for 
non-native speakers of English, teaches elementary level standard English with a focus on 
communication skills, basic grammar, and listening & reading skills necessary for success in 
introductory English as a Foreign language.

There are several directories with lessons – Lifestyle; General English; Pathway to Higher learning; 
IELTS preparation; English for academic purposes. Each lesson contains details on the difficulty, the 
length, the function and the subject. Many lessons have audio/video transcript. 

The grammar course is very comprehensive – it has 93 lessons and 12 hours of content. It teaches all 
levels English grammar from a basic level (A1) to complex grammar forms (C1) necessary for English 
exams.

There are lessons for vocabulary teaching; improving reading, listening and speaking skills. There are 
lessons for all levels from beginner to upper intermediate and advanced. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Easy to use
+ Interesting exercises

- Limited choice of topics

The lessons are organized into established levels of proficiency and approved by a committee of 
professional English language practitioners providing quality assurance oversight of the content.

No. 71
Name of the resource Alison
Link http://www.abaenglish.com
Target language English      French             Russian

Spanish             Portuguese
Italian                German

Target group All learners
Level A1-C1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

00:05:00 – 00:10:00

http://www.abaenglish.com/
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Duration of the whole 
exercise 

01:00:00 – 03:00:00 (with possibility of separation of the 
modules)

Additional materials Laptop/Computer
Internet connection
Speakers
Projector

Alison is an online learning community, filled with free, high-quality online education resources to 
help the users to develop essential, certified workplace skills. 

The Teaching English course is perfect for SLA trainers. This free online course introduces the 
essential learning theories and practices needed to be a SLA instructor. The course details the needs of 
adult ESL learners, the learning styles of students, and how to facilitate intercultural communication in 
the classroom. Following this, it describes the activities and exercises that increase student 
comprehension of the English language. Finally it explains how to prepare for and conduct a lesson 
including creating a lesson plan, classroom management, and conducting tests. This free online course 
is ideal for fluent English speakers who wish to teach the English language in an English-speaking 
country. It will also be of interest to people who are considering teaching English as a foreign language 
or anyone who wants to know more about teaching and learning theories.

English language learning is possible in seven categories:

- 2 English diploma courses; 

- 6 English grammar courses; 

- 3 English literature courses;

- 3 Speaking English courses;

- 1 Teaching English course;

- 4 English for tourism courses;

- 1 Business English course. 

The duration of each course is between 1 and 3 hours. The possible learning outcomes are: Extend the 
learners’ range of vocabulary in various areas; Improvement of the pronunciation skills; Practice the 
most used verbs, nouns and expressions in English; Good understanding of the rules of English 
grammar; Better understanding of the context in which a certain tense is used; Understanding the 
differences between spoken and written English; Understanding the basics of conversational English; 
Gaining knowledge of a combination of writing styles, as well as how to give a successful presentation 
to an audience; Communicate confidently with people in formal and informal environment. 

The tool is perfect for self-preparation but with the necessary amendments the trainers could 
implement it also in class. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Special course for SLA trainers
+ Certification of the courses

- Better for self-preparation
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+ Assessment
+ Good exercises 
+ Several courses with different modules
+ Easy to use

ALISON's online English language course will be of great interest to all learners who already have a 
basic knowledge of the English language and who want to further improve their vocabulary and 
pronunciation skills to be able to communicate more effectively.

No. 72
Name of the resource ABA
Link http://www.abaenglish.com/en/
Target language English
Target group All learners
Level A1-C2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

00:05:00 – 00:10:00
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Duration of the whole 
exercise 

00:30:00+

Additional materials 
required or recommended

Laptop/Computer
Internet connection
Speakers
Projector

ABA English’s natural approach simulates the same learning process that a learner would experience 
when going abroad to learn English: first listen and understand and then speak and write. To make the 
most of the course, the units are presented following certain order, designed to teach the English skills 
in the same order as they are learnt naturally – listening; speaking, writing, interpreting, video lesson, 
exercises, vocabulary, assessment. 

The course is 144 lessons (including videos) divided according to the proficiency level – beginners; 
lower intermediate; intermediate; upper intermediate; advanced and business. Not everything in the 
course is free, but the video lessons and the units are accessible for all levels. 

The units are interactive and attractive. They could be used in class or at home for self-preparation. 
The video lessons are perfect tool for implementation in class. The quality is excellent and the 
explanations very clear and understandable. 

The free grammar section cover the following basic lessons – adjectives; pronouns; adverbs; 
prepositions; conjunctions; verbs and phrasal verbs. Thanks to the interactive Listen-Record-Compare 
(LRC®) technology the users can practice pronunciation and speaking skills. 

There is an assessment test after the end of each lesson. It is available only after 100% completion of 
the lesson’s tasks. 

ABA English’s English course also contains video classes created to speed up and consolidate the 
process of learning English grammar. The best American and British Academy teachers will explain, 
via very entertaining videos, English grammar. There are 144 video classes, one for every unit: with 
each video class the learner learns a different grammatical function.

The Interactive Grammar is a useful guide which the learner may consult throughout the learning 
process. It allows understanding English grammar in a pleasant way.

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Very professional page
+ Top quality audio and video content
+ Easy to use
+ Free video and grammar lessons
+ The learning process is fun and gratifying
+ The videos have subtitles

- Taking the full course is not free of charge 
as well as the communication with a teacher 
and the generation of certificates
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The English learning system stimulates the speaker’s natural predisposition in a real environment. 
Knowledge is linked to important events in the daily life. The learner focuses attention on the content 
more than on the form and intuitively arouses natural instinct to learn English. 

Very useful platform. Professionally designed and with very high quality. Appropriate for trainers and 
learners. 

No. 73
Name of the resource FutureLearn - A Beginner's Guide to Writing in English for 

University Study
Link https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/english-for-study
Target language English
Target group Learners who wish to study at university
Level B2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Grammar
Writing skills

Duration of the video Not applicable

https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/english-for-study
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(hh:mm:ss)
Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Not applicable

Additional materials 
required or recommended

None

This course is developed by the University of Reading and it provides a brief introduction to academic 
writing, enabling the learners to gain an awareness and understanding of some key features of this kind 
of writing. The learning methods include a mix of video, on-screen examples, discussions, and 
quizzes.

The learners will develop some proficiency in a few key areas of ‘academic’ grammar, learn about the 
stages in essay writing, and produce an essay of their own. The course teaches the learners how to 
organise an essay, use academic writing style and cover key areas of grammar, so that by the end of 
the course they are able to write a good, basic academic essay.

Throughout the course, there are some examples of academic writing that have been produced by other
students, to show the improvements that can be made to an essay. These improvements are made by 
guiding and instructing the writer in the areas of content, organisation, language and the process of 
planning and drafting an essay.

The platform provides the learners with the tools to evaluate their own writing and the writing of 
others, as well as clarifying some key language areas commonly used in academic writing.

This course runs over five weeks, which will cover:

1. Features of academic writing
2. Essay organisation
3. Your first essay: language focus
4. Your first essay: focus on the writing stages
5. Your first essay: feedback and redrafting

The course is appropriate for self-learning. However the language trainers could also use some features 
when teaching their learners how to write an essay.

Pros and cons: 

+ -
High-quality content
Very well structured

N/a

Very good course which presents rather difficult topic like in a clear and understandable way. 
Developed by professionals in the sphere of education the platform has very high quality.

No. 74
Name of the resource Live Mocha
Link http://livemocha.com/pages/languages/learn-polish/
Target language Polish
Target group All learners

http://livemocha.com/pages/languages/learn-polish/
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Level A1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

10-second long audio recording / flashcards: about 60 seconds 
of recording

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

30 – 40 minutes

Additional materials Recommended: handout with additional exercises, a map

LiveMocha offers lots of good, short lessons for A1 – B1 students. Lesson: Skąd jestés? / Where are 
you from? can be used in class to teach the students to ask and answer the question where they come 
from and to talk about different nationalities. The lesson covers basic expressions, questions and 
answers. In order to actively participate in class, students will need to be familiar with simple greetings 
e.g. Cześć, and ways of introducing yourself as well as asking people their names e.g. Jak na imię…, 
Jak masz na imię?, an know the verbs być and mieć.     

The lesson consists of four parts:

1. introduction – a short dialogue presenting the target language (including an audio recording)
2. vocabulary (flash cards) introducing vocabulary to talk about nationalities and countries
3. usage/example sentences presenting the target language in context (including pronunciation)
4. practice – listening, speaking, writing, asking and answering questions

The teacher starts the class by presenting the target language in the dialogue (questions and answers) 
and the flashcards (countries and nationalities). The teacher can choose to include more vocabulary 
(depending on the group) but some visual aid might be needed here e.g. a map. The form and the usage 
of feminine and masculine adjectives need to be explained e.g. Jestem z Polski. / Jestem Polką. / 
Jestem Polakiem.

Part 3 and 4 of the lesson (usage/example sentences/exercises) can be used as additional practice in 
class or at home. The website gives the students the possibility to connect with other learners and 
'experts' (native Polish speakers) who will provide feedback on any of the exercises that students do at 
home. However, feedback is not available immediately and it usually takes a few days for students to 
get their work evaluated.

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Fun way of learning
+ Interactive and intuitive platform 
+ Free account in order to log in and collect 
points to unlock new lessons
+ Allows people to connect with other learners 
and native speakers.
+ The lessons are structured well

- The materials are more suitable for self-
study

The lessons are structured very well. However, the materials are more suitable for self-study. 
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EDX is a platform with quality education, it is an online learning destination and MOOC (a course of 
study made available over the Internet without charge to a very large number of people.) provider, 
offering high-quality courses from the world’s best universities and institutions to learners everywhere.
The students come from every country in the world! It offers many courses like  Art & Culture, 
Biology & Life Sciences, Business & Management, Communication, Computer Science, Economics & 
Finance, Electronics, Engineering, Health &Safety, History, Humanities, Language, Literature, Math,
Medicine, Philosophy & Ethics, Physics, Science.
It was founded by and continues to be governed by colleges and universities. There is the only leading 
MOOC provider that is both nonprofit and open source.
Open edX is the open-source platform that powers edX courses and is freely available. With Open 
edX, educators and technologists can build learning tools and contribute new features to the 
platform, creating innovative solutions to benefit students everywhere.
It is necessary to have an account to access the courses. Some courses are as external links to other 
websites.
It needs registration for sessions on the proposed dates. There is a material that covers grammatical 
principles, and video clips of interviews conducted with distinguished grammar, quizzes and writing 
activities, participation in discussions.

Pros and con:

+ -
+ Free lessons 
+ Various subjects
+ Learning several languages
+ Resume courses

- Using this tool can be complex

No. 75
Name of the resource Learn subjects in several languages 
Link https://www.edx.org/course/conversational-english-skills-

tsinghuax-30640014x-1
Target language English
Target group Beginners
Level A1-A2
Topic (Vocabulary; 
Grammar; Writing; 
Reading; ect.)

Writing skills

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

00:02:00 - 00:05:00 

Duration of the whole 
exercise

Depending on the learner 

Additional materials Laptop/Computer/ Tablet screen
Internet connection

https://www.edx.org/course
https://www.edx.org/course
https://www.edx.org/course
https://www.edx.org/course
https://www.edx.org/course
https://www.edx.org/course
https://www.edx.org/course
https://www.edx.org/course
https://www.edx.org/course
https://www.edx.org/course
https://www.edx.org/course
https://www.edx.org/course
https://www.edx.org/course
https://www.edx.org/course
https://www.edx.org/course
https://www.edx.org/course
https://www.edx.org/course
https://www.edx.org/course
https://www.edx.org/course
https://open.edx.org/
https://www.edx.org/course/conversational-english-skills-tsinghuax-30640014x-1
https://www.edx.org/course/conversational-english-skills-tsinghuax-30640014x-1
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The website offers courses in different subjects and languages, but the use is not clear and is very 
complex. Besides you must wait for the sessions dates before the new courses.

No. 76

Name of the resource BBC

Link http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningenglish/english/

Target language English

Target group All learners

Level B1-B2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; 
reading; etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

2-3 minutes

Duration of the whole 
exercise

Depending on the learner

Additional materials All courses are designed to work on mobiles, tablets and desktop 
computers. (If you are using a desktop, you can download audio 
mp3 files and pdf transcripts). 
Internet connection, a projector.

BBC Learning English provides multimedia English language teaching materials to meet learners’ 
needs offering free audio, video and text materials to learners around the world from the lower –
intermediate to the upper-intermediate level. The materials are delivered as full length courses but each 
component of the course is standalone and can be studied on its own. This means the learner can 
choose the best way to study for them; by following a full course or by following the individual 
materials most appropriate to them.

There are up to 30 units in the course with a certain number of sessions in each unit. A new Session is 
published every day from Monday to Friday, so there is new material every weekday.

Each unit is based around a particular topic and explores grammar and vocabulary related to the topic 
as well as helps to improve pronunciation. There are useful features as 6 Minute Grammar, 6 Minute 
Vocabulary, and News Report, as well as lots of interactive materials based on original BBC audio and 
video.

The website tools and resources can be used both for self-study or class courses.

http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningenglish/english/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningenglish/english/course/lower-intermediate/unit-1/session-2/activity-4
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningenglish/english/course/lower-intermediate/unit-1/session-1/activity-3
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningenglish/english/course/lower-intermediate/unit-1/session-1/activity-3
http://www.bbc.co.uk/learningenglish/english/course/lower-intermediate/unit-1/session-4/activity-4
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The learner has to have a mobile, tablet or desktop computer. If you are using a desktop, you can 
download audio mp3 files and pdf transcripts and access to an internet connection. The free resources 
mainly help to improve vocabulary, grammar, listening and reading.

Tutors may use this website as an additional teaching material at the end of the lesson.  The units are 
based on the use of English in multiple life-situations and so are well connected to the structure of a 
common English course. The tutor will need a projector and an internet connection.  Students can learn 
new words with flashcards, watch and discuss videos about everyday life, discuss how to solve 
problems, learn some useful everyday phrases and play some games to practice what they have learnt.
The students may also be divided in groups to do quizzes; in this way the tutor will improve the 
interaction in the class. Eventually specific quizzes may be used as homework for students to reflect 
and practice learning. 

Pros and cons:

+ -

Multimedia English language teaching 
materials to improve grammar, vocabulary, 
pronunciation and comprehension of written 
and spoken English. The lessons are well-
planned. Lots of examples, quizzes and 
exercises to practise grammar and vocabulary. 
There is a transcript for each lesson. Language 
notes. Podcasts. Cultural and historical insight.  

The website has a simple, well organised 
graphic so the navigation is very easy.

All content is available only in English

This interactive and attractive platform is very user friendly and is easy to use for both self-study and 
as additional tools in a class.  The recourse is very comprehensive and offers a great amount of various 
multimedia teaching material on different topics. They will take students through the everyday English
in a very interesting way.  Easy to use by both students and trainers.
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No. 77

Name of the resource Talk English

Link http://www.talkenglish.com/

Target language English

Target group All learners

Level B1-B2

Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; 
reading; etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Reading comprehension 
Listening comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/A

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Depending on the difficulty level of the lesson, an exercise can 
take from 5 up to 20 min. Listening exercises no more than 2 
minutes.

Additional materials 
required or recommended

All courses are designed to work on mobiles, tablets and 
desktop computers. You can download audio mp3 files and pdf 
transcripts. 
Internet connection, a projector.

TalkEnglish.com is a simple platform with impressive amount of content - 900 lessons, 9000 audio 
files. Interface is available in several languages. 

http://www.talkenglish.com/
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Learning online is free, downloadable offline content is paid. 
The platform provides lessons to study and master reading, listening, and speaking. At 
TalkEnglish.com, the lessons are structured to give students practice in all three areas at the same time. 
The materials are delivered as full length courses for speaking, listening, pronunciation, vocabulary, 
grammar basics and speaking.  Each component of the course is standalone and can be studied on its 
own.
TalkEnglish.com developed the "Click, Listen, and Repeat" functionality. In most of the lessons, 
students read the sentence, click on the sentence to listen to the sentence, and then they can practice 
speaking by repeating after the audio file provided by a native English speaker. This proven method 
strengthens students’ reading, speaking, and listening all at the same time and makes learning English 
easy. 

Hundreds of dialogs and printable lessons are available for download in the TalkEnglish Offline 
Package.

The website tools and resources can be used both for self-study or class courses.

SELF STUDY:

The learner has to have a mobile, tablet or desktop computer. If you are using a desktop, you can 
download audio mp3 files and pdf transcripts and access to an internet connection. The free resources 
mainly help to improve reading and listening skills.

IN CLASS

Tutors may use this website as an additional teaching material.  The dialogues related to the lessons 
could be played on the speakers and the students can repeat them. The units are based on the use of 
English in multiple life-situations and so are well connected to the structure of a common English 
course. A tutor will need a projector, speakers and an internet connection. 

Students can learn new words and phrases, listen and practice dialogues about everyday life, discuss 
how to solve problems. Students may also do quizzes to test their knowledge. 

Pros and cons:

+ -

Teaching material to improve listening, 
speaking, pronunciation and comprehension of 
spoken English. The lessons are well- planned 
with lots of examples and quizzes. There is a 
transcript for each dialogue. Rich data base 
with speaking tips.

Interface is available in several languages.

The website has a simple, well organised 
graphic so the navigation is very easy. Mobile 
friendly.

Not enough grammar and vocabulary
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The main goal of the platform is to help students to speak English fluently. The course can be used for 
both self-study and as additional tools in a class. It offers a wide range of dialogues on different topics.

No. 78

Name of the resource ESOL Courses

Link http://www.esolcourses.com/

Target language English

Target group All learners

Level A2-C2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

00:01:00- 00:05:01

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Depending on the learner

http://www.esolcourses.com/
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Additional materials All courses are designed to work on desktop computers. 
Internet connection, a projector.

Esolcourses.com is a free online learning platform. It publishes free online self-study lessons for 
English students and classroom resources for English language teachers to meet learners’ needs 
offering free audio, video and text materials to learners from the beginner to the advanced level.

The materials are delivered into 9 main sections: Listening, Vocabulary, Grammar, English for Work, 
Songs, Reading, Writing, Life in the UK, Life in the US as full length courses but each component of 
the course is standalone and can be studied on its own. This means the learner can choose the best way 
to study for them; by following a full course or by following the individual materials most appropriate 
to them.

There is a very wide range of topics covered in the course with a certain number of sessions in each 
unit. Each unit is based around a particular topic and explores grammar and vocabulary related to that 
topic as well as helps to improve pronunciation. There also can be found lots of interactive listening 
lessons, reading exercises, quizzes and games.

The website tools and resources can be used both for self-study or class courses.

SELF STUDY:

The learner has to have a desktop computer and access to an internet connection. The free resources 
mainly help to improve vocabulary, grammar and reading as well as provide a good cultural insight.

IN CLASS

Tutors may use this website as an additional teaching material. The units are based on the use of 
English in multiple life-situations and so are well connected to the structure of a common English 
course. The tutor will need a projector and an internet connection.  Students can learn new useful 
words and everyday phrases, watch and discuss videos about everyday life, revise grammar and play 
games to practice what they have learnt. The students may also be divided in groups to do interesting 
multiple choice quizzes.

Pros and cons:

+ -

The website has a simple, well organised 
graphic so the navigation is very easy, some of 
the sections feature video and audio content, 
exercises. Cultural and historical insight.  

They also have specific modules for IELTS 
exams.

All content is available only in English.

The courses are not designed to work on mobiles 
or tablets.

This is a very useful platform with many resources. Appropriate for learners and trainers. The course is 
very comprehensive and offers a great amount of various material on different topics. They will take 
students through the everyday English and cultural studies in an easy and interesting way.  
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No. 79
Name of the resource EnglishMaven.Org
Link http://www.englishmaven.org/
Target language English
Target group All learners
Level A1-C1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; 
reading; etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/A

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Depending on the learner and on the difficulty the length of the 
exercise proposed. From 1 minute up to 10 minutes each.

http://www.englishmaven.org/
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Additional materials Internet connection 
Projector

EnglishMaven.Org is a website that provides English courses online for different kind of students, 
from the beginners to the higher level. The website focuses mainly on grammar exercises. 

The website tools and resources can be used both for self-study or class courses.

SELF STUDY:

The learner has to have a laptop and access to an internet connection. The free resources mainly help 
to improve and practise grammar. 

IN CLASS

The tutor may use this website at the end of the lesson proposing to the students some grammar 
exercises. The tutor will need a projector and an internet connection. 

The students can try to do exercises one by one or the teacher may ask each of them to write on a paper 
which answer is the correct one according to their opinion and - at the end of the test - give the class all 
the correct answers analysing each sentence. The students may also be divided in groups to do 
grammar exercises; in this way the tutor will improve the interaction in the class. Eventually specific 
grammar exercises may be used as homework for students to reflect and practice learning. 

Pros and cons:

+ -

+The resources can be used both by the 
single learner on his/her own or by the 
teacher to practise grammar.

+ A wide choice of grammar exercises.

- An outdated resource, focusing mostly on 
grammar exercises. 
- The resources are useful only to improve 
grammar, vocabulary. There are no other tools to 
improve listening, comprehension or writing.

- The platform works too slow. Some units 
wouldn’t download its content. 

- The platform is not designed to work on 
mobiles or tablets.

The resources can be useful in case of self-study or as additional tools in a class to practise extra 
grammar.  They are suitable for different level of English speakers.

No. 80
Name of the resource British council
Link http://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/en/
Target language English
Target group Beginners
Level A1-B2
Topic (Vocabulary; Grammar; 
Writing; Reading; ect.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar

http://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/en/
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British council approved learning series, with real-life videos about various situations, followed by 
series of quizzes, questions and games. Focused mostly on listening and understanding context, less 
about grammar. Learnenglish is a platform with hundreds of pages of high-quality video and audio, 
along with interactive exercises to help people with grammar and vocabulary. Registration on this site 
is totally free and allows interacting fully with other users by adding comments.
The website is divided into 6 sections:

- Listen & watch: video, audio and reading materials. They are fun and accompanied by 
useful language practice activities.

- Grammar & vocabulary: learn and practice grammar and vocabulary through explanations, activities 
and games. There is a detailed grammar by well-known author Dave Willis, a quick reference 
containing 48 common areas of grammar and games to help in practice the vocabulary.

- Fun & games: play games of all types and listen to jokes to help in practice English and also have fun.

- Business & work: In Business and Work there is materials aimed at helping learner to reach a 
professional aspirations by developing their English skills.
Like podcasts and articles on a range of business and professional topics, all accompanied by language 
practice activities to improve learner’s workplace English. There is also a video series that covers the 
process of recruiting.

- Writing: Writing for a Purpose includes information about the types of writing and purposes for 
writing, exercises to help learners write and examples from assignments that successful students have 
written.

- IELTS test: In IELTS section there is a practice materials and advice to help learners prepared for the 
listening, speaking, reading and writing modules of the IELTS test.
Pros and cons:

+ -
+ Free lessons and games
+ Easy to use

- Not downloadable lessons

The website is very clear and easy to use, the proposed classes are fun, images accompany vocabulary, 
and dialogues and videos are very explicit. 

No. 81
Name of the resource Medilingua LMS
Link www.lms.e-medilingua.eu
Target language English
Target group Paramedics
Level B1 
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 

Vocabulary extension

Listening comprehension 
Duration of the video (hh:mm:ss) 00:02:00 – 00:05:00
Duration of the whole exercise Depends on learner 
Additional materials Laptop/Computer/ Tablet

Internet connection
Application on smartphone 

http://learnenglish.britishcouncil.org/user/register
http://www.lms.e-medilingua.eu/
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etc.) Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/A

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Depending on the learner. Specific topics and vocabulary. 
According to the personal preparation of the student each 
exercise can take from 2 up to 15 minutes

Additional materials Internet connection bandwidth of at least 1 Mbps
Newest versions of all major web browsers.

Medilingua has been created thanks to the Leonardo Da Vinci (Transfer of Innovation) project. This 
project has been funded with support from the European Commission. The project no. is 2013-1-PL1-
LEO05-37769

Medilingua is an online platform designed to provide a self-study course in pre-intermediate English 
(B1) for paramedics who want to learn profession specific vocabulary and improve their listening and 
communication skills.

To access the course online learners have to register creating a unique account (personal username and 
password). After the registration is possible to enroll into the system and starting the course.

Before to start the course is required to try a English test available on the platform to check the 
learner’s level of knowledge in the foreign language (English)

The courses consists in six units. Each of them is based on a real-life emergency that paramedics often 
face on a daily basis. There are 12-13 lessons in every unit. The lessons introduce functional language, 
vocabulary and grammatical structures necessary for paramedics to communicate in a particular 
emergency. Different icons mark the kind of content the learner can find in each specific unit: text, 
image, audio.

Learners have the opportunity to check their level of understanding and learning thanks specific 
modules consisting in quiz, test or questions requiring longer written answers.

There is End-of-course test which that learners can take when they have finished all six units. if it will 
contain at least 80% of the answers right, learners will be able to print the Medilingua B1 certificate.

With an internet connection, a laptop and a projector, the tutor may create an account into the 
Madelingua website to watch and analyse with the class the videos uploaded on the different sections 
of the platform. The videos are particularly useful to improve understanding, speaking and 
pronunciation; watching the videos is also possible to write down a specific glossary. 

Pros and cons:

+ -

The Medilingua Platform is available 24/7 
and it’s free of charge.

An online guide can be download from the 
home page of the online platform to provide 
to the learner’s basic information on how to 

In order to use the Medilingua LMS Platform 
learners will need Internet access with 
connection bandwidth of at least 1 Mbps, 
because of audio content. All audios posted on 
the Medilingua LMS are played using HTML5 
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use the Medilingua LMS Platform.

A preliminary test on the platform home page 
will allow the learners to check if their level 
of knowledge in the foreign language is 
enough to follow successfully the course.

The course is available only after registering 
on the platform respecting users privacy and 
each learner can decide the level of 
interaction with tutors/others learners (forum, 
facebook group).

The course can be followed whenever, 
wherever. The duration of the course depends 
on the learner ability to how long will they 
take to complete each module. 

Test and quiz are available to check, step by 
step, the level of learning.

The modules contain a variety of different 
learning tools: audio, video, texts, images so 
the course results dynamic and stimulating.

At the end of the course, is the final text will 
be pass by the learner, a Medilingua B1 
certificate is available in download.

technology, therefore, in order to display the 
content posted on the platform correctly, it is 
recommended to have the latest version of your 
preferred web browser (Firefox, Chrome, Opera 
and IE 10 or newer).

Learners have to have reasonable knowledge of 
IT and access to a computer/laptop/internet 
compatible device. Suggested personal laptop. If 
not owned, it’s possible to check public places 
where the use of computers and internet is 
available and free (e.g. libraries, university 
computers rooms).

The resource is suitable for self-study but can be used also to improve the efficiency of a class’ lesson. 
The learners are a specific target of students: paramedics.

The learners have to check their level of knowledge of the foreign language (English) to access the 
course (preliminary test available); 

Internet connection required; course available 24h/day 7/7 days for week. Duration of the course 
depends on the learner. 

Course divided in modules representing real-working-life situations. Course comprehends video, 
images, texts and tests to improve and check vocabulary extension, listening/reading comprehension, 
writing skills.

Interaction between learners/learners - learners/teacher possible through others tools (forum, social 
network). 
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No. 82
Name of the resource the Open University
Link http://www.open.edu/openlearn/education/english-skills-

learning/content-section-overview
Target language English
Target group Learners who wish to study at university
Level C1-C2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; 
reading; etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/A

Duration of the whole 
exercise

8 weeks, 3 hours' study time each week

Additional materials Computer/laptop      
Internet access 
Printer

English: skills for learning is a free course online for anybody who is thinking of studying for a 
university degree and would like to develop the English reading and writing skills needed to succeed.  
The course lasts about 8 weeks, with approximately 3 hours' study time each week. Learners can work 
through the course at their own pace, taking as long as they need to complete it.
The online course comprises videos, audios and links to external sources to help the learning process.
At the end of every “week session” there’s a final quiz available to test understanding, skills and 
knowledge assimilated. 
Enrolling on the course will give the opportunity to earn an Open University digital badge. 
Learners can manage their digital badges online from a dedicated online page called My Open Learn. 
Learners can download and print their OpenLearn Statement of Participation (it also displays the 
learners’ Open University badge).

After completing this course the learners will be able to:
● follow an active reading method to help you read academic texts and make notes
● critically read source texts and appropriately use the information they contain in your 

writing
● link ideas in your writing so that your readers can easily understand your ideas
● make use of vocabulary and grammatical structures to express yourself more formally
● make the most of online dictionaries and look at ways to record new words for future 

use
● understand how to organise and punctuate sentences to increase clarity.

With an internet connection, a laptop and a projector, the tutor may create an account into the Open 
University website to watch and analyse with the class the videos uploaded on the different sections of 
the platform. The videos are particularly useful to improve understanding, speaking and pronunciation; 
watching the videos is also possible to write down a specific glossary. 

http://www.open.edu/openlearn/education/english-skills-learning/content-section-overview
http://www.open.edu/openlearn/education/english-skills-learning/content-section-overview
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Pros and cons:

+ -

The course can be followed wherever, 
whenever. It’s free and learners just need an 
internet connection and a laptop. There’s no 
a deadline to complete the course.
The course gives the opportunity to earn an 
Open University digital badge. Badges are 
not accredited by The Open University but 
they're a great way to demonstrate learners’ 
interest in the subject and commitment to 
their career, and to provide evidence of 
continuing professional development. The 
variety of resources given by the course 
provide different stimulus.

The nature of tools (video, audio, text etc) used 
to realise the different lessons is not really clear. 

It is not clear if there is the chance to interact 
with the tutor or other students. 

According to the comment section at the bottom 
of the course overview page 
(http://www.open.edu/openlearn/education/englis
h-skills-learning/content-section-overview) it 
seems that there are some technical problems 
with the website and it appears difficult to find 
out how to obtain the badges. Again according to 
those comments, the course seems suitable more 
for English native speaker then for English 
speaker as second language.

The resource is suitable for self-study but can be used also to improve the efficiency of a class’ lesson. 
The course is suitable for every advanced English speaker who is thinking of studying for a university 
degree.

To follow the course, the learner’s needs: access to a laptop, access to an internet connection and 
preferably a printer.

The course doesn’t require a maximum time to be completed in. The course is divided in different 
“weeks-modules” and provides multiple learning tools and final tests for each module. The learners 
can download at the end of each module a digital badge.

No. 83
Name of the resource To learn English
Link http://www.tolearnenglish.com/
Target language English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Japanese, Dutch, 

Latin, 
Target group Beginners

Advanced learners
Level A1-B2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

00:02:00 – 00:05:00 min

http://www.open.edu/openlearn/education/english-skills-learning/content-section-overview
http://www.open.edu/openlearn/education/english-skills-learning/content-section-overview
http://www.tolearnenglish.com/
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Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Depending on the learner 

Additional materials Laptop/Computer/ Tablet screen
Internet connection

This website allows learning several languages in a fun and interactive way. It offers a level test based 
on the grade level and classified by theme level tests such as a placement test for irregular verbs. The 
site is completely free and allows analysing the evolution of the level of each participant.

It also provides a working guide for beginners; it consists of about 400 progressive lessons that save 
the results.

The site contains over 130 video lessons, 115 audio, phonetics classes, grammar record, 
methodological details, Flashcard, lessons and exercises with hundreds of exercises, extra-large 
lessons, irregular verbs, grammar sheets, vocabulary sheets, also a club with forum, chat rooms, 
penpals.  And leisure time with games, jokes and cartoons, news, software and daily page.

Pros and cons: 

+ -
Easy to use 
Free lessons 
Various themes
Learning several languages
Learn typing

Too much information to navigate from   

Looking at the website and the resources it offers, it can easily be used in the class.  There are many 
exercise which can be short to long depending on teacher and student’s needs.

No. 84
Name of the resource English town
Link www.englishtown.com
Target language English
Target group All learners
Level A1-C2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/A

Duration of the whole 
exercise

05.00 minutes for quiz

Additional materials Internet connection 
Projector

http://www.englishtown.com/
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EF English Live is a website that provides English courses online for different kind of students, from 
the beginners to the higher level. The online courses are not for free so what it is potentially useful are 
the free resources provided by the website.
The free resources section comprehends: 

● free E-book to download: English Interviews, English Grammar, English for 
Professionals, English Idioms, English Phrases, English Vocabulary

● free Quizzes for English Practice:  English Basics, English Management, English for 
Sports, English for Dating, English Exercises, English for Jobs

● free online test to assess the level of English in three key areas: 
- Grammar( Multiple-choice questions test your knowledge of English sentence structure). 

Listening: Audio-based questions gauge your level of oral comprehension.
- Reading: Ten questions on a short text will assess your reading comprehension in English.
(This tool require to register to the website using an active email account; headphones for the 

listening part of the quiz).

The website tools and resources can be used both for self-study or class courses.

SELF STUDY:

The learner has to have a laptop and access to an internet connection. The free resources mainly help 
to improve vocabulary, grammar and reading. Registering using an active email account the learner 
can test his/her level of English trying the Free Online Test available on the website (in this case also 
listening and writing skills are tested)

IN CLASS

The teacher (whatever would be the level of the class) may use this website at the end of the lesson 
proposing to the students one or two quizzes present in the Free Quiz page of the platform. The quiz, 
in fact, are based on the use of English in multiple life-situations and so are well connected to the 
structure of a common English course. After a lesson about “how to give directions in English”, for 
example, the teacher may try with the correspondent quiz (http://englishlive.ef.com/en-
gb/resources/english-practice-quizzes/english-trips/). The tutor will need a projector and an internet 
connection. The students can try to answer the quiz one by one or the teacher may ask to each of them 
to write on a paper which answer is the correct one according to their opinion and - at the end of the 
test - give to the class all the correct answers analysing each sentence (the exercise in this case will 
need at least 20 minutes). The students may also be divided in groups to try the quiz; in this way the 
tutor will improve the interaction in the class. Eventually specific quiz may be used as homework for 
students to reflect and practice learning. 

The other free resources provided by the website may be suggested by the teacher to the learners to 
improve vocabulary (free E-book), grammar and reading (quiz)

Pros and cons:

+ -

Multiple free resources that can be used 
both by the single learner on his/her own or 
by the teacher. Quiz written in a funny way, 

The courses online are not free. The free 
resources are useful only to improve grammar, 
vocabulary, reading; there are no other tools to 

http://englishlive.ef.com/en-gb/resources/english-practice-quizzes/english-trips/
http://englishlive.ef.com/en-gb/resources/english-practice-quizzes/english-trips/
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useful especially for a young target of 
learners. The equipment required are an 
internet connection, a laptop and a projector. 

Quiz and other resources are designed to 
different level of English speaker, from the 
very beginners to the upper intermediate. 
The website has a simple, well organised 
graphic so the navigation it’s easy.

improve listening and comprehension or writing.

The website proposes different courses online but they are not for free. What has been given 
importance is the free resources available on the platform. The resources can be useful in case of self-
study or as additional tools in a class. They are suitable for different level of English speakers.

No. 85
Name of the resource ORELT
Link http://www.colorelt.org
Target language English
Target group Language teachers
Level C1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

(different videos provided. Various length, from less than 1 
minute to up to 5 minutes)

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Depending on the length of the exercise/video. 

Additional materials 
required or recommended

Internet connection 
Computer/Laptop

ORELT aim is to provide teachers in junior secondary schools (JSS) with a range of resources that you 
can adapt and use in your classrooms to promote effective communication among your students.
The course provides a bank of ‘open content’ multi-media resources in online and traditional text 
formats. The ORELT website portal provides access to these ‘open content’ resources and provides 
teachers and other stakeholders a platform for sharing other resources and a place to engage in online 
discussions.

http://www.colorelt.org/
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The portal also offers the ORELT Training Manual. This manual includes all the information the 
teacher needs to know to use the ORELT website to its fullest potential.
On the home page of the website the teachers can find 6 different modules that help to organise lessons 
and improve teaching skills:

Module 1: Better Listening
Module 2: Speaking for Better Communication
Module 3: Success in Reading
Module 4: Effective Writing
Module 5: Language through Literature
Module 6: Communicative Grammar

Each modules provides examples, external resources to consult and a support service consisting in a 
Google Group email, SMS number or tutor. Other helping instruments are the Forum page or the 
Facebook group. 
This resource has to be used before the class, to help the teacher to organise the lessons at the best.

Pros and cons:

+ -

Free resource, really clear in its contents, can be used 24/7 
days of a week. The modules provide to help the teacher to 
improve their skills cover. 
Multi-media resources are combined with traditional text 
formats. The website is interactive and allows to share new 
contents between teachers improving constantly the 
resources available. 

Absence of video, images, audio 
formats.

The ORELT website portal provides teachers in junior/secondary schools access to a great variety of 
different tools and resources to improve their teaching abilities. The platform allows to share other 
resources and to engage in online discussions. Resource to use before the class to prepare better 
lessons, not in the class.

No. 86
Name of the resource Deep English
Link http://deepenglish.com
Target language English

Target group All learners
Language teachers

Level A1 - C2 

Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.) Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Audio stories duration around 4 and 2.30 minutes (depending 
on the speed)

Duration of the whole 
exercise

around 6 minutes (just listening)

Additional materials 
required or recommended

Internet connection
Laptop

http://deepenglish.com/
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Speakers 

Deep English is an online Academy that provides different modules of lessons to improve the English 
skills especially for speaking, understanding and vocabulary. It’s not only addressed to English 
students but also to English teachers who wants to: improve their English if not native; find new and 
interesting ways to teach English into their class. 
The aim of the course divided by modules is to:

● Teach how to speak automatically without thinking, quickly, naturally and smoothly
● Teach how to train yourself to understand fast English

The course provides:
● 12 Lesson Sets: 132 listening, speaking and vocabulary lessons, comprising of true 

stories to keep the learner entertained and interested.
● Three lesson speeds. Audio video stories, each story is recorded at three different 

speeds: slow, normal, and fast. 
● Four different tenses. Each story is recorded in present tense, future tense, and past 

tense, so the students can hear the differences and learn grammar naturally.
● Fluency booster exercises. There are audio questions to test the understanding of the 

stories.
● Conversation questions. These questions allow learners to share their opinion about the 

stories, so they can practice speaking.
● Full PDF text support for all lessons, 

This resource can be used by the teacher: 

- Autonomously using the teacher section to get new ideas for their English class; learn new 
technique to help students improve their speaking, understanding, vocabulary; to create close 
exercises or conversation classes.

- in the class, using the Free Lessons section. This section provides different audios always based 
on stories with different topics. The stories are recorded at three different speeds (slow, normal, and 
fast), there’s always the transcript text and a vocabulary section. At the bottom of every audio file it’s 
possible to find two more tools: “How to use this lesson to improve your English listening”, “How to 
use this lesson to improve your English speaking”.
To use this resource in the class is recommended to have: laptop, internet connection, speakers.

Pros and cons:

+ -

With its variety of stories recorded as audio file 
at three different speed, its vocabulary section, 
students and teachers section, Deep English is 
suitable for a different level of students; the 
website is easy to surf and the tools are well 
organised. Free lessons available.

Not all the lessons are for free. Only 20 audio 
stories have free access.
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Deep English is a portal online specified in the improvement of vocabulary, speaking and 
understanding. Suitable for students at different level (A1-C2) The principal tools used by the platform 
are audio stories recorded to join every level of English learner. 

No. 87
Name of the resource My English Page  
Link http://www.myenglishpages.com/site_php_files/vocabulary.p

hp
Target language English
Target group Language teachers

All learners
Level A1-C1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Different videos available in the section “Listening”. From 2 
minutes up to more than 1 hour

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Depending on the learner.

Additional materials No

http://www.myenglishpages.com/site_php_files/vocabulary.php
http://www.myenglishpages.com/site_php_files/vocabulary.php
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As it says “Learn English the fun Way” 

My English page is a site where you can find resources for teachers and Students.  There are very good 
resources to teach language.  The teacher’s resources on this site may be freely used in classrooms in 
any part of the world. You may cut and paste material and adapt them as you see appropriate. But you 
cannot distribute the material to others, sell or publish them in any other form.

The exercises are online where you can carry out the short assessment too. It also offers lesson plans, 
scheme of work for teachers.  The platform presents lessons based on daily real life situations where 
the learner can practice and improve different skills: listening and vocabulary, speaking and 
pronunciation. Each exercise has its own study page.

It is a really useful tool for Teachers to use in the class because it offers wide range of activities in 
listening and vocabulary, speaking and pronunciation.  Teacher can also use lesson plan, scheme of 
work.  the resources could be shared as well as the files and teaching, material.  Students can also 
access the website to use the material.  It also offers an assessment for students to check their learning 
level.  Other areas that are covered are Jokes, Idioms, Lyrics which also makes it interesting way of 
learning.

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ User friendly 
+ The exercises are clearly demonstrated for 
teachers and students to use. 
+ Large variety of exercises for teachers and 
students available to access and to work with.  

- Accessing videos is not an easy task because 
there were no instructions unless we sign in and 
it may guide us to watch the videos 
- Also can’t see any Audio files or podcasts.

I would say definitely recommended tool for teachers and students.  Accessing material is not hard at 
all however IT skills are required.  There is a huge variety of exercises which of course helps the 
student to be engaged.  It does not just talk about general and day to day English but covers idioms, 
jokes and lyrics.  You have to log in to access the videos.

No. 88
Name of the resource E-Learn English
Link http://www.elearnenglishlanguage.com/blog
Target language English
Target group Beginners
Level A1

Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/A

http://www.elearnenglishlanguage.com/blog
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Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Depending on the learner.

Additional materials No

eLearning English is an online portal that provides short English lessons in three different languages: 
English, French and Spanish. The lessons are about basic English, level A1, focus on English 
grammar, vocabulary and phonetic. The website provides only written lessons with examples and 
exercises. Examples: use of the Simple Present, Despite VS In spite of, Letters’ pronunciation. 

The teacher may use this tool before the lesson to give to the students a sheet to follow or read again 
back home (to conduct this exercise teacher has to print from the website the online page/pages of 
interest); the teacher may show during the class one or some of lessons provided by the website to 
discuss some of the topics with the class (for this use a projector is required); the teacher may use this 
portal to find useful exercise to propose to the learners in class or as homework.   The laptop and a 
printer are required for this exercise. 

Pros and cons:

+ -

The website provides lots of different topics 
regarding grammar rules, phonetic rules, 
vocabulary. The website provides the same 
lessons in three different languages: English, 
French and Spanish.

The different topics on the website are not 
well organised and may be difficult to find 
what the teacher is looking for. There are no 
videos or audio provided with the lessons. 

eLearning English is an online platform useful to improve English for A1 level learners. The lessons 
are only written but can be used to create class exercises and learning document to help students to 
study at home.

No. 89
Name of the resource Rosetta Stone
Link http://www.rosettastone.co.uk
Target language English
Target group All learners

Language teachers
Level A1/B1/C1

Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; Vocabulary extension

http://www.rosettastone.co.uk/
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etc.) Grammar
Writing skills
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/A

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Depending on the learner.

Additional materials Laptop
Internet
Projector recommended

Rosetta Stone website is a huge portal that offers languages courses (24 different languages) for 
students from level A1 to level C1. It also offers a special programme for schools/academy or teachers 
interested in developing a better teaching plan, integrating digital instruments to the face-to-face 
classrooms. 
Access to the platform, single students or organizations/teachers can explore the different learning 
modules provided by Rosetta Stone website: vocabulary modules, writing and speaking modules with 
exercises, audio-videos tools, interactive games.  A mobile app also is available.
It’s not as simple to use in the classes because of all the tools and modules are available in Demo 
version. For more detail exercises payment is required to access.  The most interesting use of the 
resource, anyway, could be RosettaWorld, an online community/game. The teacher may access it from 
the class with a laptop and an internet connection and play with the learners one of the games proposed 
by the portal. It could be a way to improve not only language skills but also the sense of community in 
the class participating to this game in this virtual community as only one player. 

Pros and cons:

+ -

Huge website offering solutions to learn 24 
different languages. It provides specific 
modules to improve teaching skills to teacher 
or schools/academy/organisations. The 
RosettaWorld online community creates itself a 
virtual class that allows the learners to have fun 
(different games available) and share skills, 
questions, experiences with different learners 
from all over the world. 

It’s free only for a trial period. 

Rosetta Stone website offers a lot of different digital tools to learn 24 different languages. It has also a 
portal dedicated to schools or teachers and an online community to learn in a fun way through games 
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and exercises, potentially in contact with learners from all over the world. Only a Demo version in 
available for free, for a limited time. Otherwise the resource is not for free. 

No. 90
Name of the resource Learn Russian
Link http://learnrussian.rt.com/
Target language Russian
Target group All learners
Level A1-C2
Topic (vocabulary;
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/A

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Depending on the learner.

Additional materials Laptop
Computer
Tablet screen
Internet connection

This website provides to learn – alphabet, phonetics, quizzes, phrases, nouns adjectives etc. A lot of 
different lessons with all kind of information about Russian language.

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ A lot of different subjects
+ Very well explained
+ Understandable display
+ Provides: Alphabet, Grammar, Vocabulary, 
tests,  Phonetics etc.

- No introduction provided
- Requires registration

The website provides a lot of different lessons and it is well displayed but the website does not provide 

an introduction. 

No. 91
Name of the resource Language English course
Link http://www.1-language.com/englishcourse/index.htm

http://learnrussian.rt.com/
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Target language English 
Target group All learners
Level A1- B2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/A

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Short 

Additional materials Laptop
Projector if displaying

Language.com: is an interesting website offering various courses. The website offers various kind of 
courses in variety of styles,  the tutor can use either the English Audio  course, Free English course, 
Written prompts, English practical and videos. You can learn other languages as well, Japanese, 
German, French, Spanish and Korean

In the class it can used easily as it does offer various exercises, quizzes, games, hangman as well as 
written exercises, reading and grammar.  The material can be printed to use in the class or displayed 
through the projector and laptop. There is writing App which can be used to correct the text.

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Easy to navigate 
+ Many accessible resources

N/a

A good resource for teachers to use in the class and simple exercises covering many levels.

No. 92
Name of the resource Learn English free with USA learn  
Link http://www.usalearns.org/speaking-english
Target language English
Target group Language teachers

All learners
Level A1-B2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video Short videos 

http://www.usalearns.org/speaking-english
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(hh:mm:ss)
Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Short exercises 

Additional materials Laptop, 
Projector to use in the class
Smartphone

USA Learns is a free website that helps adults learn English online. This popular website, visited by 
more than 7,000,000 adults around the world, teaches English by providing engaging videos and 
educational activities

USA learn English is full of various resources for teachers to use in the class.  It includes videos with 
short script, audio, speaking, listening and reading The subject matter include day to day activities as 
well work places. It definitely offers variety in topics which is really useful for teachers. 

USA learn English is full of various resources for teachers to use in the class.  It includes videos with 
short script, audio, speaking, listening and reading. The subject matter include day to day activities as 
well work places. Smart phones can also be used to access Google play for exercises.

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ Videos to listen
+ Use of smart phones and language can be 
learnt while on the move.

- Need to register to be able to access the 
lessons

Learners can practice listening to English vocabulary words. Record your voice to practice speaking 
English and compare your voice to a native English speaker from the United States. Improve your 
spoken English.  Very good resource to use in the class.

No. 93
Name of the resource Lango/Epale
Link http://www.lango.eu/index.php/en
Target language Bulgarian, Maltese, Greek and Russian
Target group Beginners
Level A1

Topic (vocabulary; grammar; 
writing; reading; etc.) Vocabulary extension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss) Generally 10 minutes for game

http://www.lango.eu/index.php/en
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Duration of the whole exercise Depending on student
Additional materials Facebook account

iPhone / iPad or an Android Phone / Tablet to access to the 
resource’s app.
In class: a laptop, internet connection and a projector 

Lango Project has been funded with support from the European Commission. The project brings 
together partners from Bulgaria, Cyprus, Ireland and Malta.

The project seeks to develop an innovative e-learning tool to motivate learners of Bulgarian, Maltese, 
Greek and Russian languages. The project aims to deliver mini-lessons which require a little effort on 
the part of the learners and are easy to absorb. The end product of the project is a LANGO calendar 
including 365 short language lessons in the four target languages. LANGO users can learn the 
language literally on the go, at any time and place on flexible electronic platforms (web-based and 
IPhone). Moreover, part of motivating learning activities will be soon provided via widgets on 
Facebook.
The project is especially addressed to learners participating in EU mobility for study and work, 
immigrants and other people who wish to develop their language skills in the target languages for 
personal reasons

The games and the website are in English language.
This online resource may be used in a class by the teacher to test the learner knowledge in terms of 
vocabulary in the languages Bulgarian, Maltese, Greek and Russian. Logging in Facebook with a valid 
account or through the mobile app provided, the teacher can ask to the students at the end of the lesson 
to play one of the game proposed by LANGO to check their vocabulary skills. The duration of a game 
it’s around 10 minutes. A game can be played by the entire class as a unique player or the students can 
be divided into groups (the first group to complete the game could be the metaphoric winner of the 
day). For this last option it’s recommended to have more than two laptops. 

Pros and cons:

+ -

The resource provides games in 4 different languages 
(Bulgarian, Maltese, Greek and Russian) to improve 
learner’s vocabulary. it’s available using Facebook or 
downloading the official app through Apple or Android 
devices. In that way the resource is available every time, 
from everywhere. The learner who are studying all of the 
4 different languages can also play games in which all the 

languages are involved. 

The games are mostly crosswords 
so there’s not much variety in the 
games proposed. 

No. 94
Name of the resource Speak Apps Moocs
Link http://www.speakapps.eu
Target language English

Target group All learners
Language teachers

Level A1/B1

http://www.speakapps.eu/
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Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.) Speaking + phonetics

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/A

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Depending on student

Additional materials Laptop
Internet connection

This project has been funded with support from the Lifelong Learning Programme of the European 
Commission. 

The SpeakApps project focuses on creating a free and open source online platform that gathers ICT-
based applications and pedagogies to practice oral skills online. The SpeakApps platform would thus 
serve a community composed of foreign language teachers and their students with:

1. Easy access to innovative and interactive online tools for learning and teaching 
languages.

2. Virtual classrooms to carry out pedagogical activities.
3. Exercises and tools for managing materials for synchronous tasks.
4. Technical and pedagogical guides to assist SpeakApps users.
5. A common space to exchange ideas and methodologies.

The project provides tools and activities in English, French, Romani, Spanish, German and Croatian 
language. 

To use the SpeakApps project it’s necessary to access to the SpeakApps Moodle platform. A Demo is 
available. Anyone can register by creating a free account and access Moodle classrooms, where the 
three tools developed in the project are available. These tools are Langblog, an audio/video blog for 
oral production, Videochat, a videoconferencing system designed for the specific needs of small group 
work for language learning, and the Tandem tool, a content management system for synchronous pair 
tasks. User guides and instructions are available in the SpeakApps Infoblog and there is also a 
SpeakApps Mahara community, where you can find Technical Support and a SpeakApps user 
community for help and ideas. 

The SpeakApps project may be used by the teachers to create or improve the efficiency of the lessons 
proposed during the classe. It’s a tool to use prior to the class than during the class. That’s because the 
website provides a page called The SpeakApps Open Educational Resources (OER) that is a repository 
of tasks and activities that the teachers can access for free. An interactive activity can be carried out 
with the group of people. 

Pros and cons:

+ -

The website provides a lot of different tools The platform is divided into different sections 
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that can be used by the learners to improve 
their oral skills for free and whenever/wherever 
they like (only internet connection required). 
The SpeakApps Open Educational Resources 
(OER) provides examples of activities and 
exercise for the teachers to propose to their 
students.

for each tool that may be a little bit confusing 
for the user. The tools provided are not really 
suitable for a use in the class but better to use 
to prepare prior to class.

The SpeakApps project focuses on creating a free and open source online platform that gathers ICT-
based applications and pedagogies to practice oral skills online. The project provides tools and 
activities in English, French, Romani, Spanish, German and Croatian language. The SpeakApps 
project may be used also by the teachers to create or improve the efficiency of their lessons through the 
SpeakApps Open Educational Resources (OER) that is a repository of tasks and activities accessible 
for free. 
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No. 95

Name of the resource English My way

Link http://preview.englishmyway.co.uk
Target language English

Target group Adults who have low language skills
Level A1

Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; 
reading; etc.)

Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

videos in the Learning Circle page around 1 minute each

Duration of the whole 
exercise

Depends on learner

Additional materials A projector is recommended

English My Way is a tool funded by the Department for Communities and Local Government’s 
English language competition.

English My Way is a blended learning programme focused on supporting adults who have low English 
language skills, or none at all, to become a part of their local communities. The project is designed to 
help learners develop skills and confidence in reading, writing, listening and speaking English. 

The website provides a section called Teaching materials where it’s possible to find materials to plan 
and run lessons; another section called Learning Circles provides materials and resources to help the 
learning process through different tools such as videos, storyboards, handouts and other.

This resource may be used by the teacher to programme and organise the lessons prior to the class 
using the Teaching Materials area. Although if the Learning Circles is a section dedicated to the self-
studying process, it may be used as well by the teacher during the class.  Lots of videos and activities 
provided in this special page of the website, can be used by the tutor during the class (a projector in 
this case is required) as an interesting way to improve the students interest. Especially the videos may 
be really useful because their duration is generally only around 1 minute. 

Pros and cons:

+ -

+ The website is really clear and simple to use. 
+ The areas Learning Circles - drawn for 
students - can be used also by the teachers 
during the class

- The Teaching Materials area requires a 
registration to the website before they are 
available

English My Way is an online platform that provides teaching/learning tools especially address to 
improve the English skills of an adult target group. 

http://preview.englishmyway.co.uk/
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No. 96
Name of the resource Erasmus+ OLS
Link http://erasmusplusols.eu/online-language-courses
Target language English, German, Italian, Spanish, Polish, French, Danish, Dutch, 

Greek, Portuguese Czech, Slovak
Target group All learners
Level A1-C2

Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Speaking + phonetics
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

N/A

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

Depending on the learner

Additional materials Speakers
Headphones

The Online Linguistic Support (OLS) supports language learning for Erasmus+ mobility participants. 
The OLS offers participants in Erasmus+ long-term mobility activities the opportunity to assess their 
skills in the foreign language(s) they will use to study, work or volunteer abroad. In addition, selected 
participants may follow an online language course to improve their competence.

This resource is available only for the participants of one of the Erasmus + project. After a Language 
Assessment that must be completed by the participant before starting experience abroad, courses for 
different languages are available. In any case, those courses can be followed only by the students who 
have been selected by their sending institutions/organisations. 

Pros and cons:

+ -

This resource provides a complete course in 
different languages totally free and available 
online. It’s only for students who are 
participating in an Erasmus + Project

Only selected students can have access to the 
online courses provided by Online Linguistic 
Support (OLS). 

http://erasmusplusols.eu/online-language-courses
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Online Linguistic Support (OLS) is a tool created to help participants of one of the Erasmus + projects. 
The resource doesn’t provide any tools usable in a class because it is itself an online course available 
only for selected Erasmus + participants.

No. 97
Name of the resource English-online
Link http://www.english-online.org.uk
Target language English

Target group All learners
Level A1-B1

Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; 
reading; etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Writing skills
Listening comprehension
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

around 5 minutes each

Duration of the whole 
exercise

around 15 minutes each

Additional materials Projector
Speaker

English Online is an online platform completed free that provides different tools to help learn or 
improve English. It’s addressed to different learners: young learners, beginners, elementary, 
intermediate, advanced.
Surfing the website there are many learning resources and service available: Multimedia English 
Courses, Test to check your level of English, English for business, EFL exam practice, Reading 
practice, English Language games. 
All the different learning areas provide also interactive tools or resources to help the learning process: 
videos, pronunciation dialogues, online games.

The teacher may use this project in many different ways. The exercises and grammar lessons may be 
printed to help the students to study at home; the section Multimedia Courses provides probably the 
most interesting tools for the tutors: here they can find different videos to project during the class. 
Each video has two or three exercises that the students can complete all together or divided or in the 
groups. 

Pros and cons:

+ -

The website is divided by levels of English: 
from beginners to advanced. There’s also a 
section dedicated to children. It’s really 

Although the website is really easy to surf, 
doesn’t provide an overview page where you 
can find information about the project and the 

http://www.english-online.org.uk/
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simple to surf and provides many different 
tools to improve the linguistic skills (videos, 
written lessons, exercises)

different learning opportunities provided by the 
same. 

English Online is an excellent website to learn or improve English. It can be used independently by 
learners looking to improve their English level or by teachers to plan a lesson or improve the 
efficiency of the lesson using interactive and new tools such as videos and exercises or games to 
practise with the class.

No. 98
Name of the resource Adamoli.org

VIDEO CORSO DI INGLESE ON-LINE GRATUITO
Link http://www.adamoli.org/gelasio67/
Target language English
Target group Italian speakers
Level A1 - B1
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

From 5:00 to 20:00/30:00 minutes

Duration of the whole 
exercise 

From 5:00 to 20:00/30:00 minutes

Additional materials Internet connection

Adamoli.org is a free website created by a private user, English teacher, Mr Gelasio Adamoli who 
offers this free - grammar based English course online. 

Adamoli.org is an online platform designed to provide a self-study course for Italian users who have a
basic, pre-intermediate or intermediate level of English. 

The course concentrates mostly on grammar and vocabulary extension. The course provides 79 
different lessons, created through Youtube videos, available also without subscribe the inscription to 
the channel.

Every video-lesson provides the grammar rules related to the topic discussed, various example and - at 
the left side of the general website - is also possible to find some exercise and quiz to do the test and 
the level of confidence achieved about the specific subject explained during the video lesson.

The video-lessons can have a duration of 5:00 minutes or 20:00/30:00 minutes, it depends on the topic 
illustrated. That doesn’t mean that the lesson can’t be watched/studied splitting it in two/three different 
sessions.

The lessons are always available and there is not a limited access to the website or the Youtube 
channel. 

Adamoli.org can be used by tutors during their classes when grammar lessons are being delivered. 
With an internet connection, a laptop and a projector.  The lessons provided by Adamoli.org are based 
on Youtube video. The videos use simple graphic and easy examples so they are not so difficult to 
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follow. The resources may be also used by the tutor as a simple, free way for the students to review at 
home the lesson taught during the school.  The course and the exercises provided on the website can be 
suggested as useful homework. The videos can be useful to practise also listening/speaking and 
vocabulary. 

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ The Adamoli.org website is available 24/7 
and it’s free of charge.
+ The course can be followed whenever and 
wherever. The duration of the course depends 
on the learner’s ability to complete each lesson.
Test and quiz are available.

- The Youtube videos don’t present any short 
film to help the learning process with 
examples of dialogues that imitates the use of 
the grammar rules in real-life conversations.
- Animations and short-films should always 
be included in a language course.
- No interaction between the platform (no 
forums, email chats available) and the user.

The resource is suitable for self-study but can be used to improve the efficiency of a class’ lesson. 

The course is addressed to Italian students, level of English from A1 to B1.

The course is made up by a variety of lessons focused on grammar rules available on a free Youtube 
channel. The course provides also exercises to check the work that has been done during the course. 

No. 99
Name of the resource English Gratis
Link http://www.englishgratis.com
Target language English
Target group Italian speakers
Level A1 - C2
Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Listening comprehension
Reading comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

Videos with subtitles available for children’s. Duration around 
5:00 minutes 

Duration of the whole 
exercise

Depends on the learner

Additional materials Internet connection
Speakers
Projector needed only for children’s classes or basic English 
level classes

English Gratis is a free website created by Casiraghi Jones Publishing SRL. It’s aimed to help Italian 
students - children or adults, whatever level of English - to learn or improve English.

English Gratis is an online platform designed to provide a self-study course for Italian users, from 
children to adults, for all kind of English level.

http://www.englishgratis.com/
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The course provides many different tools and can be followed with just an internet connection. No 
subscription required, totally free of charge.

The tools available in the website include:

• Grammar lessons: Divided by topic, with exercises to practice at the end of each lesson.

• Read speaker: To improve the pronunciation and comprehension.

• Audiobooks:400 audiobooks free to download to improve pronunciation, listening, vocabulary, 
reading and comprehension. 

• Didactic videos with Italian subtitles: Special video-animated section to teach English for 
children’s.

Blog for teachers and Multi blog 

A blog is open to every user who would like to join the group to provide tips and advice on how to 
become an English teacher or improve the quality of teaching methods.  A blog where users can 
publish free resources to improve everyday tools available on the platform or link to other free 
resources on the web.

• Bilingual texts: A section where to find 1500 official, professional texts in both languages -
Italian and English. Also audio-reader available. 

With its large selection of audio-reader resources, English Gratis can perfectly be implemented in 
class, especially when the classes are also about humanity subjects such as literature, history, 
philosophy. The teacher may complete the English lesson listening together with the class as a part of 
an audiobook and that will help not only listening, comprehension and pronunciation of the students, 
but also to build wider knowledge of students in lessons.

English gratis can also be used for its exercises (the teacher can use them to organise the exercises or 
to propose during the class or suggest them as good-interactive homework).

It will be useful to use these resources in the class if the level of English is really basic or if the English 
course is for children’s: infact, with a projector available the videos proposed in the website with the 
subtitles in Italian may result really useful for the learners.

Pros and cons: 

+ -
+ The English Gratis website is available 24/7 
and it’s free of charge.
+ The course can be followed whenever, 
wherever. The duration of the course depends 
on the learner’s ability how soon he/she will 
complete each lesson.
+ Lots of different tools and resources available

- The videos proposed are only for children 
or really basic level English speakers.
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The resource is suitable for self-study but can be used also to improve the efficiency in a class. The 
course is addressed to Italian students, children or adults, any English level.  The course is made up by 
a variety of different tools to teach and learn in an interactive, funny way. Aimed at learners to learn 
or improve grammar, reading, listening, comprehension and vocabulary. Duration of the course 
depends on the learner.

No. 100
Name of the resource Dailystep
Link https://www.dailystep.com
Target language English

Target group All learners
Level A1-C1

Topic (vocabulary; 
grammar; writing; reading; 
etc.)

Vocabulary extension
Grammar
Listening comprehension

Duration of the video 
(hh:mm:ss)

audio files around 30 sec each

Duration of the whole 
exercise

around 15 minutes alone, more in the class

Additional materials Speakers 
Internet access
Laptop

Dailystep provides lessons for all kind of English learners: from Beginners to Upper Intermediate. 
Divided for level of difficulty, the platform presents lessons based on daily real life situations where 
the learner can practise and improve different skills: listening and vocabulary, speaking and 
pronunciation. The website allows to access to a trial version registering with a valid email address. 
The trial version works only for a limited period of time. The lessons are always based on an audio file 
completed with different suggested exercise to do during and after. 

Using the trial version of the website, the tutor may use the audio file to improve the learner ability to 
listen and understand. The tutor may also use some of the exercises proposed, such as: Try to write the 
exact, specific words you are listening then check with the tutor if the dictation is correct; repeat the 
new words trying to copy the right pronunciation. Because every audio file has also the correspondent 
written text, the teacher may also think to print it before the lesson and give it to the students after the 
listening exercise to allow them to judge their level of comprehension and read it maybe later at home 
to practise speaking and study new words contained in the text. 

Pros and cons:

+ -

https://www.dailystep.com/
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The course covers different level of English, 
from Beginners to Upper Intermediate. The 
audio files are short and about daily life 
situations so they are interesting and useful. 
With every audio file it is also available the 
correspondent written text. The videos are 
available in British English and in American 
(States) English. 

The lessons are available only in a limited 
quantity and for a limited period of time 
because only the trial version of the 
platform is for free.

Dailystep provides lessons for different English students, from beginners to upper intermediate. The 
platform provides tools particularly useful to improve listening, vocabulary, pronunciation such as 
audio files correlated with the corresponding written text. The resource is available for free only in its 
trial version.

Conclusions

Apart from different languages that each present their own challenges for teachers and learners, there 

are also different approaches to teaching. These have an impact on the role of the teacher and learners 

and define how the classes are structured, how the learning process takes place and what types of 

material are considered suitable. The following section aims at presenting some culture and language-

specific aspects in the partner countries – Bulgaria, Germany, Greece, Poland and United Kingdom.  
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Bulgaria

Bulgarian is an Indo-European language, a member of the Southern branch of the Slavic language 

family. Its roots could be attested by a number of manuscripts from the late 9th and the early 10th 

centuries. The official alphabet in Bulgaria is Cyrillic and Modern Bulgarian language uses 32 letters. 

With the accession of Bulgaria to the European Union on 1 January 2007, the Cyrillic script became 

the third official script of the European Union, following the Latin and Greek scripts. 

Bulgarian is very closely related to Macedonian language (collectively forming the East South Slavic 

languages). The dialects of Macedonian were for the most part classified as part of Bulgarian in the 

older literature. The Bulgarian linguistics continue to treat it as such in. Since the second half of the 

20th century, foreign authors have mostly adopted the convention of treating these in terms of a 

separate Macedonian language, following the codification of Macedonian as the literary standard 

language of Yugoslav Macedonia. However, some contemporary linguists still consider Macedonian 

as a dialect of Bulgarian. Sociolinguists agree that the question whether Macedonian is a dialect of 

Bulgarian or a language is a political one and cannot be resolved on a purely linguistic basis, because 

dialect continua do not allow for either-or judgments.

Bulgarian language courses are offered for all kinds of foreigners – international students; refugees; 

immigrants; people who are interested in temporary or permanent residence in Bulgaria. In order to 

acquire Bulgarian citizenship a person should speak Bulgarian language and this shall be established 

according to a special procedure and exams determined by the Ministry of Education and Science. 

Bulgarian language courses are offered by many private language institutions; NGOs; the main 

universities in the country, as well as by the Integrational centre with the State Agency for Refugees. 

Sofia University St. Kliment Ohridski provides general and specialized language tuition for 

international students. The tuition is conducted by the Faculty of Slavic Studies (for students in the 

humanities) and by the Department for Language and Specialized Training (for students in the 

sciences).

The tuition is organized according to officially established by the Ministry of Education and Science 

curriculum and syllabus. The general and specialized language tuition for foreign citizens must last no 

less than nine months and is conducted in groups of no more than ten students. It includes compulsory 

subjects divided into two groups with minimum number of classes as follows:

1. for humanitarians – 800 academic hours Bulgarian;
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2. for non-humanitarians: Bulgarian – 650 academic hours; Respective subjects – 350 academic hours.

The training of doctoral and specializing students must be no shorter than six months and is organized 

in groups not exceeding ten students. The general and specialized language training for foreign citizens 

includes compulsory subjects divided into two groups with minimum number of classes as follows:

1. for humanitarians – 550 academic hours Bulgarian;

2. for non-humanitarians: Bulgarian – 430 academic hours; Respective subjects – 230 academic hours.

The courses end with a written and an oral examination in Bulgarian. The examinations are assessed 

by an examination board. The specialized tuition ends with examinations in all subjects taught. The 

examinations are conducted and assessed by an examination board in all subjects included in the 

curriculum. Students who have successfully completed the general and specialized courses are issued 

standard certificates, officially approved by the Minister of Education and Science, which are 

mandatory for enrolment of foreign citizens at Sofia University.

Language tuition fee: € 3,300.

Applicants who are proficient in Bulgarian can sit the examinations without attending the courses 

(including examinations in specialized subject areas).

The standardized test gives the right of receiving a Certificate for level 'B2' in Bulgarian language -

necessary for the application of candidates from non EU member countries.

Parallel Bulgarian language training is conducted by the Faculty of Slavic Studies for all international 

students enrolled at the University. It is obligatory for the first- and second-year students (in all 

faculties and specialties), and optional for the international students enrolled at the University in 

implementation of intergovernmental agreements for educational, scientific and cultural exchange or 

bilateral / multilateral agreements between Sofia University and foreign universities; Erasmus and 

Erasmus Mundus programs, CEEPUS exchange program, etc.

The Integrational centre is territorial division of the State Agency for Refugees at the Council of 

Ministers and its main task is supporting the integration of refugees in the Republic of Bulgaria in 

accordance with the Convention on the Status of Refugees of 1951, the Protocol on the Status of 

Refugees of 1967 and the Law on Asylum and Refugees. It plans and organises Bulgarian language 

courses for refugees and jointly with the Regional inspectorates of education organises and implements 

activities for establishing the level of knowledge in Bulgarian language of foreigners (mostly refugees 

seeking or already received official statute). 
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Many educational language centres and NGOs offer language courses. The fee varies according to the 

course, but it is usually around € 200 – 300. The classes are organised in groups or individually. 

Usually the contact language is English, German, French, Spanish, Portuguese, Turkish, Greek and 

Japanese. Nowadays accounting the refugee and migrant crisis in Europe and the fact that Bulgaria is 

external border of the EU and thus first stop of the refugee and migrant groups, the most common 

contact language is Arabic.

Germany

Apart from Germany, German is also spoken in Austria, parts of Switzerland, South Tyrol (Italy) and 

Liechtenstein. It is also an official, but not the majority language of Luxembourg and Belgium. Due to 

the large territory, standard German differs regionally between German-speaking countries in 

vocabulary and some instances of pronunciation and even grammar and orthography. 

All textbooks for learners in Germany focus on standard German. However, they also take into 

account other German speaking countries, for example, by presenting a map of all German speaking 

countries, using speakers from Switzerland and Austria in addition to speakers from different areas of 

Germany, presenting towns and regions of Switzerland and Austria. For some textbooks, there are also 

Austrian or Swiss editions available to cater more specifically for the needs of learners in these 

countries.  

In Germany most migrants are entitled to an integration course when moving to the country. The 

integration course program was introduced in 2005 with the aim to improve and facilitate the linguistic 

integration of immigrants in Germany. The integration courses are coordinated by the Federal Office 

for Migration and Refugees (BAMF). Together with a group of experts, a curriculum for the courses 

was created and requirements for teaching qualifications were agreed upon. 

The standard integration course consists of a general language course (600 lessons) covering levels 

A1, A2 and B1 and an orientation course (60 lessons) that introduces learners to the legal system, 

culture and history. In addition, there are special courses for women, parents, young adults up to the 

age of 27 and other groups. The integration courses aim to provide learners with the language skills 

necessary to get along in everyday life. The courses cover everyday topics such as the workplace, 

shopping, television and radio, and childrearing. Participants also learn about dealing with 

administrative offices, writing emails and letters, and interviewing for a job. 
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Due to the learning goals outlined in the framework curriculum for integration courses (RCC) and the 

time limit, there is a strict program teachers have to follow during the course. This has an impact on 

the choice of textbooks, topics covered in class and teaching styles. Teachers can choose the course 

material from a range of textbooks approved by the BAMF. The courses are based on the 

communicative approach. That means textbooks include authentic texts from early on and encourage 

learners to put their newly acquired language skills into practice in exercises, roleplays, learning 

diaries, etc. For this reason, when choosing additional materials, teachers have to ensure that it is 

suitable for the level of the class, authentic and fits into the everyday life of the participants.   

Another characteristic of integration courses is that the groups are made up of participants from all 

around the world. Thus, the groups are always mixed in terms of mother tongue, country of origin, 

cultural background, age, religion, educational background, learning types, learning goals, time spent 

in Germany, reasons for moving to Germany, job situation, motivation, etc. For this reason, teachers 

on the one hand have to follow the curriculum but also need to adapt the course material and content to 

the needs of the learners on the other hand. 

Even though integration courses make up a large part of the language courses taught in Germany, there 

are also other types of language courses. In general, regardless of the type of course, teachers tend to 

use a student-centered approach. This has an impact on the role of the teacher and the learners. In a 

student-centered approach, learners become more actively involved in the learning process, for 

example by allowing the learners to choose what they will learn, how they will learn, and how they 

will assess their own learning. In this sense, student-centered learning emphasizes each student's 

interests, abilities, and learning styles, placing the teacher as a facilitator of learning for individuals 

rather than for the class as a whole. For this reason, many exercises leave room for the learners to 

express their own opinion, to refer to their past experiences or compare a situation or topic to their 

home countries or their culture.

Greece
In recent years in Greece, the traditional view of teaching and learning which views classroom 

instruction as being the passing on of information from the knowledgeable teacher to the ignorant and 

passive learner has been replaced by a more modern classroom behaviour that can be characterised as 

learner-centred. The communicative approach to language teaching has given priority to language 

knowledge for real life communication, thus promoting the development of learners’ communicative 

competence. Within this framework, language learning and communication strategies play a 

significant role towards developing the type of learning that leads to learner autonomy.
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Older generation teachers in general, seem to be reluctant to use ICT either in class or outside class in 

their daily lives. Though the situation is improving as more  more teachers are using ICT.  Greek 

language teachers use ICT inside and outside class, and they are generally considered to be more 

‘progressive’ than teachers of other  subjects.

There are several theories about the origins of the Greek language. One theory suggests that it 

originated with a migration of proto-Greek speakers into the Greek peninsula, which is dated to any 

period between 2500 BC and 1700 BC. Another theory maintains that the migration into Greece 

occurred at a pre-proto-Greek (late PIE) stage, and the characteristic Greek sound-changes occurred 

later.

The beginning of the "modern" period of the language is often symbolically assigned to the fall of the 

Byzantine Empire in 1453, even though that date marks no clear linguistic boundary and many 

characteristic modern features of the language had already been present centuries earlier, from the 

fourth to the fifteenth century AD. During most of the period, the language existed in a situation of 

diglossia, with regional spoken dialects existing side by side with learned, archaic written forms. After 

the establishment of Greece as an independent state in 1829, the Katharévusa form—Greek for 

"purified language"—was sanctioned as the official language of the state and the only acceptable form 

of Greek in Greece. The whole attempt led to a linguistic war and the creation of literary factions: the 

Dhimotikistés, who supported the common (Demotic) dialect, and the Lóyii, or Katharevusyáni, who 

supported the "purified dialect". Up to that point, use of Dhimotikí in state affairs was generally 

frowned upon. Use of the Demotic dialect in state speech and paperwork was forbidden. The fall of the 

Junta of 1974 and the end of the era of Metapolítefsi 1974–1976 brought the acceptance of the 

Demotic dialect as both the de facto and de jure forms of the language for use by the Greek 

government, though the Katharevousa movement has left marks in the language.

Today, standard modern Greek, based on Demotic, is the official language of both Greece and Cyprus. 

Greek is spoken today by approximately 12–15 million people, mainly in Greece and Cyprus, but also 

by minority and immigrant communities in many other countries.

Greek is considered a rather difficult language. That explains the expression “it’s all Greek to me!”. 

Yet, once you take a closer look, dear English speaking friends, you will see that you already speak 

Greek – but you just don’t know it! You are certainly familiar with words like “theatre”, “democracy”, 

“music”, “logic”, “energy”, “diagnosis”, “gastronomy”, “philosophy”, “strategy”, “ecology”, 

“symbol”, “tragedy”, “psyche” or even...”crisis” (!).


